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ABSTRACT 

Over the past forty years, compelling demands for safer, cleaner and more efficient vehicles 

have given rise to a drastic increase in the replacement of many traditional mechanical and 

electrical mechanisms by more advanced electronic systems. Due to their harsh operating 

environments, automotIve electronic systems are subject to failures from thermomechanical 

stresses and corrosive breakdown, adversely affecting their reliability and lifespan. 

Furthermore, the development of bus communication protocols for improved control 

capabilities has prompted wider systems distribution within the restricted space of a vehicle 

and inadvertently led to higher assembly complexity, increased vehicle weight and 

manufacturing costs. Despite advancements in the industry, no commercially viable process 

exists that is capable of providing electronic systems with sufficient robustness for their 

operating environments while also offering assembly consolidation to enable cost reduction. 

The primary focus of this thesis is the engineering of a low-cost, single-cycle process for the 

direct encapsulation of electronic systems within thermoplastic structures, leading to the 

production of robust, geometrically flexible and ready-to-assemble plastic automotive 

components with integrated electronics and requisite power distribution. An inj ection 

overmoulding technique, developed from conventional processes, is presented as a cost 

effective and technically feasible solution. 

The contributions of this research are in four areas. Firstly, an in-depth investigation is 

presented, which has achieved a balanced pressure distnbutions of melt flow and reductions 

in deformation of the overmoulded electronic assembly. This has led to the engineering of a 

novel topographically contoured moulding tool with intemal subassembly support mechanism. 

Secondly, systematic experimental studies of the interdependent process parameters in 

injection overmoulding were implemented through design of experiment (DOE) approaches 

and statistical analysis techniques to formulate optimised process conditions. Thirdly, 

knowledge of the stresses on the embedded subassembly has been gained through novel 

measurement of mechanical and electrical properties at board and chip-levels, providing an 

understanding of design requirements and process boundary conditions. Finally, by offering 

superior geometrical flexibility, a fast and efficient process cycle, and better consolidation 

with the existing plastic components, this technology has demonstrated improvements in the 

robustness of automotive electronic systems. 
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Pnoz Nozzle melt pressure [MPa or bar] 

PP Polypropylene 

PUR Polyurethane 

RSM Response surface methodology 

Si Silicone 

foool Cooling time [s] 

Tg Glass transition temperature [0C] 

thold Holding time [s] 

tm) Melt injection time Cs] 

Tmel! Melt temperature [0C] 

Tmould Moulding tool temperature [0C] 

TP Thermoplastic 

TS Thermoset or thermosetting 

Vm) Melt injection speed [m/5] 
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CHAPTERl. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Background 
, 

Since its introduction in the 1960s, automotive electronics have experienced a dramatic 

growth in the replacement of many traditional mechanical and electrical systems. This 

development has largely been driven by legislative requirements, market competition and 

customer demands for safer, cleaner and more efficient automobiles. The ensuing push for 

more intelligent systems and telematics t has resulted in the distribution of electronic systems 

to various locations within the structure of vehicles and has prompted the development of bus 

communication protocols. Presently, electronic applications may be found from in-cabin to 

under-bonnet areas of most new vehicles. However, as in aeronautical and aerospace 

industries, safety and reliability requirements are of the utmost importance for automotive 

electronics, making it one of the most technologically-aware and yet safety-driven 

manufacturing sectors. 

Many modem electronic systems offer the means for sensing, control and/or actuation 

capacities in arduous locations of a vehicle and are persistently subject to severe mechanical 

stresses, thermal cycles and environmental contaminants. Such strenuous operating 

conditions, typified by systems in the wheel arch and engine compartment, can lead to failures 

from detrimental thermomechanical stresses and corrosive breakdown. Moreover, there are 

strong industrial initiatives for the migration of electronics to on-engine mounting points, 

hence significantly increasing the temperature and vibrational exertions. Consequently, the 

survivability of automotive electronics under elevated mechanical and thermal conditions has 

a significant influence on its systems reliability. Providing the circuitry with sufficient 

robustness against such failure mechanisms is a critical design criterion for engineers in 

attaining reliability. Metal or plastic housings sealed with high-strength adhesives or 

ultrasonic bonding are generally used, many with their electronics shielded by polymeric 

conformal coating. 

The recent development of different bus communication protocols as means of providing 

better data exchange and control capabilities have successfully enabled further 

t The combined applIcation of telecommUnIcatIons and mformatics technologies and servICes WIthin the 
automotIve and aeronautIcal industries [Infonnation Society Technologtes, 2003] 
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implementations of electronic and electromechanical systems in vehicles. However, this has 

inadvertently prompted a wider systems distribution within the restricted envelope of a 

vehicle. Due to inaccessibility or design considerations, many of the processing electronics 

have to be remotely wired to respective sensing or actuation mechanisms, thus necessitating 

the use of more harness looms, which in turn increases the overall vehicle weight. The 

assembly of heavy harnesses and mounting of electronic systems in inaccessible locations 

considerably increases shop-floor complexity and incurs extra assembly costs. Integrating 

electronics and some degree of power distribution within the existing structural plastic trim of 

a vehicle offers an opportunity to overcome these problems. As today's complex multi-chip 

control systems are predominantly limited to low-volume high-value cars, the eventual cost 

saving in the production and assembly processes will also allow the high-volume small and 

medium car markets to fully capitalise upon the benefits of increasing telematics. 

The automotive industry is currently moving towards high-density interconnected electronic 

technologies with higher capabilities and size reduction. While the benefits from improved 

functionality may be apparent, packages such as wirebonded chip-on-board, flip-chips and 

ball-grid-arrays (BGAs) will require more stringent and robust structural buffering from 

thermomechanical forces for their long-term reliability. 

The research reported in this thesis was motivated by the ever-increasing demands for robust 

and reliable electronic systems capable of withstanding severe automotive environments. The 

primary objective of this work has been to develop and implement an economically efficient 

technology for the encapSUlation of electronics systems within thermoplastic structures in a 

single overmoulding process. The results achieved in this research provide a design platform 

for engineers in the manufacture of geometrically flexible, ready-to-assemble automotive 

plastic components, with the integration of robust electronics and the required power 

distribution. 

1.2. Areas of Investigation and Research Approach 

This research focused on the development of a single-cycle overmoulding process for the 

direct embedment of electronic systems in thermoplastic components. While the engineering 

platform established from the technology may bring benefits to many manufacturing 

industries, the current research has investigated applications from automotive electronics as 
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the springboard in the feasibility evaluation of the proposed technology as weIl as the 

technical demonstrators in its subsequent implementations. 

Chapter 1 

This thesis begins from the baseline of reviewing the current state of technologies related to 

the research, to be foIlowed by exploring how conventional technologies may be reengineered 

using innovative process designs to produce thermoplastic components in which electronics 

and structural features are fully integrated. It goes on to highlight the challenges to be 

addressed in order to improve upon traditional packaging approaches in automotive 

electronics to gain technical and economic advantages. The results from a preliminary process 

screening trial and modelling validation formed the basis of a feasibility study. Empirical 

investigations using systematic experimental design, comprehensive statistical analyses and 

innovative engineering were subsequently undertaken to optimise the process parameters. 

Finally, real-time measurements were implemented to gain insight and deeper understanding 

of the functional behaviour of the embedded electronics during the proposed process. The 

fmdings obtained in this research formulated a methodology for the implementation of direct 

injection overmoulding of electronic systems into thermoplastic modules. 

1.3. Aims and Objectives 

This research aimed to implement a technology that meets demands for robust and reliable 

electronic systems, capable of withstanding severe automotive environments. Based on the 

knowledge gained in this research, a design platform would be generated for the manufacture 

of geometricaIly flexible, ready-to-assemble automotive plastic components, with integration 

of electronics and power distribution. Finally, the technology would further enhance the 

application of electronics in automotive industry. 

In order to fulfil the aims outlined above, studies were undertaken in this research to achieve 

the following objectives: 

a) To understand and develop an economically viable technology for the encapsulation of 

electronics systems within thermoplastic structures, and 

b) To use conventional electronics and polymer processing to achieve leaner assembly 

through parts consolidation 

To achieve this advancement for the automotive electronic engineers, key elements of the 

injection overmoulding process have been identified and developed. These are: 
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I) Electronic assembly - Emphasis has to be placed on the selection of component 

packages, circuit substrates and interconnections in order to ensure their integrity during 

overmouIding. Extra stress buffering layers such as "glob-top", may have to be used for 

more sensitive components and solder joints. 

2) Selection of materials - CTE matching, content and type of filler reinforcement, 

geometrical stability, rheological characteristics as well as processing and service 

specifications of polymers should be taken into considemtion during the design stage. 

3) Process parameters - The understanding of individual and any combinational 

influences from process factors is critical for the reduction of thermomechanical stresses 

and product defects through optimisation of the tempemture, pressure and time 

variables. 

4) Tooling design - The geometrY and position of injection gate, ovemll part thickness 

and distribution of dynamic melt flow resistance are important factors in affecting the 

overmouIding. Engineers must also address the in-mould positioning apparatus for the 

electronic assembly. 

5) Qualification protocol- Potential failure mechanisms must be identified and 

appropriate analysis techniques conducted to evaluate the significance of process factors 

in contnbuting to defects. 

The main body of this thesis describes the design, development, experimental trials and 

results exaruination performed to address these process elements, and their interrelated 

integmtion to form the core of a novel electronic injection overmoulding technology. 

1.4. Contri butions of the Research 

This research makes a number of contributions to the development of a polymeric 

encapsulation process of electronic systems and its implementation into the automotive 

electronic manufacturing industrY. They are the following: 

I) A novel moulding tool reengineering approach has been designed and implemented into 

the injection overmoulding of an electronic system. By maintaining the thermodynamic 

flow resistance for the molten polymer around the electronic assembly, the 

topographically contoured tool produced a balanced in-mould pressure distnbution. 

Additionally, different methods of positioning mechanisms for the insert assembly were 

investigated and an in-mould supporting apparatus was designed and implemented. 
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2) Systematic design of experiment (DOE) offactorial and RSM paradigms have been 

comprehensively implemented into the experimental analysis to enable in-depth study of 

the interdependent process variables. ANOV A and ANOM were used jointly with 

parametric optimisation to isolate the prominent process variables and finally to identify 

the states of these variables to arrive at the most optimal yield for the overmoulded 

components. 

3) Novel functional electronic test vehicles have been developed to allow real-time 

instrumentation and measurement of mechanical and electrical properties during the 

overmoulding process. The outputs from such board-level and chip-level monitoring 

systems provided an insight into the effects of thermomechanical stresses on the 

embedded components and formed a useful aid for system design and component 

selection. Furthermore, wirebonded silicon chips with glob-top coating have been 

investigated with favourable results and is a current subject of production planning for 

industrial partners. This is hoped to become a stepping stone for the use of advanced HDI 

electronic packages. 

4) Finally, a novel overmoulding process which adapted and improved upon conventional 

injection moulding and electronic assembly has been successfully developed in 

collaboration with industry. The advent of such thermoplastic overmoulded electronic 

systems has helped to move forward the manufacturing industry from the use of non

recyclable thermoset materials as well as standard mounting practices. Moreover, the 

technology offers a fast and efficient process cycle to produce electronic-embedded 

plastic components with superior geometrical flexibility and improved consolidation with 

existing parts. Therefore, it has been recognised to improve the robustness of the 

automotive electronic systems, while maintaining its manufacturability through its ease of 

incorporation into existing moulding machinery setup, higher cost efficiency and better 

component handleability for leaner assembly procedures. 

1.5. Structure of the Thesis 

This introductory Chapter is followed by a further seven chapters. 

Chapter Two begins by discussing the current board-level packaging technologies, with 

comparisons drawn against thermosetting materials and the MID approach. It goes on to 

present a brief overview of the automotive electronic industry. The definition of this research 

is presented through a discussion of the adaptation of injection moulding for direct 
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encapsulation of electronics and its associated advantages. Finally, the technical challenges 

and potential failure mechanisms of ovennoulded electronics are examined. 

Chapter Three describes the preliminary experiments in this research. The initial trials and the 

subsequent process screening experiments are discussed. This is followed by an exploratory 

experiment in which a systematic experimental scheme was designed to further analyse the 

encapsulation process. 

Chapter Four presents an in-depth discussion on the design of subassembly supports in the 

mould tool. It focuses on an experiment to study the adhesion between the interfacial 

polymers with a list of materials identified for ovennoulding and pre-moulded support 

cradles. 

Chapter Five concentrates on the re-engineering work of the mould tool in order to minimise 

structural distortions to the embedded electronic assembly. 

Chapter Six reports on the study undertaken to achieve real-time monitoring of the 

ovennoulding process at the board and component levels of the assembly. Component 

temperature excursion, substrate lateral strains and electronic integrity were among the 

measured entities. The results obtained are elaborated in detail to provide a deeper insight into 

the ovennoulding process. 

Chapter Seven discusses the chip-level real-time monitoring experiments, in which a 

wirebonded chip-on-board test vehicle with multiple capabilities was employed. The 

experimental setup is discussed and the measurements of temperature and strain are presented 

in order to establish the potential for such electronic interconnection in the proposed 

encapsulation process. 

Chapter Eight provides an overall discussion, summarising all the significant results reached 

in the preceding chapters and conclusions are drawn from all observations. The technology 

demonstrators selected to illustrate implementation of the ovennoulding process into 

industrial applications are also presented. The chapter ends with an assessment of the 

contributions and limitations of this study. A number of suggestions for further work and 

exploitations are also presented. 
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CHAPTER 2. 

2.1. Introduction 

TECHNOLOGY REVIEW AND 

RESEARCH DEFINITION 

Chapter] 

This chapter sets out to give an outline of the different elements involved in the process 

suggested by this research. Firstly, an overview of electronic packaging processes related to 

the research is presented and evaluations are made against comparable technologies. As 

applications from the automotive electronic industry were used as technology demonstrators 

in this research, the background of automotive electronic industry is briefly presented to 

formulate the objectives and focus of this research. The discussion will also demonstrate that 

automotive electronics provide a good application platform for the feasibility study ofplastic 

overmoulded electronics as they are exposed to extreme and arduous operating environments. 

This chapter then concentrates on the adaptation of the thermoplastic injection moulding to 

enable a single-cycle electronics encapsulation process technology. This is coupled with 

discussions on the inherent challenges and benefits associated with its development. 

2.2. Electronic Packaging and Interconnection 

2.2.1. Packaging Hierarchy and Current Technologies 

The revolution of modem semiconductor electronics took place with the invention of the 

transistor at Bell Labs in 1947 and it has since become one of the most important industries 

for the advancement of science, technology and manufacturing economies. The innovation in 

packaging technologies for various electronic components and systems has formed an integral 

part of this development. Today, electronic packaging involves anything from passive 

components (resistors, capacitors, etc.), integrated circuits (ICs) to entire electronic 

subsystems (handheld devices, mobile phones, personal computers, etc.), and encompasses 

the following four key functions of [Tummala et ai, 1997] [Wong, 2000]: 

I) power distribution, 

2) signal distribution, 

3) thermal management, and 

4) protection (mechanical, chemical, environmental, electromagnetic). 
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The levels of packaging process involved in electronic systems are defmed in Figure 2-1, 

which begins with the lithography fabrication of polycrystalline silicon wafer using VLSI 

(very large scale integration) or ULSI (ultra large scale integration) to produce semiconductor 

chips integrated with tens of millions of transistors, resistors, capacitors and thin-film 

interconnections. The chip level interconnection is arguably the most critical stage, where the 

integrated chip (IC) is assembled into a housing or lead-frame and connected using wire 

bonding (WB), tape automated bonding (TAB), flip chip (FC) or beam lead (BL). At the next 

level, the interconnected ICs are packaged using plastic transfer moulding into different types 

of packages such as quad flatpack (QFP), plastic leadless components (pLCC), ball grid array 

(BOA), dual in-line package (DIP) and small outline package (SOP). 

These packaged ICs are then populated to a laminate or ceramic PCB using surface mount 

(SM), plated through hole (PTH) and BOA with soldering materials or conductive adhesives. 

Alternatively, the bare ICs may also be populated directly onto PCB using direct chip attach 

(DCA) methods such as wire-bonded chip-on-board (COB) and FC, and protected by a layer 

of polymeric glob-topt. 110 interconnects in the forms of metal pins, wires and/or flexible 

cables are attached to the assembled circuit. System level packaging then takes place where 

one or multiple electronic circuitries are assembled into its host equipment (such as a 

handheld calculator, mobile phone, PC, etc.) or into an external housing which may be 

plugged or mounted into the fmal hosting equipment (such as a vehicle, industrial machinery, 

etc.). 

The continual development of new and better polymers for use as moulding compounds, 

adhesives, underfills and heat transfer materials is at the heart of developments of next

generation electronic packaging including high-density PCBs, embedded passives and 

alternative high-density chip- and component-level interconnections. It has also been 

identified [Wong, 2000] that the advancement in VLSI semiconductor technology is also 

largely attributed to the advances in polymeric materials, such as photoresists for 

microelectronic lithography, dielectrics for interlayer and device passivation, encapsulants for 

coatings and mouldings. Table 2-1 projects the packaging trend and demands in consumer, 

automotive and high-performance systems over the last decade. 

t The apphcahon of an encapsulant to protect vulnerable electronIC components from environmental. mechanIcal or 

electncal damages [TW!. 1999] 
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In order to meet the technological requirements in these industries, ICs have gone through a 

very substantial miniaturisation process to increase its functionality per unit area [Brathwaite 

et ai, 1997]. as reflected in Figure 2-2, while the manufacturing process has evolved to 

produce packaging technologies with smaller geometry, higher interconnection density, 

functionality and reliability (as illustrated in Table 2-2). 

VLSIIULSI 

Chip Level 

Component 
Level 

Board 
Level 

System 
Level 

~ 
Wire bond 

: 
Beam-lead 

Silicon wafer 

i ~ 
Flip-chip 

~ . f ... ~ 
TAB 

• 

Figure 2-1 Conventional electronic packaging hierarchy 
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I/O per chip 100 200 375 150 200 500 600 1,500 3,000 

I/O density/in2 100 200 375 30 100 150 150 300 400 

Area array pitch (mm) 0.4 0.25 0.2 0.4 0.25 0.2 

Board lines/spaces (mil) 5 4 2 6 3 2 3 2 I 

Power/chip (W /chip) I 6 12 15 40 60 80 

1.0 0.7 0.4 10.0 5.0 2.5 

Board cost (S/in2) 0.6 0.4 (6 layers) (6 layers) (6 layers) (30 layers) (30 layers) (30 layers) 

Max. board temp. (0C) 125 155 170 

I/O perMCM 3,000 6,000 10,000 

Table 2-1 Electronic packaging requirements in consumer products, automotive electronics and high-performance systems (MCM - multi chip 

module) [Tummala et ai, 19971 
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Type Effectiw Silitoft 
BOlrd ""'"~ Density 

QFP gOD mm' 11'lb 

OGA 530 mm' 19'1b 

~OGA 225 mm' 44'lb 

COO 16'il mm' 5'il'lb 

11 mm -= .. 
i • Flip Chip 121 mm 

, 
83'lb 

6Assumes I ID x 10 '~'IIn chip. 

Figure 2-2 Packaging miniaturisation provides increased functionality per unit area [Brathwaite 

et ai, 1997] 

Chip interconnection 
Wire bond (WB) -+ TAB -+ FC 

Packaging interconnection 
PTH -+ SMT -+ Fine-pitch SMT -+ BOA SMT -+ CSP SMT 

Single-chip 
DIP -+ QFP -+ Thin QFP (TQFP) -+ BOA -+ CSP 

Multi-chip 
Ceramic -+ Thin-film -+ Think-film on PCB/ceramic -+ Single-level integrated 
module (SLIM) 

Table 2-2 Packaging technology evolution [Tummala et aI, 1997] 
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2.2.2. Thermoplastic vs. Thermosetting Polymeric Packaging 

In the production of electronic components, such as ICs, active and passive components, the 

current, conventional approaches mostly employ potting or transfer moulding. Thermosetting 

(TS) compounds, such polyester, polyimide and epoxy resins are commonly used in these 

packaging processes. Further down the packaging scales at board-level packaging, current 

methods in the industry are based on potting, glob-topping, dam-and-fill, and sprayed or 

dipped conformal coating. 

The advantages of thermoplastic (TP) injection moulding over TS potting packaging are 

briefly listed below: 

• Injection moulding is suitable for mass production because the raw material can be 

converted to a finished part in one operation without the need for premixing of material 

components, i.e. continuous path from moulding compound to finished part. 

• TP resins are supplied in the form of dust-free pellets and, unlike many liquid and solid 

TS materials, TP resins release only negligible amounts of volatile organic compounds 

during processing due to lesser extent of chemical reactions. This protects the product 

against the ionic contamination risks. 

• Cost-efficiency, such as profitability, is heavily influenced by the output of parts per unit 

time. In injection moulding, this output rate depends heavily on the length of time 

required for the moulded part to cool within the mould and, as the cooling time 

increases/decreases as a square of the wall thickness, the wall thickness of the part plays 

the vital role. TP usually have cooling time of less than I minute, in comparison to TS 

which may take up to 30 minutes. However, it is rarely economical to produce injection 

moulded parts with thicknesses greater than Bmm. 

• Short cycle time (elapsed time between discharges of two cousecutive finished parts) on 

the production floor as plasticising time, curing time of TP are greatly reduced with 

greater machine efficiency as compared to TS. The moulded parts produced are also of 

higher reproducibility. 

• TP injection moulding offers waste reduction - epoxy resins used in transfer moulding are 

not reusable after being moulded. It is said that the material utilisation ratio for epoxy 

resins is usually 30-50 wt-% due to the large amount ofunrecyclable mnner and sprue 

parts during transfer moulding process. On the other hand, TP may be re-melted for any 

product rework and eventually recycled at the end of operating life. 
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• The use ofTP also allows the elimination of vola tile organic compounds (VOCs) that are 

generated during potting or encapsulation of thermosetting materials. 

On the other hand, whereas TP injection moulding may have the advantages over TS 

applications, the technology proposed in this research aims to develop a hybrid polymeric 

packaging process in order to produce larger plastic components/modules with electronic 

assemblies fully encapsulated within the structural bodies. 

2.2.3. Moulded Interconnect Devices (MID) 

A polymeric packaging technology that may be closely related to injection moulding is 

moulded interconnect devices (MID), which was first introduced in the mid 1980s and can be 

defmed as a selective metal plating process of injection moulded parts to form 3-dimensional 

circuit patterns [Zippman, 1999]. In general, the production ofMIDs employs four main 

methods [Housden et al, 2002]: 

a) Single-shot injection moulding 

This comprises of: injection moulding of plateable TP substrate - electroless plating of 

conductive copper layer - coating of photosensitive resist - exposure to UV through a 

photomask - metal electroplating with tinlIead or nickel/gold - resist removal and metal 

etching - population and solderinglbonding of components. 

b) Two-shot moulding 

Involves the following procedures: injection moulding of non-catalysed TP base -

injection moulding of a plateable catalysed resin - chemical adhesion promotion - plating 

processes as in single-shot technique (above). 

c) In-mould lamination 

This uses a thermoformed fleXible circuit which is inserted into an injection mould and the 

polymer injected behind the flexible carrier, forcing it against the outer surfaces of the 

mould and becomes an integral part of the plastic upon solidification. Electronic 

components are then populated. 

d) Hotstamping 

A flexible copper foil coated with adhesive is embossed onto a pre-moulded plastic 

substrate using a heated die and followed by population with electronic components. 

Due to their 3-dimensional surfaces, placement of electronic components on MIDs is a 

complicated task, such that programmable automatic machines and robotic arms with an 
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extensive range of motions are required [Feldmann et ai, 1996][ Zussman, 1999]. Because 

components attachment using solders or conductive adhesives are performed at high 

temperatures on polymeric surfaces, higher temperature plastic resins, which are normally 

more expensive, must be used. Also, thermal expansion of most polymers is significantly 

greater than most metals, which may cause detachment of electroplated conductors if 

excessive heat input occurs during soldering [Housden et ai, 2002].ln terms of 

manufacturability, the cost for the processes involved in production ofMIDs is considerably 

higher than for standard circuitry, and therefore they are only selectively used in high-end 

products such as mobile telephones, portable computers and light fitting holders in 

automotives [Mapleston, 2000]. 

Another major limitation of MID is low circuit density because the technology is not capable 

of replicating layered circuitry or using embedded components [Yee, 2000]. A MID circuit 

has maximum two layers (top and bottom surfaces) of available populating areas, compared to 

standard rigid circuitry which can offer multi-layer interconnectious (as many as 32 layers) 

and embedded passives. Currently, MIDs are mostly limited to applications with surface 

mounting components because the integration of higher density devices, such as wirebonding 

of chip-on-board or bonding of flip-chips (FCs), on the 3D polymeric surface is extremely 

difficult. 

The encapsulation approach in this research seeks to establish a comparable, if not improved, 

alternative to MID, especially in comparison with the in-mould lamination technique. A brief 

comparison of the two packaging methods can be summarised in Table 2-3 below. It must, 

however, be recognised that the 2-shot moulding used in MID has the advantage of a higher 

degree of3-dimensional density potential than plastic overmoulding, as the flexibility of the 

latter is limited to where substrate can be located. Figure 2-3 shows a number of sample MID 

components found today. 
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Plastic Overmouldlng MIDs 

Standard substrate-based assembly followed Complicated manufacture: special plateable resin 

by conventional polymer injection moulding. and 2-component moulding tool needed for 2-shot 

Moulding tool uncomplicated. moulding, tbermoformed polymer tbick film and 

metallisation for in-mould lamination. 

Electronic component placement easily done. Special equipment required for solder printing and 

SM component placing (e.g. Cartesian robotic arm 

[Krimi, 1998]). 

Altering of product or circuit designs require Any design changes affect more complex 

only changes to mould tool. reconfigurations to mould tool, 3D metallisation 

equipment and component placement machines. 

Lower production cost - uses conventional High production cost due to design and 

technologies manufacturing complexities. 

Offers good protection from environmental Less protection for tbe electronics 

hazards 

Table 2-3. Comparisons between plastic overmoulding and MIDs 

(a) 

Figure 2-3 Examples of MID products: (a) automotive brake light holder [Yee, 2000), (b) circuit 

inside a joystick handle [Yee, 2000), (c) an ISDN plug produced from heat-embossing [Bayer 

Plastics, 2004) 
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2.3. Thermoplastic Injection Overmoulding 

Injection overmoulding can be conventionally defmed as "a technique in which a preform 

produced in the initial injection phase is transferred to a second cavity in the same mould into 

which a second material is moulded onto or around the preform." [Stevenson, 1996]. While 

the term "overmoulding" is also widely used to describe complete embodiment of preforms or 

inserts in transfer moulding or potting processes using TS materials such as epoxy and 

polyurethane, it is important to emphasise that this research focuses on the development with 

injection overmoulding of TP polymers. This technology is categorised as one of the multi

material moulding techniques which now accounts for a growing array of plastic components 

worldwide and has expanded the capabilities of injection moulding to incorporate multiple 

materials in a single part and afford the design freedom to integrate application specific 

performance in multifunctional components. In addition to the design flexibility, the selective 

use of materials and processes to provide differential performance in localised areas of a 

plastic component provides significant enhancement in component performance, quality and 

cost control. 

Currently, the TP overmoulding process has a broad usage in the manufacture of many 

mechanical and a number of electrical components. Among its most popular mechanical 

applications are in fusible-core technology which enables hollow core (usually cast in a low

melting point alloy) to be moulded as unified components in plastics, composites and rubbers. 

The core is melted out when the overmould has cured. Aircraft ducting, control cabinets and 

honeycomb structures are made in composites using this process [Morgan, 1997] . Elastomers 

are often overmoulded over handbeld devices and appliances in order to provide non-slip 

elastic grip, mechanical shielding, product propriety protection or added cosmetic features. 

Among these products are included kitchen utensil handles, mobile phones, portable computer 

peripherals, handbeld medical equipment, automotive structural parts and weaponry. One 

such example can be found in Figure 2-4(c), which is an overmoulded brake system for 

veh icles [Creative Storage Systems, 2001]. 

In the production of electrical parts, applications in which TP overmoulding has been 

developed may include solenoid and coil encapsulation to improve physical and electrical 

insulation [Patters on, 1992]. Figure 2-4(a) shows a cross-section through a transformer 

encapsulated with two layers of insulating polymer [DuPont, 1996], while Figure 2-4(b) 

shows an example of the overmoulded coil [DKC Corporation, 2004] [Hanrahan et aI, 2002]. 
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Figure 2-4(d) shows examples of ovennoulded connectors [[8urk, 2000]. This approach has 

given the industry advantages such as reduced cost and tooling time, improved strain relieffor 

cable exit, increased durability and resistance to shock, as well as cosmetic alternatives [8urk, 

2001]. 

(a) 

avermeld 

- .<f---- Qvermold 
' <lk---Hub 

'-'-;;-"'-1H,-- Sprl ngs 
+-;H b"'ir- Spring Plate 

,..."-;?j-----,,r-ir-- Pads 

:-0#--1--- 2 Gear Hub 
3 Gear Hub 

Figure 2-4 Example of applications of TP overmoulding: (a) overmoulded transformer [DuPont, 

1996]; (b) coil [DKC Corporation, 2004] (c) brake system [Creative Storage Systems, 2001]; (d) 

electrical connectors [Burk, 2000] 

It is therefore the primary objective of current research to further exploit and advance the TP 

injection ovennoulding process to develop a cost-efficient manufacturing platfonn for a 

single-cycle direct-encapsulation of an electronic assembly within thennoplastic structures. 

Suffice to note that amongst the biggest underlying issues which must be addressed are the 

minimisation ofthermomechanical stresses during ovennoulding and the compatibility of 

material properties during ovennoulding as well as in-service conditions. While combining 
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several materials in a single part, these materials must be optimised to somehow display the 

least thermomechanical disparity with each other. The differences in rheological and physical 

properties of adjoining materials are critical elements in this process, and serious mismatch 

may exacerbate adverse results. Section 2.7 identifies some of the potential problems which 

may be associated with direct overmoulding of electronics. 

2.4. Overview of Automotive Electronics 

Automotive electronic systems started to appear in significant volumes to replace electrical 

systems during the 1960s, with voltage regulators and ignition controls among the flfst 

popular applications. However, over the past two decades, legislative requirements, market

driven competition and customer demands have brought an even more dramatic increase in 

the incorporation of electronics within vehicles to replace many traditional mechanical or 

electrical systems. The growth in the electronic content of a vehicle has seen an explosive rise 

from an average ofUS$78 in 1980 to US$861 in 1990 and increasing to US$I ,495 by 1998 

[Yanik, 1998)[Harkness, 1995) . This corresponds to an increase in the average electronic cost 

per vehicle from 13% (1980s) to 17% (I 990s) and is forecast to break into the +20% range in 

the current decade with the addition of more software. In top-of-the-range cars, the electronic 

content can amount to 35% of the total vehicle cost [Frank et ai, 1998). Latest analysis 

projects a 13.4% growth for automotive electronics to reach US$25.4b by 2003 [Brancato, 

2000) with primary adoptions to improve safety, emission, engine management, navigation, 

manoeuvrability and comfort. Table 2-4 provides an overview on the value and annual growth 

of electronics in the broad functional categories of the industry over the 1994-98 periods 

[Harkness, 1995) . Many of these features, such as fuel injection, ABS, airbag, electronic 

gearbox, and a security system have now become standard in many cars. 

As discussed in Chapter I , microprocessors are widely used to control an increasing number 

of electronic subsystems linked by bus protocols within a vehicle. This has led to the 

development ofmultiplexing concepts such as Controller Area Network (CAN), Vehicle Area 

Network (VAN) and the American SAE J 1850 bus protocols [Kiencke et aI, 1996) as a means 

of providing better data exchange and systems control with reduced harness costs. The J 1850 

and CAN bus architectures are illustrated by simplified block diagrams in Figure 2-5 

[Bannatyne et ai, 1997) and Figure 2-6, respectively. However, multiplexed controls have led 

to increases in system integration, advanced capabilities and complexities in electronics. Such 
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systems have therefore placed high demands on the automotive manufacturing sector to meet 

growing requirements, cost and complexity [Bannatyne, 2000). 

Million USS Annual growth 
Application 

1994 1998 (%) 

Engine management systems 2,936.1 4,194.4 9.33 

ABS and traction control 779.0 1,401.8 15.82 

Vehicle dynamics contro l 30.0 87.8 30.82 

Airbag systems 395.5 919.8 23.49 

Active suspension systems 119.8 351.0 30.82 

Electronic gearbox 179.8 403.4 22.39 

Electronic display 299.6 511.2 14.29 

Navigational systems 659.1 1,930.5 30.82 

Security systems 305.6 448.0 10.04 

Servicing systems 239.7 464.7 18.00 

Multiplexing 329.6 576.4 15.00 

Total 6,273.6 11,288.9 15.82 

Table 2-4 Growth of automotive electronics between 1994-98 [Harkoess, 1995J [Yanik, 1998J 

---+--II---<[}----+-+--{)----+--+--<..}--- Data 

-v (12/24V) 
--~~----_Cr_------~~------- +V 

Figure 2-5 Simplified block diagram of the SAE-J1850 bus system [Bannatyne et ai, 1997J 
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--I-+-Q>-------t-+-<.)------+-+---l}--- Data 

--+-{ }------+---L:f-------+--{)---- -V (12124V) 

--{}---------l}---------Q------+V 

Figure 2-6 Simplified block diagram of a CAN bus system 

Over their lifetime, failures in automotive electronics may be caused by different mechanisms. 

Table 2-5 gives an outline of the primary stress factors which may lead to failures on various 

sites of an electronic system [Wondrak et ai, 1999). These stress factors have significant 

effects on reliability issues and they can be distinguished into operating requirements (voltage, 

current density, power losses, operating temperature) and environmental conditions (ambient 

temperature, shock, vibration, humidity). In order to assure a certain level of reliability and 

quality, qualification testing for electrical, mechanical and environmental conditions of these 

devices has been initiated by the AEC and JEDEC. These tests may comprise of thermal 

cycling, power cycling, temperature-humidity bias, vibration and mechanical shock. 
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Failure Site Stress Factor 

Device Level 

Oxide Voltage 

Passivation system Current density 

Metallisation Operating temperature 

Temperature 

Package Level 

Moulding material Humidity 

Die attach Current 

Bonds Temperature 

Chip size 

Operating temperature 

Vibration 

Board Level 

Substrate Humidity 

Solder joints Vibration 

Bond Temperature 

Connector Operating temperature 

Vibration 

Table 2-5 Stress factors for related fa ilure sites in automotive electronics [Wondrak et ai, 19991 

2.5. Injection Overmoulding for Direct Electronic Encapsulation 

The proposed technology adapted conventional technologies of injection moulding and rigid 

printed circuit boards (PCBs) assembly in order to achieve cost efficiency. Figure 2-7 

illustrates a peB populated with SM components and UO connectors positioned on the fixed

half of a mould. The moving-half of the mould closes and molten plastic injected into the 

mould cavity, thus completely encapsulating the assembly. 

An illustration of this process can be seen in Figure 2-8. A rigid circuit, with a prospective of 

using a standard PCB material such as FR4, and populated with components of a variety of 

sizes and interconnections, is demonstrated in Figure 2-8(a). Figure 2-8(b) shows the 

resulting plastic module encapsulating the circuitry, which may be moulded with external 

structures that enables it to be readily fitted into larger or existing parts. On the other hand, 

Figure 2-9 shows an example of a circuit mounted in a conventional plastic housing 
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commonly found in automotive applications today. More importantly, with the automotive 

electronic industry gearing towards higher complexity subsystems with more sophisticated 

functions and envisaging the use ofHDI components (through direct chip bonding such as 

flip-chips and 8GAs) [Ward et ai, 2000] in the foreseeable future, the use of rigid PCB-based 

circuitry will offer the flexibility to accommodate such capabilities. Such developments will 

also require more stringent test schemes to meet the JEDEC and AEC qualification standards. 

This would be considerably more difficult to implement using the MID platforms. 

1) Polymer plasticisation 

M 

2) Melt injection 

3) Part ejection 

Electronic 
subassembly 

Molten TP 

Resin reservoir 

Figure 2-7 Schematic of electronic over moulding using a conventional injection moulding 

machine 
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Figure 2-8 An overmoulded electronic module: (a) standard rigid circuitry (b) resultant 

overmoulded module, with configurable external geometry 

Figure 2-9 Conventional circuit mounted in a plastic housing 

In terms of the electronic packaging hierarchy, the direct embedding of an electronic 

assembly into a polymeric structure can be identified as an alternative route to achieve 

combinational board-system level packaging. As illustrated in Figure 2-10, the single-cycle 

overmoulding process enables an electronic subsystem to be directly integrated into a plastic 

structure, hence simplifYing the conventional system-level packaging with improved 

robustness. Also, due to its ability to accommodate standard PCB technologies (as compared 

to MID), the process allows the use of double-sided, multi-layer substrates with embedded 
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passives for increased functionality. Because the overmoulding polymer is capable of 

packaging the silicon chips to provide the additional ruggedness against adverse factors (e.g. 

thermal delamination, mechanical vibration and chemical contamination), it allows the 

incorporation of direct-chip-attach (DCA) interconnections such as COB and FC with glob

top coating. 

Engineering thermoplastics have experienced accelerated progress in mechanical, chemical 

and fabrication processes over the last few decades and feature strongly in today's industries 

because they offer geometrical design flexibility, weight reduction, lower cost and the ability 

to swvive in exigent automotive environments. Injection moulding is a cyclic process of 

forming plastic into a pre-determined shape by forcing the plasticized or molten polymer resin 

under pressure (injection pressure) into a specially shaped cavity (mould). The melt solidifies 

within the mould, which is then opened to remove/eject the part after a fixed cooling period 

(time). The quality and repeatability of moulded parts are principally governed by a set ofkey 

process parameters: temperature (melt, mould), time (injection, holding), pressure (injection, 

holding), speed (injection), moulding tool design, injection gate position and geometry. The 

interrelationship of these factors have significant influences on both in- and post-mould 

reactions of the plastic module and as such any design flaw may result in undesirable 

distortions such as thermal shrinkage, warpage, under-strength weld lines, sinks or voids in 

the final product. 

For the success of direct electronic encapsulation, a number of critical factors must be 

addressed. Firstly, the technology must produce a single-cycle embedding process wllich can 

be controlled in order to avoid thermomechanical damage to the embedded electronics. The 

injection parameters play the most vital role in determining the rheology of the non

Newtonian molten polymer entering the mould cavity, subsequently wrapping around the 

electronics. The melt's temperature, viscosity and velocity develop thermal and mechanical 

(thermomechanical) stresses that may weaken the structural integrity of the circuit board, 

components and interconnectivity, as well as adversely affect the functionality and reliability 

of the assembly. This may be minimised through careful control and optimisation of the main 

processing temperatures, pressures and times. The design of moulding tool layout may also 

have a significant role in tllis process. 
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The interaction between the polymer and embedded subassembly at adjoining interfaces is 

another critical area of great importance. This must be investigatcd, parti cularly from the 

perspecti ve of any consequent effects of the polymer on the pe B. The mismatch of materi al 

properties may produce disproportionate thelmal shrinkages between the overmould and 

embedded elements, leading to undesired mechan ical distortion and electri ca l breakdown to 

the embedded assembly. 

In order to realise the manufacturabi li ty of the proposed encapsulation technique, it is 

therefore critical that both the optimum moulding parameters and materials matching criteri a 

are achieved. In terms of the material selection, thi s must address the choice for both thermal 

processing on assembly and the function of the assembly; whereas the development of process 

and tooling layout must endeavour to overcome the materi al rheology causing unacceptable 

thennomechanical fo rces imparting on the embedded electroni cs. 

~ 
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Figure 2-10 Implementation of hybrid board-system ill electrouic packaging hierarchy through 

direct polymeric overmouldillg 
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2.6. Advantages of Thennoplastic-Ovennoulded Electronics 

The previous sections have focused on the objectives and technological challenges in the 

automotive sector. Such technology can also be integrated into other industries with 

applications that necessitate operation of electronics in hazardous conditions. The following 

sections outline the advantages anticipated from the resulting technology essentially that may 

be pertinent to other fields. 

2.6.1. Improved Mechanical Ruggedness 

Provided complete adhesion is achieved at the plastic-to-interconnect interfaces and halides 

are not present in the moulding compound (since moisture in the absence of a reactive 

contaminant will not cause corrosion), embedding the electronics within plastic will also 

minimise/eliminate moisture ingress that causes ionic contamination to electrical 

interconnections. This will reduce operating failure rates and thus enable a prolonged Iifecycle 

to electronic systems. 

2.6.2. Lower Manufacturing/Assembly Costs 

The reduction of electronic component count and wiring loom achieved through the 

intelligent integration of several subsystems within a single structural moulding will reduce 

overall product complexity, thus enabling the manufacture of ready-to-assemble, 

reconfigurable electronic modules at more economical costs. Also, the overmouiding is 

implemented in the standard injection moulding machines, which means that manufacturers 

will not have to replace existing shop floor setup. The single-cycle process will eliminate the 

extra workload involved in mounting the electronic system into its housing as well as the 

sealant curing time. Also, by embedding the electronics inside a polymer part, it will increase 

its handleabiIity and reduce defects on the assembly line. This will in turn reduce time and 

costs to enable a leaner and more efficient assembly. 

2.6.3. Reduced Package Size 

The overall functionality of the structural mouldings may be increased through further 

mechatronic integrations of circuitry, sensors and actuators. Within larger plastic trims, 

multiple units of circuits may be embedded, linked with each other through flexible or flat 

cables. Additional packaging is therefore eliminated, ensuring minimum space is utilised. 

Also, further reduction in the module dimensions may be achieved with the adaptation of 
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flexible PCB substrates that can be mechanically or thermally folded to reduce its effective 

cross-sectional area within the plastic module. 

2.6.4. Improved Systems RobustnesslRelfability 

The subsystems integrated within a single structural moulding will reduce the number of 

interconnections compared with long conventional wiring or flexible strips and this reduction 

will increase reliability and robustness. Additional mechanical strength provided by the 

overmoulding plastic will also increase the lifespan of the electronics. 

2.6.5. Platform for Emerging Electronic Technologies 

Improvements in system robustness, reliability, life and size provided by the technology, will 

enable the use of electronics in other potential applications, such as in the more hazardous and 

exposed spaces of a car (wheel arch, engine bay etc.). The extra buffering and structural 

integrity can also enable the use of new technologies such as chip-on-board (COBs), ball grid 

arrays (BOAs), flip-chip and multi-chip modules (MCMs) in the automotive industry. 

2.6.6. Increased Recyclability Potential 

Unlike thermosetting compounds, such as epoxy resin used in the transfer moulding of 

packaged electronics, the thermoplastic (TP) materials used in this process can be recycled at 

the end of the product life. Figure 2-11 demonstrates a feasible recycling scheme for 

overmoulded electronic products. The recycling of populated PCBs has been established 

successfully [Y okoyama et ai, 1995] [y okoyama et ai, 1998] where the resultsnt produce of 

copper-rich and glass-fibre resin powders can be used as re-material compounds and polymer 

fillers respectively. The recycled thermoplastic can be proportionally blended with virgin 

resin and used for domestic and commercially lower-grade plastic products. 
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Ovennoulded 
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recycled plastIC powder reslO powder 

Figure 2-11 Recycling process for the over-moulded electronic module 

2.7. Problem Statement 

The manufacture of the suggested plastic packaged electronic product requires not just in

depth knowledge in the fields of electronics, material and process, but also good 

understanding of the interrelated physical and chemical reactions. Because standard injection 

moulding occurs in elevated conditions at high temperatures (200-320 0c), pressures (30-120 

MPa), viscosity (an attribute ofTP)and velocity (over 50 mm!s), it imparts extreme thermal 

and mechanical stresses on the embedded assembly. Process design, including tooling layout 

and injection parameters, have to be optimised without compromising the resultant product 

reliability. 

As the injected plastic experiences shrinkage cooling in the mould and post-ejection residual 

shrinkage, the encapsulated assembly can be subjected to localised strains leading to 

implacable distortions, joint fatigue, wire sweep, component cracking and substrate warpage 

(see Section 2.8). This problem may be minimised by reducing the disparity in the linear 

CTEs between the overmoulding polymer and the embedded subassembly through an 
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optimised injection process. The compatibility of materials is also vital to obtaining good 

interface adhesion to prevent de lamination-induced moisture ingress. The following sections 

discuss some of the physical mechanisms which must be taken into consideration in 

ovennoulding electronics. 

2.7.1. Thermal Expansion and Resulting Stresses 

2.7.1.1. Coefficient of Thermal Expansions 

Almost all polymers expand when their temperature is raised and contract when cooled. The 

expansion or contraction of a material due to a temperature change in the absence of 

mechanical loads is called thermal strain ( E). Although the thennal strain is not exactly linear 

with temperature change, for first-order approximation over a temperature change, it is 

usually proportionate to the temperature change. This approximation is expressed in the 

coefficient ofthennal expansion (CTE) of the material, which is defmed as the change in 

length (&) that a material sample of original length L. undergoes over a certain temperature 

range (An, i.e.: 

(Eqn.2-1) 

where IX is the defmed linear CTE of the material in ppml°C. It is important to ensure that the 

maximum tensile strength of the material is not exceeded by the temperature excursions. The 

CTE value in most polymers is a function of temperature, i.e. it may expand slightly with an 

increase m its temperature. The CTE is a critical parameter when dimensional stability of a 

material over different temperature ranges is important. This can be particularly crucial at the 

interface between two different materials. 

2.7.1.2. Formulation of Shrinkage Stresses 

Shrinkage stresses in moulded plastic packages result from polymerisation and the disparities 

in the CTE among the various materials which are in intimate contact. The following 

relationships can be used to calculate the magnitude of the thennal shrinkage stresses, cr, as 

the package goes through a thermal excursion from Tt to T2 [Pecht et ai, 1995]: 

(Eqn.2-2) 
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where a is the temperature-dependent CTE, E is the Young's modulus of elasticity, Cs is a 

design dependent geometric constant, the subscript p refers to the moulding polymer and the 

subscript i refers to the electronic insert. Since lIE, « 11Ep, <lp and Bp can be replaced with 

single values for the glassy regIOn denoted by subscript g (up to T g). Also, since the 

encapsulant is compliant above the T g, the above integral can be approximated by: 

(Eqn.2-3) 

to provide the stress parameter cr*. 

The stress, cr, or the stress parameter, cr*, is only a crude approximation of the stress level in 

the material and does not account for the stress concentration points or other geometric and 

interfacial features that influence delamination, bending or cracking. The thermo-mechanical 

property values needed for cr or cr* calculation are normally provided by suppliers. The more 

commonly used simple equation for the calculation of thermal stresses is known as Hooke's 

Law: 

(Eqn.2-4) 

where AT = T1 - T2 

2.7.1.3. Residual Thermal Stress 

During the overmoulding process, when the polymer cool from glass transition temperature 

(T g) to room temperature, a thermal mismatch can cause residual stress to be moulded into the 

structure. Due to a larger CTE in the PCB substrate, the polymer will be in a compressive 

stress state upon cooling to its ambient temperature (Ta) and this residual thermal stress (cr,..) 

may be derived from Eqn 2.2 above and be given by [Muraki et ai, 2002]: 

(Eqn.2-5) 

where ap(T) = temperature function of CTE for the overmoulding plastic (ppm/0C) 

am(n = temperature function of CTE for the embedded element (ppm/0C) 

Therefore, cr,.. in the polymer at the interface with the substrate induced during the cooling 

time, is a function of its Young's modulus, the disparity ofCTEs and the CTE difference 

between at T g and Ta [Muraki et ai, 2002]. 
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Reinforced polymers may display differing degrees of thennal expansion in the flow and 

cross-flow directions [Stevenson, 1996]. For example, when a glass-reinforced material is 

processed, the glass fibre will align in the direction of material flow. When this occurs, the 

material WIll display a lower CTE in the flow direction than the transverse direction because 

of the reinforcing effect of the glass fibre. To achieve uniform thermal expansion in both the 

directions, mineral fillers are often used. Even when this is done, the expansion in the third 

axis (Z-axis expansion) can vary significantly from that in the other two axes. 

2.7.1.4. Thermal Stress from Temperature Excursion 

When the temperature varies during operation for an overmoulded component, materials with 

different CTE values will experience different degrees of dimensional changes. These non

uniform variations will induce internal tensile and/or compressive stress within the structures 

and, if unrestricted, may even lead to failures. Therefore, when forming a rigid attachment 

interface WIth more than one material, the materials selected should have CTE values as close 

as possible. The thermal stress (crth) caused by differences in CTEs experienced by an element 

overmoulded inside a plastic material can be derived from Eqn. 2.4 to give [Rubin, 1972]: 

where IIp = linear CTE of the overmoulding plastic (ppm/0C) 

!lm = linear CTE of the moulded element (ppm/0C) 

(Eqn.2-6) 

Subsequently, the thermal strain (8th) from the corresponding stress may be found from the 

relationship of [Lin et ai, 1997]: 

(Eqn.2-7) 

2.7.2. Geometrical Differential Shrinkage 

Differential shrinkage is another issue that must be addressed in the design stage of multi

materi~1 moulding processes. In general, such shrinkage is the difference between the 

dimensions of a fabricated part at mould release and the cooled part. The degree of shrinkage 

largely depends on the types of polymer, the filler materials and part geometries. The type and 

amount of filler, such as reinforcement, can significantly reduce shrinkage and tolerances. 

Climatic conditions such as temperature and humidity, which the product will experience in 
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service, as well as conditions of storage, can also affect the shrinkage of a material [Rosato, 

1995]. 

In an ovennoulded component, dissimilar materials and different section thickness will have 

different amounts of shrinkage, resulting in warping defonnation to the part. Complex part 

designs typically have sections of different thickness. The thinner sections cool rapidly in the 

mould during moulding and are close to their final dimensions upon ejection. Thick sections 

of the same component, however, will be significantly hotter at ejection and continue to cool 

and contract after the adjacent thinner sections have reached thennal and dimensional 

equilibrium. As a result of this differential shrinkage, the part distorts to accommodate for its 

non-unifonn physical construction. The behaviour also occurs when adjacent sections are of 

materials with substantial difference in CTE values, as discussed above. 

2.7.3. Materials Adhesion 

Another important issue in multi-material injection moulding is the adhesion between the 

adjoining materials of the components. Whilst the deformations resulting from CTE or 

shrinkage differences may be theoretically predicted, we actually have to assume a perfect 

bonding between the materials at their interface. Therefore, before these issues can be 

predicted and managed, the formation of adhesion between two co-processed materials must 

be understood. Generally, adhesion between polymers may be expected to result from the 

mechanisms of [Stevenson, 1996]: 

• Chemical compatibility of the polymers that results in adhesion due to the inter-diffusion 

of polymers and molecular attractions, and. 

• Mechanical bonding between the materials as the results from glass entanglement, 

material entanglement due to mixing of polymer melts, or intentional interlocking design 

of different materials. 

2.7.4. Heat Transfer, Moisture Diffusion and Hygrothermal Stresses 

With the electronics fully packaged within the polymer body, due consideration must be given 

to its heat distribution capability. Heat conduction within the polymeric package is governed 

by the following equation [Lin et ai, 1997]: 

(Eqn.2-8) 
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where k is the thermal conductivity (in W/m-OC), t is the time (in seconds) andx,y the 

Cartesian coordinates. As a rule of thumb, k for the overmoulding material must be as high as 

possible to provide a good heat dissipation path for the electronics. 

The transient diffosion of moisture within the package encapsulant is assumed to obey Fick's 

Law and be governed by the following equation: 

(Eqn.2-9) 

where D is the coefficient of moisture diffusion and C the moisture concentration. As D is a 

function of the temperature T, the computations of the moisture diffusion and heat transfer 

should be carried out simultaneously. 

The encapsulating polymer is assumed to be in a zero-stress state upon solidification at the 

curing temperature. When the temperature changes from this state, thermal stresses will be 

induced owing to different values of the CTEs of the constituent materials. The thermal strain 

is defmed in Eqn. 2.7 above. As for the hygrostresses, these are developed when the plastic 

moulding compound swells due to the absorbed moisture. The relationship between 

hygrostrain (Shy), the moisture concentration (C) and the hygro-swelling coefficient (13) (unit 

ppm-wt.%) is: 

(Eqn.2-10) 

2.8. Potential Electronic Failure Mechanisms 

While the polymeric encapsulation will allow the operating of electronics in more severe 

applications and prolong the lifespan, the overmoulding process may incur high temperature 

and stresses on the embedded electronic assembly. The potential failure mechanisms for a 

standard PCB-based circuitry (with soldered, adhesive-bonded and/or wire-bonded 

components) are identified in this section. Consecutive overmoulding experiments have been 

undertaken in this research with the aim of avoiding or eliminating occurrences of such 

failures. 

The direct contact of the high temperature, high viscosity of polymer melt during the 

overmoulding may produce a thermomechanical shock that has negative impacts on the 
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integrity of the embedded electronics, leading to failure problems. Firstly, for a circnit WIth 

solder and/or adhesive joints, the thermal stress and shear force can operate in tandem to 

cause shearing of these joints, manifesting solder cracking, joint deformation and 

subsequently displacement the components from their original pads. For circnits with wire

bonded COB (which is usually coated with a glob-top layer), the thermomechanical stresses 

can produce heat and/or compression stresses sufficient to deform the glop-top and cause 

undesirable movements and lift-off of the wirebonds. More serious forces may lead to 

misalignment of the silicon chip, cracking of its passivation layer or even complete fracture of 

the chip. 

Popcorning is a phenomenon in which moisture trapped or absorbed with a packaged IC 

expands at high temperature and produces an internal hygrothermal pressure which leads to 

propagation of cracks [Gaunamani, 1996]. The thermal shock from the molten polymer may 

induce this failure mechanism for surface mounted IC packages. It is also possible that the 

rigid PCB substrate may yield to the combined effect of heat and shear stress, resulting in 

physical distortion, particularly along the flow path of the melt. Such deformation will in turn 

transfer the physical stresses to the components and intercounectionjoints 

The design of moulding tool must regulate the flow resistance around the embedded assembly; 

otherwise an uneven residual pressure distribution in the mould cavity may be produced 

during the uneven flow of molten plastic. Also, any severe crn mismatch between the 

overmoulding polymer and substrate may contnbute to the formation of differential pressure 

distribution. Warpage to the substrate may again set in as a result of these two problems and 

transfer thermomechanical fatigues to the electronics. 

Because of the dIfferential expansion or shrinkage between the polymer and the assembly, 

adhesion at the contacting interface may be weakened through cycling of temperature during 

its operation. The interfacial de-adhesion will allow permeation of water to occur in the 

presence ofhurnidity and result in IDlcrocracking [pecht et al, 1995] of the polymer body 

from swelling in high temperature. Moisture ingress into the electronics through hygrothermal 

diffusion will subsequently occur, promoting corrosion to the circnit conductor tracks and 

bond pad metallisation. With an applied DC field, moisture will set off ionic electromigration 

which forms dendritic growth between adjacent conductor tracks [Viswanadham et aI, 1998], 

resulting in dielectric breakdown of the overmoulded electronics. 
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CHAPTER 3. PRELIMINARY PROCESS SCREENING 

EXPERIMENTS 

3.1. Introduction 

This chapter introduces the process of electronic encapsulation with engineering 

thennoplastics. Through multi-phase empirical investigations, the customisation of 

conventional injection moulding in the ovennoulding of electronic subassembly is 

demonstrated. 

Whilst the fIrst of these experiments was a dummy trial designed to investigate and identify a 

variety of process elements, it also demonstrated the strenuous demands placed upon the 

embedded subassembly by conventional plastic injection moulding. The fmdings from this 

trial were further examined in the following exploration experiment with various non

functional electronic combinations. Design of Experiment (DOE) was used in the latter 

experiment protocol, with statistical analysis of the results. The conclusions from these 

preliminary experiments produced the groundwork for the more focused studies. 

3.2. Experimental Procedure 

3.2.1. Preliminary Screening Experiment 

At the outset, it was decided that a series of experimental investigations were required to 

identify technical challenges and establish optimum process conditions and techniques. To 

this end, dummy electronic assemblies were designed to explore a set of assembly variables 

that included the substrates, interconnection technologies and injection moulding parameters. 

The dummy specimens were then encapsulated in transparent ABS plastic (chosen for ease of 

investigation) under a range of moulding conditions. 

The substrates included two grades of epoxy glass FR4, flexible polyester (PE) thick fIlms 

and alumina ceramic. Conventional surface mount components were used to represent typical 

electronic subassemblies. The selection of substrates was based on their relevant material 

properties and application suitability to represent different substrate-based circuit 

technologies, while maintaining appropriate assembly cost and manufacturability. For 
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instance, a higher thermal specification class of FR4 and flexible circuits (flexes) could be 

investigated in addition to conventional grade materials. 

The moulding tool had an aperture of approximately 60mm X 40mm X 10mm with the facility 

to allow wire pins to protrude from the fmal article. This configuration was chosen as 

representative of potential applications identified in automotive products. The complete tool is 

illustrated Figure 3-1 . It also shows the open mould cavity with a dummy assembly 

comprising of a single gull-wing flat pack and eight external pins. The pins would also be able 

to serve the dual function oflocation and support during the moulding process and provide 

electrical connectivity in the final product. 

Figure 3-1 Moulding tool and placement of dummy assemblies in the moulding cavity 

3.2.2. Observations and Results 

The dummy assemblies were subjected to injection pressures in excess of IOObar, melt 

temperatures of up to 260°C and a range of injection speeds. The PE flexes were found to fare 

very badly under these extreme conditions and were completely destroyed. In each case, the 

substrate was tom from the pins as the polymer flowed into the mould, leaving the flex 

electrically disconnected and in a small folded mass opposite the polymer entry gate (refer to 

Figure 3-2). This shows that the selected flexes lacked the strength to survive the moulding 

settings used for the ABS injection. Further study will be required to fmd a more constructive 

moulding environment for this substrate, employing a more suitable polymer, possibly of 

lower melt temperature, injection pressure and material viscosity. Initial work on the alumina 

substrates resulted in cracking either during loading into the tool or during moulding process 
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(Figure 3-3). However, in the later stages of the experiment, this problem was overcome and 

the material has since shown potential for injection overmoulding. 

Of all the candidates, FR4 suhstrates showed the most promise, although initial samples 

showed distortion due to the pressures involved (see Figure 3-4). There was further evidence 

that the pressures exerted by the polymer as it flowed into the mould represented a particular 

technical obstacle. Evidence of warping was seen in all samples as well as sufficient lateral 

bending to distort the pins supporting the substrate (see Figure 3-5). Weakly attached 

components were also found ' swept' aside by the force of the polymer flow, as shown in 

Figure 3-6 below. 

These initial experiments highlighted both technical and design obstacles to successfully 

embed electronics using polymeric injection mOUlding. The results obtained were not very 

encouraging but provided a set of critical benchmarking process guidelines and materials 

selection criteria. The failure of the flexible PE film at this stage was perceived as 

representing a particular challenge since embedded flexible circuitry potentially offered a 

distinct advantage for achieving high-density encapsulation of complex, 3-dirnensional, 

electronic assemblies within geometrically constricted polymer modules. 

Figure 3-2 Flexible PE substrate showing detachment and distortion 
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Figure 3-3 Alumina substrate cracking during moulding 

Figure 3-4 FR4 board showing warping 

Figure 3-5 Effect of the injection force on the supporting pins 
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Figure 3-6 Component detachment during moulding 

3.3. Structural and Flow Modelling 

Structural modeUing elsewhere using the NISA simulation package [De Cooper lones, 1999] 

illustrated that the pressure distribution in the mould cavity from the advancing flow front 

produced a differential pressure of approximately 0.34MPa (34 bar) between the top and the 

bottom surfaces of the subassembly. The resultant net force caused deflection to the substrate 

in the direction of this pressure gradient, shown in Figure 3-7 below. 

DI SPLAY III - Gt01ETRV HODELIHG SYSTEM C7.0. 0) PREI'POST HOOULE 

ViOl, - J26"..n 
MU, ~".m 

EHRC-NISIVIlISPL(it( 
JUlV23/99 15:00: 44 

~. ~ :~ -.. .. ~ .. 
Figure 3-7 Pressure difference acting on the bottom surface ofsubstrate [courtesy of De Cooper 

Jones, 1999J 
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Finite Element Analysis (FEA) models were built using the C-Mold package [De Cooper 

Jones, 1999] to study the advance of the flow front within the moulding cavity. Figure 3-8(a) 

and (b) show the advancement of the flow front as proportional to the total filling cycle time 

and clearly indicates the lack of uniform progress of the melt in the cavity. The top half of the 

substrate was filled completely within 50% of the cycle time, whilst the bottom half, 

populated with the electronic components restricting the flow, required nearly 70% of the 

cycle time. Figure 3-8(c) shows that the bulk temperature of the module was not homogenous 

at the end of fi lling because sections with varying thickness cooled at different rates. Figure 

3-8(d) shows that, at 75% filling, the pressure within the cavity was nearly 0.25MPa. This is 

similar to the 0.34MPa cross-thickness stress obtained from the fully encapsulated thermo

mechanical model above. 

As this result supported the empirical findings of the experiments, it suggested measures of 

support normal to the substrate to minimise or eliminate the warping deformation caused by 

the injection pressure on the substrate. Preliminary injection trials were therefore conducted to 

assess this requirement and indicated that supporting the circuit boards during moulding gave 

a reduction in the distortions, and therefore an improvement to the mould filling on both sides 

of the board. A suitable method of supporting the boards was developed. A support moulding 

was subsequently designed, a tool made and parts moulded in polypropylene (PP). The details 

of this method discussed further in Chapter 4. 
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Figure 3-8 Flow models for the melt filling cycle [courtesy of De Cooper Jones, 1999J 
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3.4. Further Exploration Experiment 

The effects and influences of polymeric science, injection parameters and geometrical mould 

design on qualities of inj ection moulded parts have been extensively investigated for plastic 

moulding overrecent years [van der SandeD, 1992) [Rosato et aI, 2000] [Kansala et aI, 2001] 

[Lu et aI, 2001] [Huang et aI, 2001]. These well-found reports on conventional injection 

moulding processes have become an invaluable source of knowledge for the current research. 

The encapsulation technique investigated in this research, which embeds an electronic 

subassembly within the plastic, nevertheless carries significant deviations from conventional 

moulding practices and has therefore prompted the design of experimental screening at the 

outset. 

The main focus of this experiment was to identifY and explore the most dominant process 

variables for this technology. It was also hoped that through the elimination of trivial 

variables, other process uncertainties may be reduced. The variables selected as subjects of 

this investigation are discussed in the following sections. 

3.4.1. Experimental Procedure 

3.4.1.1. Polymers 

Five commercial semi-crystalline resins widely used in automotive and consumer electronic 

applications were selected for the trials: 

• Valox® Polybutylene TerephthaIate (PBT) is an unreinforced polyester grades with a 

nominal melt temperature of 245°C. Its good processibility enables more efficient flow 

in thin sections. 

• Crastin® is a 30% glass-reinforced grade PBT polymer with improved dimensional 

stability and surface finish, giving lower warpage and high stiffuess. Its lowest 

processing melt temperature is 240°C. 

• Zytel® is a Nylon-66 polymer with good electrical properties, abrasion and chemical 

resistance. Its high temperature properties mean that its melt temperature is relatively 

high for the proposed process, at approximately 280°C. 

• Minlon® is a 40% mineral-filled grade ofNylon-66 that has higher tensile and flexural 

moduli and heat deflection temperature. Its most important characteristic is the 

substantially lower warpage than the unfilled Zytel. 
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• Delrin® is an Acetal virgin homopolymer that has a relatively lower melt temperature 

of 205°C. Its highly crystalline character suggests good dimensional stability with load 

and time. 

Also included in the experiment are 2 levels of polymer encapsulating thickness of7.4mm 

and 10.9mm. 

3.4.1.2. Injection Parameters 

Because of the substantial effects of the individual injection parameters on part shrinkage and 

electronic integrity, two levels of each injection setting specific for the respective material 

were chosen according to the manufacturer's guidelines. The moulding variables, together 

with the respective setting investigated in the experiment are listed in Table 3-1. 

304.1.3. Tooling Design 

In addition to the two different moulding cavity depths, the side-gate and end-gate design 

configuration (see Figure 3-1) was retained from previous dummy trials to study effects of 

melt injecting dtrection. This provided consideration of injection-induced shear force effects 

on the longitudinal deformation of the embedded assembly, particularly substrate warpage. 

304.104. Electronic Subassembly 

Specimen circuits, with the combinations of following components were constructed for this 

experiment and as shown in Figure 3-9: 

• Substrate: 

a) FR4 which is a conventional glass-fibre laminate (thickness: 0.8 and 1.6 mm) 

b) BT-Epoxy (Bismaleimide Triazine) is a higher grade ofiaminate, with improved 

thermal properties, such as a higher glass transition temperature Tg of about 

180°C (thickness: 0.8mm and 1.6 mm) 

c) Rubalit® 96% alumina ceramic (thickness: I.Omm) 

• Electronics: 

a) Surface-mounted components consisting of a 20-pin gull-wing IC, ceramic and 

tantalum capacitors, resistors 

b) A wire bonded bare silicon die (COB) 
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Melt Temp. ("C) 
!nj. Press. Mould Temp. Holding Press. 

(bar) ("C) (bar) 

Low Higb Low Higb LO'W Higb Low HigH 

ValoxPBT 245 260 43 93 50 75 30 90 

GrastinGR-
240 260 64 107 30 130 30 100 

PBT 

ZytelNylon 280 300 21 43 50 90 50 100 

MinlonGR-
285 305 43 75 80 120 40 100 

Nylon 

Delrin Acetal 210 220 27 48 80 100 75 100 

Table 3-1 Injection parameters as variables in Stage 1 overmoulding experiment 

3.4.1.5. Glob-top Materials 

With the knowledge of those hazards experienced by the subassemblies, a decision was taken 

to apply to the various component joints a layer of glob top coating to act as a stress buffer 

from the high temperature, high pressure injected melt. The inclusion of this barrier layer also 

provides protection for the components against ionic contaminants and moisture ingress. 

Figure 3-10 depicts the glob-top protected electronic components. To this end, a number of 

potentially suitable materials were also investigated and are listed in Table 3-2 below. For 

each material, the applications of the glob-top with single and double layers were used as an 

additional variable. Figure 3-11 shows a complete electronic subassembly constructed for this 

experiment. The specifications and characteristics of all the elements and chemicals used to 

create this Stage 1 specimen assembly are listed in Appendix 2. 
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Figure 3-9 Specimen electronic assembly 
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Figure 3-10 Glob-topping of electronic components 

Figure 3-11 A complete Stage 1 electronic sub assembly 
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Material Properties Comments 

Epoxy • Excellent chemical resistance • Needs compliant buffer 

• Excellent mechanical properties coating for low stress 

• Excellent wetting for application • Rework is difficult 

• Good adhesion to a wide variety • Short shelf-life (1-

of substrates under many component) 

environmental conditions • High stress 

• Acceptable moisture barrier • Moisture sensitive 

• Thermal stability from 25 to 

200°C 

Silicone • Excellent electrical properties: • High CTE compared to 

dielectric constant & loss factor epoxy and acrylic resins 

• Mechanically tough and flexible • Low tensile tear strength 

• Resistant to high temperature • Poor adhesion 

• Lower moisture absorption than • Low resistance to hydro-

epoxy carbons, attacked by 

• Low stress after cure halogenated solvents 

• Good UV resistance • High cost 

• Thermal stability up to 260-

315°C 

Polyurethane • Good mechanical properties • Most widely used 

(toughness, flexibility, resistance • Flammable 

to abrasion) • Poor thermal stability 

• Good adhesion to die and • Poor weatherability 

substrates • Difficult to rework 

• Low viscosity • Unsuitable for high 

• Low moisture absorption frequency circuits 

• Ambient temperature curing 

possible 

• Thermal stability up to 150°C 

Table 3-2 Glop top materials investigated in Stage 1 
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3.4.2. Design of Experiment (DOE) 

With the results obtained from the previous trials and computational models, a series of 

experiments was devised using the DOE and an analysis software package known as RS

Discover [De Cooper Jones, 1999]. The complete DOE matrix is shown in Table 3-3. Three 

trial repetitions were allocated for each experiment combination listed in the plan, i.e. there 

were in tota13x27=81 specimens produced. It should be noted that the injection parameters 

for individual resins were specifically chosen to reflect extreme injection conditions, though 

remaining within the manufacturers' specifications. 

3.4.3. Experimental Result Analyses 

As this exercise was to investigate mostly mechanical failure mechanisms, in addition to 

visual inspection of surface and dimensional distortion, the overmoulded specimens were 

subjected to the following evaluation processes: 

I. X-ray radiography (Mil. Std. 883 Test method 20121034 [U.S. Department of Defense, 

2003]) 

X-ray imaging is used to inspect for any damage to wire bonds (of the COB and inside the 

IC) and solder joints, component displacement, board deformation and cracking of the 

ceramic substrate. 

2. Longitudinal moulding warpage measurement 

This length-wise measurement accounted for physical deformation as a result of 

polymeric thermal shrinkage and process design. 

3. Dye penetrant test (Mil. Std. 883 Test method 1034 [U.S. Department of De fen se, 2003]) 

The specimens were impregnated by a dye penetrant resin in vacuum, followed by cross

sectioning to detect any ingress of the dye into the module. Through inspection of 

sectioned specimens, the distortion to the solder joints and laminate substrates was also 

examined. The inspection of the integrity of adhesion at the various interfacing layers was 

also performed. 

Figure 3-12 shows the process flow of the experiments for Stage I. The cross-section 

specimens revealed not only significant information on the degree of dye penetration as an 

indication to the interface integrity, but also clearly showed the conditions of the various 

components, quality of interconnection and dimensional distortion of the substrate. 
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Table 3-3 Stage 1 D.O.E. test plan 
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Injection Moulding 

X-ray Radiography 

Dye Penetrant Test and Cross
sectioning 

Specimen 
electronic assembly 

Ovennoulded module 

X-ray image of the 
assembly components 

Chapter 3 

Cross-sectional view of an 
impregnated specimen under: 
<a) nonnallighting 
(h) UV light 

Figure 3-12 Flow diagram ofthe Stage 1 exploration experiment 
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The sample of a sectioned specimen (in this case, trial no. 3) in Figure 3-13 shows the glob

top protected wire bonds of the COB and solder joint of the IC. The image shows the 

longitudinal bowing of the distorted BT circuit board as well as traces of capillary dye ingress 

into the module. In almost all cases, this was via the support peg-polymer interface layers. 

The study also found that good adbesion was formed between the polymer and the metallic 

I/O pins, with no evidence of dye ingress through this interface. Despite the dye penetration, 

exacerbated by the CTE disparity between the pp material of the support and most of the 

overmoulding resins (as evidenced in Figure 3-14), the electronic components and 

interconnections have survived the severe mechanical conditions of the injection moulding 

process. Practicality apart, it is clear at this stage that the inclusion of the supporting pegs 

allowed the dye ingress into the subassembly. Unless complete adbesion can be attained at 

this interface, these artificial supports would contribute to failures in thermal-cycling tests. 

The combination of the x-ray and cross-sectioning inspection have shown that all the glob-top 

compounds at both thicknesses investigated, have undergone the injection moulding 

encapsulation successfully, without sign of serious wire sweep/shearing and solder fatigne. 

Figure 3-15 shows specimen no. 12 from the DOE, with the PUR glob-top, which has not 

experienced mechanical damage to the wire bonds during the moulding. However, it must be 

stressed that the components and interconnections were only evaluated on the merits of their 

microscopic mechanical integrity at this point. The functionality of electronics will be 

critically appraised in the subsequent staged experiment. 

Investigation of the ceramic substrate showed some degree of cracking under the injection

induced stresses. Figure 3-16 shows images ofa specimen from trial no. 4 in the DOE, where 

a ceramic substrate was injected with virgin PBT. The side view across the length of the 

module in image (a) shows severe longitudinal warpage in the direction of injection flow, 

which was measured as 1400 microns. Image (b) is the cross-sectioned specimen, clearly 

revealing the bowing of the ceramic board that caused the cracks about the centre portion of 

the board. These cracks are further magnified in image (d). Image 20( c) shows a sectioned I/O 

pin with its solder joint, indicating that there was no dye penetration at this interface. 
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Figure 3-13 Cross-section specimen of Trial no. 3 

Figure 3-14 Dye penetration along the supporting peg peripheral (the eclipse effect) 

Figure 3-15 Wire bonds within the PUR glob-top of specimen no. 12 
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(c) 

Figure 3-16 Assessment of specimen Trial no. 4 from stage 1 DOE 

Amongst the different injection parameters, the linear CTE difference between polymer and 

substrate has a significant impact on the board warpage. For example, comparing the CTE 

values in Table 3-4 between the ceramic substrate and that of the encapsulating polymers 

shows that the mean deflection measured are proportional to this CTE difference, as 

illustrated by the graph in Figure 3-17 below. 

FR4 BT Ceramic PBT GR-PBT Nylon 66 GR-Nylon66 Acetal 

13O(flow) 3O(flow) 100(flow) 67(flow) 130 (flow 
CTE(ppmfC) 13-18 (x-y) 13-15 (x-y) 7.3 (x-y) 130 (xflow) 100 (xflow) 110 (xflow) 88 (xflow) 150 (xflow 

Table 3-4 Linear CTE of the substrates and polymers 
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Figure 3-17 Module deflection Vs. ceramic-polymer CTE differences 

A more detailed graph separating the different aspects of the experiments is shown in Figure 

3-18. In this case, the CTE differences are calculated in accordance with the injection 

direction (gate location) relative to the module warpage, i.e. for end-gate trials, the CTE 

difference is in the flow direction; while in the transverse to the flow direction in the centre 

gate trials. The cases with dissimilar injection gate position and polymer wall thickness were 

filtered from the graph to enable further analysis. 

A comparison between the trials with end-gate17.4mm thickness (12 and 13) to that with end

gate/ lO.9mm thickness (3, 7 and 21) explored the significance of wall thickness in 

contributing to the module deflections. It is obvious that the trials with thicker moulded 

polymer showed a lower degree of module bowing due to the polymer mass/volume relative 

to the substrate, minimising the effect of the CTE disparity induced shrinkage. The flexural 

strength of the polymer also increases with the increase in cross-sectional surface area to 

resist the bending moments exerted by the strained substrate. 

Another comparison shows that the injection gate positioned at the mid-point across the 

length of the mould cavity produced lower module warpage, as observed through sample 

trials end-gate17.4mm and trials centre gate17.4mm (4, 6,19 and 24). However, no conclusive 

result can be drawn for this aspect from the sample trials with centre gate/ lO.4mm as there 

was no provision in the DOE for any CTE difference to be obtained. 
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Figure 3-18 Longitudinal module deflections Vs. CTE difference for BT-substrate samples 

3.4.4. Statistical Results Analysis 

In order to complement the observations from the empirical evaluation, the test results were 

appraised by statistical failure mode analyses. The analysis of variance (ANOVA) for each 

defect was utilised to interpret the results from the DOE. An ANOVA breaks down the 

process complexity and identifies the percent contribution of the individual sources of 

variance to the total variance, i.e. identifies which factors are statistically significant in their 

contribution to piece-to-piece variation. 

An analysis of means (ANOM) was performed to analyse the defect mode weighting for each 

of the major parameters nominated by ANOVA, which identified the optimum process level 

to obtain minimum moulding defects. In other words, ANOVA indicated which control 

parameters had the largest effect on the process responses, whilst ANOM identified where the 

potentially best setting for these parameters lay. The combination provided an effective 

statistical approach to optimise the moulding environment. 

The defect mechanisms included in the failure mode analysis of the experiment were: 

a) Substrate board distortions: physical deformation and warpage 

b ) Dye penetration severity: degree of dye ingress into the plastic module 

c) Solder joint defects: solder melting, migration, component displacement, popcorning 
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d) Wirebond defects: wire sweep, shearing, die fracture 

e) Module longitudinal deflections: physical defonnation and warpage 

The results of the ANOVA carried out for each of the defect mechanisms evaluated in this 

exercise are presented in Table 3-5. The mean square of each effect is calculated by dividing 

the sum of squares by its degrees of freedom. From the ANOV A results, the variance 

contributions demonstrated by individual process variables on each of the failure mechanisms 

were broken down. 

Type III Sum of Mean F·test Percentage 
DelectMode Source 01 Variation Squares D.O.F. Square Statistic Slg.Level Contribution 

Moukhng Polymer 1366 3148 4 3415787 237 021 12.12 
MeH Temperature 834296 1 834296 044 054 058 
Injection Pressure 1926661 1 1926661 1.34 031 171 
Mould Temperature 3688499 1 3688499 258 0.18 327 
Holding Pressure 10987600 1 10987600 784 005 975 
Part Thickness 84.2760 1 84.2760 059 049 0.75 
Substrate laminate 1754532 1 1754532 122 033 158 

Substrate Substrate Thickness 23994656 1 23994656 1668 002 21.28 
Distortion Glob-top Matenal 16221038 2 8110518 564 007 1439 

Glob-top Thickness 605465 1 605465 042 055 054 
(Adjusted R' = Injection Gate Posillon 76814 1 76814 005 083 007 

0940) Melt Temp·'nj Pressure 71.7648 1 717648 050 052 064 
Melt Temp"Mould Temp 16545844 1 16545644 1150 003 1468 
Melt Temp"Holdlng Pressure 3975883 1 3975883 2.76 017 353 
Inj Pressure*Mould Temp 8827534 1 882.7534 814 007 783 
InJ Pressure"Holdlng Pressure 2487031 1 2487031 173 0.26 221 
Mould Temp·Holdlng Pressure 35127 1 35127 002 088 003 
Error 5754964 4 1438741 510 

Total 11273.9300 25 10000 

Moulding Polymer 48471239 4 12117810 221 023 4012 
Melt Temperature 1535nO 1 1535nO 028 062 127 
Injection Pressure 6807465 1 680.7465 124 033 584 
Mould Tempereture 2821440 1 282.1440 051 051 234 
Holding Pressure 20405104 1 2040.5104 371 013 1889 
Part Thickness 2984403 1 2984403 054 050 247 

Dye Penetration Substrate laminate 41.8004 1 41.8004 008 080 035 
Severity Substrate Thickness 205612 1 205612 004 086 017 

Glob-top Material 1323034 2 661517 0.12 089 1.10 

(Adjusted R' = Glob-top Thickness 5896n 1 5896n 0.11 076 049 
Injection Gate Position 132 0350 1 1320350 024 065 109 0731) Melt Temp·lnj Pressure 9330060 1 9330060 1.70 026 772 
MeH Temp"Mould Temp 983706 1 983706 018 069 081 
MeH Temp"Holdlng Pressure 59550 1 59550 001 092 005 
Inj Pressure"Mould Temp 02097 1 02097 000 099 000 
Inj Pressure"Holdlng Pressure 54680 1 54680 001 093 005 
Mould Temp"Holdlng Pressure 1516288 1 1516286 0.28 083 126 
Error 21973234 4 5493308 1819 

Total 120801711 25 10000 

Table continues next page ... 
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Type III Sum of Mean F-tost Percentage 
Defect Mode Source of Variation Square. D.O.F. Square Statistic Slg.Lovel Contribution 

Moulding Polymer 9n5552 4 2443888 203 025 2788 
MeltTemperature 37557 1 37557 003 087 011 
Injection Pressure 7.1410 1 71410 006 082 020 
Mould Temperature 8419631 1 8419631 699 006 2402 
Holding Pressure 50654 1 50654 004 085 014 
Pari Thlcknass 2392454 1 239.2454 1.99 023 682 

Solder Substrate laminate 693272 1 69 3272 058 049 198 
Joint Substrate Thickness 01889 1 01889 000 097 001 
Defect GloD-top Material 4127309 2 2063654 1.71 029 11 n 

GloD-top Thickness 99733 1 99733 008 079 028 

(Adjusted R' = 
Injection Gate Posmon 1198523 1 1198523 100 037 342 
Melt Temp*lnj Pressure 990860 1 990860 082 042 283 0928) Melt Temp-Mould Temp 24762 1 24762 002 089 007 
Melt Temp-Holding Pressure 495188 1 495188 041 058 141 
Inj Pressure-Mould Temp 858433 1 858433 071 045 245 
Inj Pressure-Holding Pressure 01928 1 0.1928 000 097 001 
Mould TempflHoldlng Pressure 1001783 1 1001783 083 041 288 
ElTOr 4816584 4 1204141 1374 

Total 3505.7502 25 100.00 

Moulding Polymer 14936087 4 3734022 150 035 1897 
Me~ Temperature 21566 1 21586 001 093 003 
Injection Pressure 5341618 1 534.1618 214 022 679 
Mould Temperature 878104 1 878104 035 058 112 
Holding Pressure 2748937 1 2748937 1.10 035 349 
Part Thickness 346242 1 346242 0.14 073 044 
Substrata laminate 15308786 1 15308786 615 007 1945 

Wlrebond Substrate Thickness 103036 1 103036 004 085 013 
Defect GIot>-top Material 9950456 2 4975228 200 0.25 1284 

GIoD-top Thickness 3446387 1 3446387 1.38 030 438 
(Adjusted R' = Injection Gate Posibon 5084306 1 5084308 204 023 646 

0863) Melt Temp*lnj Pressure 754067 1 754067 030 061 098 
Melt Temp-Mould Temp 35267 1 35267 001 091 004 
Mert Temp*HoldlnQ Pressure 4613532 1 4613532 185 025 588 
Inj Pressure-Mould Temp 2169216 1 2169216 087 040 276 
Inj Pressure-Holding Pressure 2332134 1 2332134 094 039 298 
Mould Temp-Holding Pressure 691101 1 691101 028 063 088 
Error 9962637 4 2490709 1288 

Total 78723679 25 10000 

Moulding Polymer 29n6216 4 7444054 401 010 3282 
Melt Temperature 2022953 1 2022953 109 036 2.23 
Injection Pressure 09179 1 09179 000 095 001 
Mould Temperature 120 1852 1 1201852 065 047 132 
Holding Pressure 532745 1 53 2745 029 062 059 
Part Thickness 25870216 1 25870216 1393 002 2852 

Plastic Substrate laminate 190649 1 190849 010 076 021 
Module Substrate Thickness 5964812 1 596.4812 321 015 658 

Deflection GloD-top Material 1051946 2 525973 028 077 116 
Glot>-top Thickness 10373n 1 10373n 056 050 114 

(Adjusted R' = 
Injection Gate Posmon 5860179 1 5860179 316 0.15 646 
Melt Temp-Inj Pressure 3n6351 1 3n6351 203 0.23 416 0929) Me~ Temp-Mould Temp 622532 1 62.2532 034 059 069 
Melt Temp-Holding Pressure 2097478 1 2097478 113 035 231 
Inj Pressure-Mould Temp 2209666 1 2209666 119 034 244 
Inj Pressure"Holdlng Pressure 84 4002 1 844002 035 059 071 
Mould Temp*Holdlng Pressure 416504 1 41 8504 023 066 046 
Error 7426334 4 1856583 819 

Total 90712988 25 10000 

Table 3-5 Results from the ANOVA analysis 
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3.4.4.1. Solder Joint Deformation Analysis 

The polymeric variable provided nearly 28% of variance contribution from the solder joint 

defect ANOY A. The corresponding ANOM found that reinforced grades were marginally less 

hostile than the virgin resin. GR-PBT and GR-Nylon produced about 8% and 4% less defects 

respectively than their unfilled counterpart. The presence of filler has shown improvement, 

but is less significant as the melt temperature increases, as evident in the case of Nylon. At 

higher temperatures, the heat transferred to the solder joints becomes more significant than 

the viscosity-induced shearing forces that cause the occurrence of the breakdown 

mechanisms. 

Amongst the unfilled resins, Acetal (nominal melt temp = 210°C) was found to be almost 6% 

and 26% better than PBT (245°C) and Nylon (280°C) respectively. With the lowest melt 

temperature of all candidate materials, it produced a 2% higher defect than the best candidate 

of GR-PBT. The second most important contributing factor was the mould temperature. From 

the ANOM, the overall reduction of solder defect rate achieved using lower mould 

temperatures was found to be nearly 10.4%, with the biggest impact seen in the reduction of 

almost 27% with the GR-Nylon samples. 

As the solder joints of the encapsulated circuit assembly were protected by one of the three 

glob-top coatings, this variable predictably contributed about 12% to the solder joint defect 

analysis. The thermoset epoxy glob-top was found to be the most effective against the high 

temperatures. In the trials with Acetal encapsulant, all three glob-top materials produced 

similar defect rates. This effect increased as the melt temperature increased, such that the 

ANOM with the PBT polymer samples showed reductions of almost 12% and 30% by epoxy 

over Si and PUR respectively. A similar trend was found with Nylon samples where the 

improvements were nearly 27% and 30% respectively. The overall decrease in solder defects 

exhibited by epoxy over Si and PUR were about 8% and 12% respectively. 

Another variable significantly affecting solder defects was the moulding wall thickness. It was 

observed from ANOMs that in trials using unfilled materials, the thinner mouldings produced 

less deformation of the solder joints. This lower moulding thickness, however, showed the 

opposite results with reinforced materials, i.e. a lower defect rate with thicker encapsulation. 

With Acetal, the 7.4mm-wall thickness sample defects were about 5% lower than the 

corresponding 10.9mm parts. Nylon samples showed a further reduction of nearly 30% with 
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the thinner moulding. In the case of PBT samples, nearly the same defect levels for both 

thicknesses were found. GR-PBT and GR-nylon produced about 10% and 6% less defects 

respectively with the 10.9mm wall thickness. 

3.4.4.2. Wirebond Deformations Analysis 

The specimens designed for this experiment consisted of a bare silicon die attached to the 

substrate and manually interconnected to its neighbouring silver-plated pads with 25-micron 

gold wire using a thermosonic wirebonder. This chip-on-board (COB) device was then 

covered with a glob-top layer, which is a widely used approach in the industry to protect the 

wirebonds as well as the glass passivation on the silicone die. The failure modes explored 

here were mechanical integrity, such as wire sweep/shearing and breakage, by means of visual 

iuspection of the x-ray images and cross-sectioned samples. 

The ANOV A showed that the most significant factors to the wirebond defects were substrate 

laminate (19.5%), moulding polymer (19.0%) and glob-top material (12.6%). Injection 

pressure, injection gate position and second-order melt temperature*holding pressure were the 

other influential variables. 

The ANOM showed that FR4 samples sustained the lowest amount of wirebond damage -

nearly 5% and 16% less than ceramic and BT, respectively. In terms of the polymers, PBT 

was found to be the less hostile to the wirebonds. It produced nearly 3%, 10%,25% and 30% 

lower defect rate than GR-PBT, GR-Nylon, Acetal and Nylon respectively. Amongst the 

glob-top materials used, ANOM indicated that silicone was more suitable to shield the 

wirebonds from the injection forces than epoxy and PUR. 

In the subsequent interpretation of the significant injection variables, lower injection pressure 

and end injection gate position was individually found to be less detrimental to the COB. 

Being in direct contact with the substrate and glob-top, the COB experiences immediate 

effects from the deformations sustained by its two interfacing neighbours. The thermal 

stresses and forces generated by the melt flow would transport significant effects to the 

delicate wirebonds through the glob-top layer and the Silicone die through the substrate. 

Therefore, the three factors found most influential from the data analysis above, together with 

the injection parameters, are closely interrelated and would be expected to have dynamic and 

complementary effects on the wirebond defects. It is therefore important to establish an 
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optimum materials and injection condition if direct-attached chips are to be embedded using 

the proposed technology. 

3.4.4.3. Substrate Distortions Analysis 

a) FR4 and BT laminates 

The earlier work on the FEA modelling of the encapsulation process [De Cooper Jones, 1999] 

discovered that the pressure distribution in the mould cavity resulting from the advancing 

flow front produced a pressure difference of approximately IMPa (lObar) between the top 

(with components) and the bottom surfaces of the subassembly. The resultant net force, if not 

controlled, would cause deflection to the substrate in the direction of this pressure difference 

shown in Figure 3-19. The extent of this deflection can be seen in the x-ray image ofa sample 

in Figure 3-20(a) and, by comparison, Figure 3-20(b) shows a sample with almost negligible 

deformation. 

For the boards of the lower thickness, local deformation is observed when examining the 

sectioned modUles. This was in the form of local buckling of the board at, or close to a 

support and could be explained as follows: 

• At the high melt temperature, the glass transition temperature of the board had been 

exceeded 

• The board was held rigidly at each end by the attached pins and partially by the 

pressure of the support pillar acting on it 

• Expansion of the board caused buckling, the site of which was determined by the 

partial restraint imposed by the support pillars. 

An image showing this feature is shown in Figure 3-21 below. 

b) Ceramic substrate 

Investigation of the ceramic substrate showed some degree of cracking/snapping under the 

injection-induced stresses. Figure 3-22 shows the cross-sectioned and dye penetrant images of 

a specimen from trial no. 4 in the DOE. The side view of across the length of the module 

shows the severe longitudinal warpage in the direction of injection flow, which was measured 

as 1400IUB. The magnified images clearly revealed the bowing of the ceramic board, resulting 

in the cracks about the centre portion of the board. 

From the ANOV A results, the main contributing factors to substrate deformation in the 

moulded parts were the laminate thickness (21.3%), melt temperature* mould temperature 
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(14.7%), glob-top (14.4%) and moulding polymer (12.1 %). Also, the other injection 

parameters were found to be quite significant 

Chapter 3 

The corresponding ANOMs showed that the higher-Tg BT laminates suffered slightly less 

distortion than the conventional FR4. However, the improvement became less significant as 

the substrate thickness increased. The O.8m-BT deformed nearly 27% less than 0.8mm-FR4, 

but this difference decreased to just only 0.3% for the 1.6mm-laminates. In this respect, a 

within-grade comparison showed the 1.6mm-FR4 was nearly 28% better than its thinner 

counterpart, and this again decreased to just 0.6% for the BT laminates. 

Overall, the following observations were obtained: 

a) The BT substrate showed a consistent distortion rate, regardless of thickness 

b) The 1.6mm-thick candidates out-performed their respective thinner counterpart 

c) At 1.6mm thickness, both FR4 and BT showed an almost equal rate of substrate 

distortion. 

The same ANOM showed that the distortion for the ceramic alumina substrate was the most 

serious at 70% of the overall sample investigated. The result indicated this material as the 

least suitable for the proposed encapsulation technique. 

For minimum substrate distortions, the conditions with low melt temperature (nearly 8% 

lower defect rate), low mould temperature (nearly 2%) and high holding pressure (nearly 

10%) were found from the ANOM to be the most favourable injection settings. 

Although the glob-top factor was observed to be significant from the ANOV A, the results 

from ANOM, however,"showed an almost constant merit of substrate distortion amongst the 

three investigated materials: epoxy - 40.6%, silicone - 43.3% and PUR - 44.3%.1t was not 

anticipated that this variable would have any significant bearing on the failure modes explored 

in this analysis. Nevertheless, the samples with a double-layer of epoxy glob-top were found 

to have the lowest distortions. 

These current analyses indicated that unfilled polymers of Nylon and Acetal were the two 

most optimum grades and this apparent contradiction to previous work will be investigated 

further. 
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Figure 3-19 Warpage phenomena of plastic moulded module 

Ca) 

(b) 

Figure 3-20 Distortion of the embedded substrate 

Local buckling 

Figure 3-21 Local deformation of thinner substrate 
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Figure 3-22 Cracking of ceramic substrate under injection stresses 

3.4.4.4. Dye Penetration Severity Analysis 

The essence of the dye penetrant investigation mainly related to the interfacing layers' 

integrity in the moulded module and it was designated to discover whether damage would 

arise from the thermal and mechanical stresses of the injection moulding process. The quality 

of adhesion or cohesion at the following interfaces was inspected: 

d) holding pin - moulding polymer 

e) supporting peg - moulding polymer 

f) substrate - moulding polymer 

g) glob-top - moulding polymer 

h) glob-top - substrate 
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Leakage along any point of the above interfaces will permit the penetration of the micro-scale 

fluorescent dye into the body of the plastic module, analogous to moisture ingress in the 

operating environments. Figure 3-23 shows an image of one such observation in the 

experiment. The severity of dye penetration into the overmoulded part was found from the 

ANOV A to be largely dominated by the moulding material factor (almost 40%), and to lesser 

extents, the injection parameters of holding pressure, melt temperature and injection pressure. 

From the actual experimental results, the adhesion between the moulding materials and 

polypropylene supporting cradles was found to be the weakest. Although the degree of dye 

penetration was anticipated to correlate to the difference in the coefficients of thermal 

expansion (CTE) between the interfacing polymers, it was found to be non-linear. This 

resulted in inspection discrepancies, where the sources of leakage for dye traces were not 

easily and clearly identifiable. This occurred in the sample shown in Figure 3-23 . 

Figure 3-23 Dye penetration into tbe plastic module 

The traces of dye along the bottom surface of the substrate originated from the supporting 

peg- polymer interface. However, the same conclusion could not be made with the dye along 

the top of the glob-top layer. Based on this argument, the ANOVA results for this failure 

mode were perceived to have skewed towards the moulding polymer factor. Nevertheless, the 

dye penetrant inspection had reliably validated the solidarity of the adhesion integrity between 

the glob-top materials and the substrates, which was found to have formed sufficient adhesion 

to withstand the thermal stresses during the injection moulding process. Through the 

sectioning across the normal surface of the metallic holding pins embedded within the 

polymer, it was verified that no significant dye penetration had occurred. The trace dye also 

enabled the detection of microscopic cracks in ceramic substrates. 
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3.4.4.5. Module Deflection Analysis 

Warpage of intrinsic polymer moulding is a well-established and widely reported issue with 

polymer properties, injection parameters and tooling geometry amongst the commonly known 

causes. In the process investigated here, however, the parity of the CTE between the moulding 

polymer and substrate laminate becomes another major factor. The ANOVA has shown that 

the polymer (32.8%), part thickness (28.5%) and substrate thickness (6.6%) were the most 

dominant variables for part deflection. 

From the mean analysis, the glass-reinforced semi-crystalline plastics GR-Nylon and GR

PBT showed mean deflection reductions of approximately 37% and 48% over their respective 

unfilled polymer. This can be attributed to lower linear CTE difference, increased 

dimensional stability, homogenous crystallised nucleation and shorter crystallisation time 

with the presence of fillers. Acetal, with higher crystallinity, undergoes a much higher density 

increase upon solidification and hence more shrinkage. Overall Acetal produced 16% and 

18% higher longitudinal deflection than the unfilled polymers Nylon and PBT, respectively. 

GR-PBT was found to be the most promising resin in this respect. 

The ANOM results showed that thinner moulding produced a mean reduction of 41 % in 

longitudinal warpage. This is due to the shorter solidification cycle required for the lower wall 

thickness. Also, with higher f1exural modulus, BT laminates showed lower warpage over 

FR4. 
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CHAPTER 4 . MATERIALS ADHESION TO 

SUBSTRATESUPPORTS 

4.1. Introduction 

A known way to support a circuit board within the moulding cavity is by the use of 

retractable-pin tooling, in which steel pins hold the part at suitable positions (e.g. diagonally 

at corners), retracting just after mould fill, but before packing occurs, so that no voids would 

appear in the fina l product. However, for the electronic assembly process investigated here, it 

would have been prohibitively expensive to use this type oftooling. Also, it was thought best 

to decouple part retention issues from those concerning the basic performance of the circuits 

during the overmoulding process and reliability development stages. Therefore, a technique to 

support the electronic subassembly in the moulding tool by using a plastic "cradle" on both 

sides of the substrate was investigated. These cradles were injection moulded from relevant 

resins and attached to the subassemblies. Overmoulded parts were then subjected to a JEDEC

AI04B [JEDEC, 2000] thermal cycling test before the adhesion between the cradles and 

overmoulding polymers was examined. Although this support cradle approach was 

subsequently replaced with a contoured tooling design (see Chapter 5), the work conducted to 

understand adhesion between the cradle and overmoulding polymers nevertheless highlighted 

important features of the technology. 

4.2. Substrate Support Structure 

The stage I screening experiment in Chapter 3 employed substrate with support structures in 

its normal axis to reduce its distortions from adverse loading effect caused by an injection 

pressure difference. The support moulding designed for this experiment is shown in Figure 

4-1 . The structure had five supporting posts on each side of the circuit board and was attached 

with adhesive to the board to prevent slippage. Figure 4-2 shows an electronic specimen 

assembled for this experiment. Eight surface-mounted metal pins had previously been used to 

locate the electronic circuit within the mould cavity during the encapsulation process. In this 

moulding design, however, in addition to providing structural supports to the embedded 

subassembly, the support cradle was also designed to function as a mean of subassembly 

fixturing in the moulding cavity. This was achieved by locating an extension of each 
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supporting post into a recess in the tool wall, as illustrated in Figure 4-3. The polymer cradle 

attached to the circuit substrate was designed to function as warpage reducing supports as 

well as positioning mechanisms. 

' ( 46 
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Underside 
view 

Side 
elevation 

Figure 4-1 The design for the substrate support cradle 

Figure 4-2 Electronic subassembly with attached support cradle 

Suppon 
cradle 

Figure 4-3 Positioning of supported substrate in the moulding cavity 
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4.3. Experimental Design 

Although initial ovennoulding trials with the support structure showed satisfactory 

rectification to the warpage problem, the interface integrity between the ovennoulding and 

support materials was compromised during the process. This led to leakage issues that would 

give rise to problems such as moisture ingress and ionic diffusion. The main objective of this 

experiment was to investigate the integrity of this polymer-polymer interface by exploring a 

range of suitable polymer combinations and various ovennoulding settings, with the aim of 

identifying the materials most suitable for the proposed encapsulating process. 

In this experiment, the support structures on both sides of the circuit substrate were equivalent 

to the prefonn from the first moulding shot, as suggested in the definition of the 

ovennoulding technique. The subsequent shot of a second polymer around the electronic 

subassembly within the confined moulding cavity produces thenno-mechanical strains, thus 

inducing internal and external structural stresses. Factors such as CTE disparity, differential 

shrinkages and interface adhesion will therefore play important roles in the quality of the final 

article. 

4.3.1. Materials Selection 

Although the previous experiments had not included ABS, it was selected for these trials. 

ABS is an amorphous compound (in comparison to the semi-crystalline PBT) and although its 

resistance to solvents such as petrol is not very good and heat deflection temperature (HOT) 

not high, it is suitable for less arduous in-cab applications (e.g. dashboard instrumentations, 

door switches/sensors, airbag circuitry, etc.). The ovennoulding polymer materials selected 

for this experiment were: 

a) Crastin LW9130 from DuPont, a 30% glass-reinforced polybutylene terephthalate 

(GR-PBT) advocated from our previous experiment results, and 

b) Novodur P2HGV from Bayer, a 16% glass-reinforced acrylonitrile-butadiene-stylene 

(GR-ABS). 

For each of the GR ovennoulds, support structures of the respective virgin/unfilled grade 

material and a polypropylene (PP) were tested . These were: 

a) Valox 32SF unfilled PBT from GE Plastics, 

b) Novodur P2MC unfilled ABS from Bayer, and 

c) Fiberfil, a chemically modified PP semi-crystalline homopolymer from DSM. 
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4.3.2. Experimental Procedure 

Table 4-1 lists the injection parameters in this experiment. For each of the overmoulding 

materials, two injection pressures with two holding pressures were investigated. The 

moulding pressures were maintained for both overmoulding materials. The injection pressures 

were selected at a nominal value of 70bar and a maximum of 120bar. The holding pressures 

were set to 40 and 80bar, respectively. The mould temperature for overmoulding of both the 

glass-reinforced resins was maintained at a constant 80°C. The melt temperature for OR-PBT 

and OR-ABS was 250°C and 240°C respectively. Injection of the molten polymer was in the 

longitudinal direction of the substrate, corresponding to the "end-gate" design used in our 

previous experiment. 

Trial no. OvermouIding Support Injection Holding 
material material 

1 GRPBT PBT 120 40 
2 GRPBT PBT 120 80 
3 GRPBT PBT 70 40 
4 GRPBT PBT 70 80 
5 GRPBT pp 120 40 
6 GRPBT pp 120 80 
7 GRPBT pp 70 40 
8 GRPBT pp 70 80 
9 GRABS ABS 120 40 
10 GRABS ABS 70 80 
11 GRABS pp 120 40 
12 GRABS pp 70 80 

Table 4-1 Design of experiment (10 bar" 1 MPa) 

4.3.3. Results Analysing Mechanisms 

Penetrant dye test (Mil. Std. 883 Test method 1034), where the overrnoulded parts were 

impregnated in a dyed epoxy resin in vacuum and then cross sectioned, was employed as the 

fai lure analysis mechanism in this experiment. Any ingress of the dye into the module via 

material interface leakage would be visually detectable under UV light. 

The encapsulated electronic product was designed with the objective to be operational in the 

harsh environments of automotive electronics, including extreme temperature fluctuations that 

may increase the likelihood of interface failures. Simulation of this condition was accounted 

for by incorporating the JEDEC-AI04 test scheme to determine the ability of components to 

withstand mechanical stresses induced by alternating high and low temperature extremes 
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[JEDEC, 2000). Half of the sample population in the experiment was subjected to a 200-cycle 

rapid dual-chamber -40°C to +85°C temperature cycling (20 minutes dwell at each 

temperature and 8 seconds transfer time) prior to the dye-penetrant test. From a sample size of 

four units for each trial setting, two were then put through the thermal cycling. 

4.4. Results Discussion 

After vacuum potting all the overmoulded specimens in the dye, these samples were then 

longitudinally cut by a metallurgical saw, to about 2-4mm away from the support pillars. 

These sectioned samples were then cleaned and polished to the desired plane using rotational 

grinding machines, through descending coarseness. Video micrography was used to inspect 

the samples under bright luminescent and UV lighting. The degrees of dye penetration in each 

case were analysed and systematically graded. 

4.4.1. Dye Penetrant and Thermal Cycling Analyses 

Figure 4-4(a) shows the images of a cross-sectioned support pillar from an as-moulded sample 

(not subjected to the thermal cycling) while Figure 4-4(b) shows those ofa thermally cycled 

sample. Both samples are from Trial no. 1 (GR PBT-PBT) in the DOE Table 4.1 . As shown by 

the top and bottom pictures, the traces of the fluorescent dye along the leakage paths are more 

visible under the UV light. A comparison between the two cases of similar injection condition 

clearly reveals the difference in the interface integrity as a result of the thermal cycles. The 

effect of alternating extreme temperatures has degraded the adhesion at the materials' 

interface, magnifying the influence of materials properties incompatibility This is evident 

from increased dye penetration into the module via the weakened interface, in this instance by 

more than 50%. 

The images in Figure 4-5 compare two samples from Trial no. 7 in the DOE, which 

overmoulded GR-PBT around a pp support structure. This combination of polymers exhibited 

the most serious degree of dye penetration into. A leakage penetration average of nearly 90% 

was observed in the as-moulded specimens, increasing to 95-100% in the thermal-cycled 

population. The best interface adhesion was shown by Trials no. 9 and 10, with GR-ABS 

overmoulded onto unfiUed ABS. In both sets of pressure permutations, no trace of the 

penetrant dye was found in the cross-sectioned samples. Similar findings were observed with 

the samples that were subjected thrnugh the thermal cycling phase. Figure 4-6 shows the 

images of two of these samples. 
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Figure 4-4 GR-PBT overmould and PBT support (a) without TC; (b) with TC 
[Injection condition I J 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4-5 GR-PBT overmould and pp support (a) without TC; (b) with TC 
[Injection condition 7J 

(b) 

Figure 4-6 GR-ABS overmould and ABS support (a) without TC; (b) with TC 
[Injection condition 9J 
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4.5. Overall Materials' Compatibility 

The results from the dye penetration grading process is summarised into the bar chart shown 

in Figure 4-7. With exception to the GR ABS-ABS trials, it was apparent that the rapid twin

chamber temperature cycling process resulted in significant deterioration of the integrity at 

the material interfacial layer. 

The adhesion of glass-filled overmould with its respective unfilled support cradles was overall 

significantly higher. In comparison to the other unfilled materials, the PP-moulded support 

structure has clearly exhibited lower degrees of adhesion to either of the overmoulding glass

reinforced polymers. For corresponding injection conditions, the GR PBT-PP trials have 

shown between 40-70% more dye penetration. A similar trend was evident in the GR ABS-PP 

cases, with the degradation increased to 60-80%. The dye penetration rates extended to almost 

complete intrusion of 85-100% after further erosion as a result of the temperature cycling. It 

was obvious that the PP material has failed to form satisfactory adhesion with the 

overmoulding polymers and would be unsuitable for this purpose. 

By keeping the moulding pressures low, the GR PBT-PBT interface also showed satisfactory 

adhesion with only 20% leakage to the penetrant dye. However, a higher level of either 

injection pressure or holding pressure was found to almost double this leakage. 

With zero traces of dye in both as-moulded and thermally cycled specimens under all 

moulding pressure conditions for the overmoulding of GR ABS onto unfilled-ABS support 

structure, this materials combination was found to have created the most robust interface. A 

near perfect bonding has been achieved at this inter-material boundary and a complete seal 

has formed along the weld-line at the periphery of the support structure. 
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Figure 4-7 Grading of dye penetrations for aU injection conditions 

4.6. Effect of CTE Difference 

In order to study the influence of the CTE disparity on the adhesion quality at the interface of 

the OR overmould and the unfilled support structure, a comparison of the effective CTE 

difference of the two materials against the average dye penetrant leakage was made. Table 4-2 

lists the properties of the materials used in the experiment and Figure 4-8 shows this 

comparison plot. 

The CTE difference in each materials combination is: lOOppmfC for OR PBT-PBT, 

6l.6ppmfC for OR PBT-PP, 46ppmfC for OR ABS-ABS and 14.4ppmfC for OR ABS-PP 

respectively. The experiment, however, showed that the effect on the interface bonding as a 

result of the difference in CTE of the interfacing polymers had not prevailed as expected. It 

can be seen from Figure 4-8 that although more matching CTE values were obtained with the 

pp polymer as the support structure, the leakage to dye penetrant increased significantly for 

both glass-reinforced overmoulding polymers. 
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Valox Crastin Novodur Novodur 
Fiberfill 

325F LW9130 P2MC P2HGV 

Polymer type 
Unfilled 30%GR Unfilled 16%GR Unfilled 

PBT PBT ABS ABS pp 

Linear CTE (xl0-5 cm/cm/QC), 
81.0 30.0 100.0 54.0 68.4 

paraDel to flow 

Table 4-2 CTE value of experimental materials 
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Figure 4-8 Comparison of CTE difference with average dye penetration for various materials 
interface 

4.7. Effect of Polymer Morphology 

The size and shapes of the molecules, together with their distribution patterns, play an 

important role in determining the properties and processibility of a plastic material. Some 

plastics are formed by aligning themselves into long chains of molecules while others are 

formed with complex branches or lateral structures. All these forms exist in three dimensions. 

Because of the geometry, or morphology, of these molecules, some can align closer together 

than others . Morphology can have influences on a plastic such as physical, mechanical, 

thermal and electrical properties. 
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In general, plastic molecules that can be packed closer together more easily form crystalline 

structures in which the molecules align themselves in some orderly pattern. This type of 

polymer tends to develop higber mechanical strength, such as resistance to creep, heat and 

stress cracking, in the direction of the molecules. 

Amorphous polymers like ABS have molecules randomly oriented in different directions and 

undergo only small volumetric changes when melting or solidifying and hence have lower 

thermal shrinkage over semi-crystalline materials. This molecular structure also allows easier 

diffusion of the high temperature molecules across the polymer interface during the 

overmoulding to promote greater adhesion. 

On the other hand, molecules of a semicrystalline plastic such as PBT align themselves in 

some orderly pattern during processing and develop higber strength in the direction of the 

molecules. These backbone molecular chains act as a deterring factor to the formation of good 

interface bonding because the self-diffusing molecules have to overcome high energy barriers 

to develop considerable interpenetration depth. Furthermore, because the molecules are more 

densely packed, semicrystalline polymers suffer from higher volumetric shrinkage during 

solidification. Because of this variation in molecular structures, semi crystalline polymers have 

higher shrinkage tendency than amorphous types [Rosato, 1995]. A brief comparison between 

these two types of plastic is presented Table 4-3 . 

Table 4-4 lists the linear mould shrinkage value for the materials investigated in this 

experiment. It is clear that the amorphous ABS resins have significantly lower shrinkage 

tendencies than the semi-crystalline grades. Comparing the GR grades, although containing 

only 16% of glass fi ller, GR ABS undergoes only about 113 shrinkage of that experienced by 

the 30% GR PBT. Similarly, the unfilled ABS undergoes only 1/2 and 1110 shrinkage when 

compared to the unfilled PBT and PP, respectively. 

Semicrystalline Amorphous 

Sharp melting temperature Broad softening temperature range 

Usually opaque Usually transparent 

Higb shrinkage Low shrinkage 

Fatigue/wear resistant Poor fatigue/wear 

Table 4-3 Distinctions between semicrystalline and amorphous 
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ValoI32SF Crastin Novodur Novodur 
LW9130 P2MC P2HGV Fiberfill 

Polymer Unfilled PBT 30% GR PBT UnfLlled ABS 16% GRABS Unfilled pp 

Shrikage (%) 0.90-1.80 0.25 0.45-0.65 0.15 1.30-2.00 

Table 4-4 Shrinkage value of experimental materials 

Figure 4-9 illustrates the comparisons of the degrees of dye penetration against the maximum 

difference in shrinkage values for each polymer-polymer comhination. It is clear that there 

exists a relationship between the shrinkages and interface adhesion for unfilled resin 

overmoulded with its corresponding glass-filled variant. GR ABS-ABS had a maximum 

shrinkage difference of only 0.5% and resulted in 0% dye penetration, whilst GR PBT -PBT 

produced 66.3% penetration after thermal cycling for its 1.55% in shrinkage difference. In the 

cases of pp cradles, overmoulding with GR ABS produced lower penetration (72.5% after 

thermal cycling) than that with GR PBT (95% after thermal cycling) although the latter had a 

slightly smaller shrinkage difference, i.e. 1.85% for GR ABS against 1.75% for GR PBT. 

This observation has been found to correlate with the results obtained from the experiment 

(see Figure 4-7). From this result of the shrinkage of the various polymers, it is evident that 

the morphologies, specifically the shrinkage properties of the plastics, have greater influence 

on adhesion at the interface of different polymers. 
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Figure 4-9 Comparison of shrinkage difference with average dye penetration for various 
materials interface 

4.8. Statistical Optimisation 

The results from the adhesion study were subsequently used in the DOE software Design 

Expert, which has the optimisation capability to simultaneously evaluate all the factor levels 

and searches for an optimised combination that simultaneously satisfy the requirements 

placed on each of the responses and factors. A numerical optimisation approach with 

minimum dye penetration as the desired goal was chosen for the study. A desirability function 

was generated by the software and used to find a point that maximised the function, 

characterised by the term desirability which ranged from zero to one (least to most desirable 

respectively). The analysis produced perturbation plots of the parameter settings as a function 

of desirability at the optimum response. 

This exercise therefore statistically identified the most desirable overmoulding materials and 

pressure conditions for the interfacial adhesion response. The selected permutations were 

found to be in agreement with the actual experimental findings . These conditions were: 

a) GR ABS- ABS 

Although the injection and holding pressures were found to be non-contributing 
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factors in the experiment, the statistical analysis software suggested a lower injection 

pressure and higher holding pressure as the best condition for this material interface. 

Figure 4-10 shows the result that was found with complete interface bonding. 

b) GR PBT-PBT 

In spite of the lower desirability of 50%, the most optirnised condition suggested for 

this materials interface could only produce 80% adhesion at best, achieved with low 

injection and holding pressures. This is shown in Figure 4-11. 

c) GR ABS-PP. As seen in Figure 4-12, the best condition for this selection of materials 

would still result in a 30% dye penetrant leakage. At the desirability of a low 25%, this 

combination of polymers would not be suitable for the proposed process. 

d) GRPBT-PP 

No solution of any leakage lower than 75% could be generated from the statistical 

analysis for the materials combination. 
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Figure 4-10 Statistical optimisation for GR ABS-ABS interface 
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Figure 4-12 Statistical optimisation for GR ABS-PP interface 
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CHAPTER 5. 

5.1. Introduction 

Chapter 5 

MOULDING TOOL RE-ENGINEERING 

FOR PROCESS IMPROVEMENT 

In this chapter, a number of injection moulding issues unique to the proposed electronic 

encapsulating process are discussed. While the stand-off support cradle experiment in the 

previous chapter managed to reduce the deflection of the embedded substrate, the presence of 

these structures formed an obstruction to the flow front of the advancing polymer melt. As 

such, they became an impediment to achieving a balanced flow over both surfaces of the 

substrate and resulted in a differential cross-sectional stress, resulting in uneven thermal 

shrinkage that deformed the moulded plastic module. This stress would propagate through the 

encapsulant material during its cooling to instigate fatigue failure in the embedded electronics. 

The presence of the support structure in a moulding cavity of uniform cross-sectional 

thickness also constricted the melt flow during the filling cycle. The result was the formation 

of weld-lines that reduced structural strength in the fmal plastic article. Furthermore, the 

restriction on the flow increased the likelihood of short-shots in the overmoulding cycle. A 

variety of moulding tool designs were experimentally exploited in an attempt to minimise the 

board deformation caused by the uneven flow front. Process models generated using CAE 

software were used as a verification tool to supplement the concept. 

5.2. FEA Flow Modelling 

Extensive finite element modelling was undertaken elsewhere (TR W Automotive and 

Middlesex University) for verification as well as to derive design guidelines for the staged 

experiments. In addition to the structural thermo-mechanical models simulated using NISA 

FEA software (as discussed in Section 3.6) [De Cooper Jones, 1999], IDEAS-MoldFlow was 

used to analyse the dynamics of the overmoulding process and the warpage response of the 

subassembly [Schmidt, 1999]. Although the work was not carried out by the author, the 

results from these activities are reviewed in this chapter in order to form a complete insight 

into the engineering of a novel overmoulding tool for the proposed technology. 
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As a concept verification tool to the actual experimental investigations, the CFD models were 

built to explore alternative process envelopes and/or tooling designs to achieve uniformity of 

melt flow in the cavity during an overmoulding cycle. An additional objective was to look 

into alternative materials for reduced subassembly loads and shrinkage-warpage response. To 

this end, progress of the melt flow front at different stages in the mould cavity was simulated 

and provided useful understanding of the filling phase. 

5.3. Equi-thickness Moulding Tool 

Figure 5-1 [Schmidt, 1999] depicts the model built for the embedded subassembly. The 

substrate used was of size 55x35mm2 and thickness of 1.5mm with its support frame, showing 

only the surface-mounted lC as this represented the largest and most obstructive component. 

Note that the model shown has three flexible cables attached to the substrate, which was for 

the next design of the subassernbly and will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter. 

Material used for this simulation was Zytel nylon-66, as experimented with in the previous 

trials. The melt temperature of the plastic was 295°C, with the temperature of the mould at 

80°C. 

Surface 
mounted le ----" 

Flexible 
interconnect 

Support 
structures 

Figure 5-1 Model of the embedded subassembly Icourtesy of Schmidt, 19991 

Figure 5-2 [Scbrnidt, 1999) shows the models constructed for an analysis of the conventional 

moulding design. The cavity had a fixed rectangular cross-sectional area that fitted evenly 

around the electronic circuit, as used in the experiments in Chapters 3 and 4. The height of the 

cavity was fixed at an offset of 2.0mm from the highest component on the substrate (in this 

case, the frame of support structure), giving the cavity a size of60x40x 10.5mm3
, leaving a 

uniform gap of2.5mm from the edges of the substrate (see Figure 4.4 for illustration). The 

injection of polymer melt was from the far-end of the cavity. 
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Figure 5-2(a) and (b) show the advance of the flow front in the cavity as a function of time. 

The theoretical filling time observed was 1.38 seconds, but the models indicate a lack of 

uniform filling in the last 2/3 of the cavity. A zone of low pressure formed beneath the PCB 

and behind the IC. A significant drop in temperature of about 24°C (295°C-27I 0c) during the 

filling cycle was observed. The non-uniform flow front created the so-called "racetrack 

effect", exhibiting a lead-Iag of flow fronts above and below the subassembly. 

Because of the presence of many sections with differing thickness, the bulk temperature of the 

module was not homogenous at the end of filling, as shown in Figure 5-2(c and d). As the 

result of racetrack effect and uneven temperature distribution, a residual stress was established 

within the module and induced the thermal shrinkage that led to warpage. 

The formation of weld lines and air traps simulated in the flow models are shown in Figure 

5-3. It can be seen that weld lines developed as result of the non-uniform melt flow. A weld or 

knit-line occurs whenever a polymer flow splits and recombines. 10 injection overmoulding, 

weld-lines result when the flow splits as it flows around an obstacle such as a pin in the mould 

cavity. This causes an inhomogeneity in the polymer's structure due to the disturbance in 

morphology [Kazmer and Roe, 1994]. Often the mechanical strength in areas where weld

lines occur is reduced as direct result of the localised change in the morphology of the 

polymer structure. Additionally, as the melt progresses through the cavity, it displaces the air 

in front of the flow. Even if adequate venting is provided, the two flow fronts must displace 

the air between them when they meet. Failure in complete displacement results in formation 

of air traps. 
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Figure 5-2 Flow models for equi-tbickness rectangular moulding cavity: (a) and (b) fill time 

analysis, (c) and (d) flow front temperature [courtesy ofScbmidt, 1999] 

Figure 5-3 Weld lines and air traps at tbe end of injection cycle for equi-tbickness rectangular 

moulding tool [courtesy of Scbmidt, 1999] 
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5.4. Topographical Moulding Tool 

In an attempt to minimise the deformation from non-uniform flow fronts in the mould cavity, 

models simulating a "contoured" cavity showed substantial improvement. In this case, the 

tool surface was altered to follow the topography of the substrate and components on the 

electronic subassembly and so provide a consistent cross-sectional channel to reduce the lead

lag racetrack effect. 

5.4.1. FEA Models 

The modelled cavity has a maximum thickness of 10.Omm. The surfaces of the tool were 

fixed at a distant of2.5mm from the edges of the substrate. On the top and bottom of the 

subassembly, however, the tool was profiled to fo llow the topography of the various 

components at a constant distance of2mm. The gap of Imm between the tool and the support 

frame was maintained. Figure 5-4 shows the cross section drawing of this contoured tool. The 

injection gating position remained similar to the equi-thickness tool above. The structural 

model of the moulded part is showed in Figure 5-5 [Schmidt, 1999] . This is the simplified 

model using a subassembly with a representative 'gull-wing' le and the two support 

structures, identical to the model discussed in section 5.3 above. 

2.5 

Figure 5-4 Cross-section drawing of the topographical tool 

The fill time and flow front temperature simulation results are shown in Figure 5-6. The fill 

time analysis in Figure 5-6 (a) and (b) shows a uniform filling with no difference between the 

top and bottom surface of the substrate. The gaps of the support structure and the tool surface 
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were found to fill at the same time as the transversal location of the substrate. The flow was 

nearly symmetrical along the longitudinal centre line of the PCB. The last point of fill was the 

short-sided wall opposite the injection location. The model also showed a decrease in the 

cavity filling time to only 0.68 seconds. 

As seen in the models in Figure 5-6 (c) and (d), the flow front temperature along the substrate 

was more uniform, if compared with the equi-thickness cavity. Moreover, the temperature 

difference across the substrate was less than 5°C, with the coldest spots at the circular 

surfaces of the support pillars. With a drop in temperature of only about 9°C (295°C-286°C) 

during the filling cycle, the plastic was within its moulding window and the melt lines that 

occur did not cause any crack that would lead to humidity ingress. A comparison between 

Figure 5-7 and Figure 5-3 clearly shows that the melt/weld lines and air traps were 

significantly reduced from those of the equi-thickness tool. 

The variable topology re-design has given a more suitable hydro-dynamic path for the melt 

flow fronts and, as a result, substantial improvements were indicated for the flow uniformity, 

with little evidence of high temperature or pressure differentials and weld line effects. 

Figure 5-5 Structural model of the plastic part moulded from topographical tool [courtesy of 

Schmidt, 1999J 
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and (d) flow front temperature [courtesy of Schmidt, 1999J 

-= 
Figure 5-7 Weld lines and air traps at the end of injection cycle for topographical moulding tool 

[courtesy of Schmidt, 1999J 
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5.4.2. Experimental Results 

In the overmoulding trials using the topographically contoured tool, the embedded modules 

showed a high degree of conformity to the simulated results in terms of part warpage, weld

line/air trap formation and differential stress. However, a number of problems unpredicted by 

the flow models were encountered. 

Firstly, the shearing force and thermal load exerted by the impinging plastic on the support 

frames were greater than the models had suggested. This caused the thinner sections of the 

frames to be swept to the surface of the tool. Figure 5-8 shows a GR-ABS overmoulded 

specimen with such a defect. Also, in many instances, the support frames were detached from 

the substrate, thus dislocating the subassembly during the filling stage. 

In spite of the FEA models showing a reduction in the flow path constriction, the 

overmoulding trials did not show any such substantial improvement. This was partly because 

the simplified model did not take into consideration the gap of approximately 2mm between 

the substrate and support structure. It was observed that short-shots, due mainly to the 

presence of the supporting structures in the flow paths, were still not overcame. Figure 5-9 

shows an overmoulded subassembly from the trials with serious short-shot failure. This 

incomplete filling was particularly evident in the moulding trials at lower injection pressures, 

which is one of the vital process parameters established from the Stage 1 experiment in 

Chapter 3. 

Due to the experimental overmoulding showing unsatisfactory results, further work was 

undertaken to re-engineer the moulding tool design without the glued-on support structures 

I 
L I 

L 

Figure 5-8 Flushing of the support frame to the surface by injection shearing force 
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Figure 5-9 Overmoulded sample showing serious short-shot condition 

5_5. In-Mould Supported Topographical Tool 

In this development, the support cradles were removed and fixed metal pins in the tool were 

added as means of substrate support and subassembly locator. As a preliminary stage to the 

actual design and machining the moulding tools, FEA models again simulated the melt flow 

fronts and pressure proftle for the topographical cavity with in-mould supports. 

5.5.1. FEA Models 

Figure 5-10 [De Cooper lones, 1999) shows the result of the mould filling simulation. 

Comparisons can be deduced from contrasting Figure 5-10 with Figure 3-8 which shows the 

results for a non-supported conventional overmoulding tool from similar models. Figure 5-10 

(a) and (b) show that the progress of the melt in the contoured cavity without the additional 

support frames was uniform throughout the filling cycle, with both the top- and bottom-half 

of the cavity fi lled at nearly the equal rate within half of the cycle time. Figure 5-10 (c) 

indicates that the bulk temperature of the moulded part as very homogenous at the end of the 

filling. The model also showed that, at 55% filling, the pressure differential within the cavity 

was nearly non-existent, as seen in Figure 5-1 O( d). 
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Figure 5-10 Mould filling simulations for in-mould supported topographical tool [courtesy of De Cooper Jones, 19991 
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5.5.2. Tooling Design 

With the verification of the process enhancement from the flow models, the substrate support 

frames were removed. The means of supporting and locating the subassembly were instead 

provided by a combination of two sets of metal pins in the mould cavity. This revised design 

used four metal pins on each of half of the mould to rigidly retain the subassembly at its 

intended location in the cavity during the overmoulding cycle. 

In the fixed-ha lf of the mould, four 5mm-diameter pins with a right-angle stepped notch were 

inserted to retain the four corners of the substrate. These would prevent the substrate from any 

undesired lateral movement. The 2.5mm-deep cut-away indentations were at a Imm offset 

margin from the centre of the pins, giving a holding capacity for substrates within 33±2mm 

wide and 53±2mm length size ranges. Figure 5-11 shows the schematic drawing of the insert 

for the fixed half of the revised tool. This insert would be fitted into a bulk steel mould 

attached to an injection moulding machine and hence inserts with different dimensions could 

be made to accommodate subassemblies of different sizes without creating new moulds. 

The moving half of the tool had another means of support, which comprised of four 4mm 

dome-ended metal pins, as shown in the schematic drawing in Figure 5-12. These pins were 

aligned parallel with the step-notched supports in the fixed-half to restrain any movement in 

the direction of tool opening. The domed pins have an interference of 0.5mm with the board 

and, in order to avoid contact stress on the substrates, a compliant rubber disc was inserted 

behind each pin head so that the pin moves back, accounting for the board thickness. 

Changing the thickness of the rubber pads would vary the force exerted by the pins on the 

substrate. Additionally, removable shims behind the pins enabled position adjustment and 

gave flexibility for use with substrates of different thickness. Figure 5-13 illustrates the 

loading of a specimen subassembly into the moulding cavity, also showing the contoured 

section around the surface-mounted lC. 
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Figure 5-13 Subassembly loading within the in-mould supported topographical tool 

5.5.3. Experimental Overmoulding 

Overmoulding trials with GR-PBT and GR-ABS were conducted using the in-mould 

supported tool design. A response surface method (RSM) DOE, using the software Design 

Expert [Stat-Ease, 1999], was performed on each polymer to assess the effects of the variation 

of injection parameters on the moulding quality. Reinforced grades of these polymers were 

used, as they were the established materials for the technology demonstrators to overmould 

BT substrate-based circuits, shown in Figure 5-14, which were designed for the real-time 

instrumentation experiments (see Chapter 6). The circuit consisted ofa 16-pin IC, thermistors 

(VRI , VR2, A2 and A4), diode (A3), resistor pack (AI) and three sets of strain gauges 

rosettes (SGI and SG2 on the front, SG3 on the back). As this set of trials was only aimed at 

valjdating the effectiveness of the in-mould supported tool, the electronic components only 

served as a topograprucal blueprint. Details of the electronic design and functionality oftbis 

circuit are discussed in Chapter 6. 

Mould temperature, holding pressure, injection pressure and melt temperature were the factors 

(independent variables) used in these experiments, with three levels of each factor selected in 

order to reflect two extreme and intermediate moulding conmtions within each material 

specification. Table 5-1 shows the full list of factor settings for both polymers, while Table 
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5-2 shows the complete DOE. The other process parameters were constant, with injection 

speed Vinj = 200mmls, stroke distance d,rrokc = 70rnm, cooling time !cool = 50s and holding time 

thold = 70s. The resultant modules overrnoulded with GR-ABS and GR-PBT are shown in 

Figure 5-15 and Figure 5-16 respectively. In addition to the holes left by the support pins, the 

parts also had four small circular poles on the bottom surface from the part ejection 

mechanism that is not shown in the drawings of the mould design. 

Figure 5-14 Electronic sub assembly for overmoulding 

GR-PBT GR-ABS 

Factor Level 1 Level:! Level 3 Level 1 Level:! Level 3 

Mould Temp., T mould (0C) 20 60 90 20 50 80 

Melt Temp., T m, II (0C) 230 250 270 249 255 270 

Holding Pressure, Phold (bar) 80 105 130 70 100 130 

injection Pressure, Pinj (bar) 80 105 130 70 100 130 

Table 5-1 Factor levels in DOE for GR-PBT and GR-ABS polymers 
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Trial Mould Temp., Melt Temp., Holding Pressure, IDjection Pressure, 
no. T ...... (Oci T ..... eci Pb.,~(tlar)_ Pia' (ltl![) 

1 1 1 1 1 

2 3 1 3 1 

3 3 1 1 3 

4 1 1 3 3 

5 1 3 1 1 

6 3 3 3 1 

7 3 3 1 3 

8 1 3 3 3 

9 3 2 3 3 

10 3 2 1 1 

11 1 2 3 1 

12 1 2 1 3 

13 2 3 2 3 

14 3 3 2 2 

15 2 3 3 2 

16 2 3 1 1 

17 2 1 3 1 

18 3 1 1 2 

19 1 1 2 3 

20 1 3 2 1 

Table 5-2 Layout of the 4-factor DOE 

Figure 5-15 GR-ABS overmou1ded sample with in-mould supported topographical tool 
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Front Sack 

Figure 5-16 GR-PBT overmoulded sample witb in-mould supported topograpbical tool 

X-ray images of an ovennoulded module are shown in Figure 5-17. From Figure 5-17(a), it 

can be seen that the embedded circuit was centrally aligned in the holding apparatus with all 

the electronic components remaining intact after injection moulding. Figure 5-17(b) is an x

ray image taken from the side of the module and shows there is no substantial longitudinal 

deflection to the substrate. 

The module was subsequently potted and cross-sectioned along the A-A line and the result, as 

shown in Figure 5-18, validated the outcome predicted by the flow modelling, namely that 

improvement in the flow fronts and differential pressure would be attained. Also evident from 

Figure 5-l8(b) is the integrity of the solder joints of the le pins in the embedded circuit that 

showed no indication of solder melting due to the temperature of the polymer melt. 

Measurements of the weight and longitudinal warpage of the GR-PBT and GR-ABS 

ovennoulded parts were taken and plotted in Figure 5-19. The weight of specimens produced 

from each moulding polymer for all process conditions were found to be reasonably 

consistent, with GR-PBT specimens at a mean weight, WIl = 25.18g (standard deviation er = 

0.408g) and those ofGR-ABS at WIl = 21.49g (er = 0.379g). This showed that the injection 

settings used in the experiments, particularly injection and holding pressures, were effective 

in generating sufficient and unifonn packing pressures to compensate for the apparent 

viscosity difference between the two materials. Inadequate packing pressures would result in 

short-shots, weak weld-lines and under-packed lighter parts. On the other hand, over-packing 

would increase mould pressure and produce a heavier part with stresses and defects such as 

flashing and mould sticking. 
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A A 

Figure 5-17 X-ray images of an GR-ABS overmoulded module 

(a) 

Figure 5-18 The A-A cross-sectioned sample of an GR-ABS overmoulded module 

The revised mould produced substantial reductions in the longitudinal warpage of the 

overmoulded parts with measurements obtained in the ranges of7.0-117.3~m for GR-ABS 

and 13 .5-134.0~m for GR-PBT trials. Also, as evident in Figure 5-19, the two moulding 

materials showed a noticeable trend in the degrees of warpage under a number of similar 
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process conditions. This correlation becomes more apparent when the two sets of experiments 

are analysed statistically in the following section. 

When these warpage measurements were compared with those obtained from matching 

overrnoulding settings in the Stage I experiment (in which the subassembly was encapsulated 

in rectangular conventional mould without any substrate support mechanism), a very sizeable 

improvement was observed, such that in some cases over 90% reduction in warpage along the 

60rnm length was achieved. In order to obtain a comparison, the warpage deformation for 

four overrnoulding trials with similar process conditions from these two sets of experiments 

are presented in Figure 5-20 below. A mean warpage of 400.0~m was found from Trial no. 14 

in Table 3.3. Similar overmoulding conditions in this revised in-mould supported contoured 

tool produced a deformation of only 89 .7~m (points 2 on graph). However, it must be noted 

that the significance of different injection gate position and holding pressure were disregarded 

in this comparison. The former was shown in Chapter 3 (section 3.3.5) to be statistically 

negligible in affecting the longitudinal warpage whilst the latter will be addressed in the next 

section. 
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Figure 5-19 Weight and longitudinal warpage from in-mould supported topographical mould 
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Figure 5-20 Comparison of deflections between non-supported (Stage 1) and in-mould supported 

topographical GR-PBT overmoulded samples 

5.5.4. Statistical Results 

Whilst the initial exploration experiments discussed in Chapter 3 were analysed using the 

factorial DOE, which identified factors affecting the overmoulding process, the trials with the 

current in-mould supported contoured tool were carried out under a response surface method 

(RSM) DOE using the software Design Expert [Stat-Ease, 1999]. This was useful in fmding 

the ideal process settings and hence achieving optimal overmoulding parameters. In statistical 

analysis of RSM design, the process parameters or factors, shown in Table 5-2, were 

quantified as continuous numerical variables. The objective was to find a desirable location in 

the design space that provided the lowest longitudinal deflection. 

ANOVAs applied to the experimental results were extended to include the quadratic terms in 

order to improve the fitted response model. The factorial DOE in Chapter 3 was analysed up 

to 2-factor interactions (2FI) but the polynomial quadratic model applied in this chapter adds 

the squared terms. When the response models were increased to include the cubic terms, it 

was found that it became aliased, i.e. the process factors could neither be separated nor 

uniquely estimated by the model. 

The significance of a variable in an ANOV A is expressed in terms of the sum of squares for a 

particular term as a percentage of the total sum of squares of all contributing factors in the 
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model, and this is known as %-Contribution. As such, the %-Contribution values represent the 

contribution of sources of variance by individual factors to the total model variance. To 

identify the significant process model, terms with "Prob > F" values of more than 0.05 were 

statistically classified as non-significant to the process model and hence eliminated from the 

ANOVA. This produced a reduced quadratic model with 95% confidence level. However, any 

linear terms contributing to significant higher terms (2FI or squared terms) would have to be 

kept in the ANOV A in order to support the model hierarchy. 

5.5.4.1. GR-PBT 

Table 5-3 shows the reduced ANOVA for the quadratic model of the longitudinal warpage for 

GR-PBT overmoulding trials. The significant linear factors with their respective %

Contribution in this analysis were P;nj (25.64%), T mould (9 .70%) and Tmell (9.45%). Phold was 

the only non-contributing linear term, but was included for the model hierarchical 

requirement. Significant 2Fls were Tmcll*P;nj (12.60%), T mould* Phold (7.37%) and T mould* Phold 

(3 .50%). The only squared term significant in the model was (Tmel.i which contributed 

4.61 %. Pure Error represents the amount of variation in the response in the replicated design 

points of the model, while Lack of Fit is the variation of the data around the fitted model. 10 

this model, Pure Error and Lack of Fit contributed 18.07% and 8.26%, respectively, to the 

total variance. The "Model F-value" of I 1.75 implied that the model was significant. The 

Design Expert model showed that there is only a 0.0 I % chance that a "Model F-Value" this 

large could occur due to noise. Also, the "Lack of Fit F-value" of 1.29 implies the "Lack of 

Fit" is not significant relative to the Pure Error. There is a 27.70% chance that a "Lack of Fit 

F-value" this large could occur due to noise. This showed that the model fitted satisfactorily to 

the empirical data. 

The normal probability plot of studentised residuals in Figure 5-21 shows that the error 

residuals scattered in a normal distribution (in which case, the points will follow a straight 

line) and hence no mathematical transformation was required in the analysis. However, the 

"R2 value" for the quadratic model was found to be relatively low at 0.6911 , which was 

mainly due to the considerable Pure Error, and is reflected by the plot of actual response 

values versus the predicted response values shown in Figure 5-22. The "Predicted R2 value" 

of 0.5057 was in reasonable agreement with the "Adjusted R2 value" of 0.6323. (within 0.20 

of each other), indicating that there was no problem with the data or the model. 
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Sum of Mean % 
Source SGuares DF SGuare F-Value l'rob> F CODtribUtiOD 

Model 41669.083 8 5208.635 11.7467 < 0.000 1 

Tmould 6859.235 I 6859.235 15.4692 0.0003 9.70 

Tmelt 6687.066 I 6687.066 15.0810 0.0004 9.45 

POOld 570.721 I 570.72 1 1.2871 0.2630 0.81 

Pinj 18139.027 I 18139.027 40.9079 < 0.0001 25.64 

(Tm'I')' 3259.976 I 3259.976 7.3520 0.0097 4.61 

Tmould* Tmelt 2472.291 1 2472.291 5.5756 0.0229 3.50 

T mould· Pho1d 5214.672 I 5214.672 11.7604 0.0014 7.37 

T melt· Pinj 8909.415 I 8909.415 20.0929 < 0.0001 12.60 

Lack of Fit 5840.582 11 530.962 1.2877 0.2770 8.26 

Pure Error 12782.688 31 412.345 18.07 

Table 5-3 ANOV A of longitudinal warpage for GR-PBT overmoulded samples 

.,,, 0.13 1.11 

Studentized Residuals 

Figure 5-21 Normal plot of studentised residuals for GR-PBT quadratic model 
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Figure 5-22 Predicted vs. actual responses plot for GR-PBT quadratic model 

5.5.4.2. GR-ABS 

ANOVA results for the reduced quadratic model for the longitudinal deflection of the GR

ABS overmoulded subassemblies is sbown in Table 5-4. From this analysis, linear factors 

significant to the model variance were identified as Tmould (23.28%), Plnj (22.94%) and Tmelt 

(2.42%). Again Pho1d was found to be non-significant and kept in the model to maintain its 

hierarchy. Although the collective contribution of significant 2FI and squared terms to the 

model was of considerable importance, individually they were found to have relatively minor 

effects by the ANOV A, i.e. the %-Contribution values of these significant terms were all 

<10%. The contributing 2Fl terms were T mclt*Phold (7.83%), T mould*Plnj (6.97%) whilst the 

squared terms were (Tmouldi (8.29%) and (Plni (3 .65%). The significance of the Lack of Fit 

and Pure Error to the total model variance were 4.34% and 19.00% respectively. 

From the standpoint of model integrity, the analysis produced a "Model F-value" of 20.90 and 

a "Lack of Fit F-value" of 0.85, thus implying that the model was significant and the Lack of 

Fit was not significant relative to the Pure Error. The normal probability plot of studentised 

residuals in Figure 5-23 shows that no mathematical transformation was required for the 

model. Additionally, the "R2 value" of this model was 0.7628, providing satisfactory 
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goodness of response fitting in the plot of actual versus the predicted response values shown 

Figure 5-24. The "Predicted R2 value" of 0.7263 and "Adjusted R2 value" of 0.6745 again 

indicated there was no problem with the data or the model. 

Sum of MeaD 0/0 
Source . SqJlares DF S.lIJW:e F-Value Pi'Qb> F .conttibJItion 

Model 35507.340 8 4438.417 20.90241 < 0.0001 

Tmould 110 16.667 I 11016.667 51.88222 < 0.0001 23 .28 

Tmelt 161 8. 188 I 1618.188 7.620744 0.0080 3.42 

Phold 130.762 1 130.762 0.6 158 17 0.4362 0.28 

Pinj 10855.320 1 10855.320 5 1.1 2237 < 0.0001 22.94 

(T "",",c0' 3923.436 1 3923.436 18.47715 < 0.0001 8.29 

(Pini 1727.715 I 1727.715 8.1 3655 1 0.0062 3.65 

T mould· Pinj 3295.469 1 3295.469 15.51978 0.0002 6.97 

T melt * Pho1d 3704.458 I 3704.458 17.44589 0.0001 7.83 

Lack ofFi! 2051.427 \1 186.493 0.850502 0.5929 4.34 

Pure Error 8990.250 41 219.274 19.00 

Table 5-4 ANOV A of longitudinal warpage for GR-ABS overmoulded samples 
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Figure 5-23 Normal plot of studentised residuals for GR-ABS quadratic model 
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Figure 5-24 Predicted vs. actual responses plot for GR-ABS quadratic model 

5.5.5. Parametric Optimisations 

The results from ANOVA analyses of the two overmoulding materials above have 

demonstrated considerable differences in the way injection parameters affected the process 

models from the standpoint of the part's longitudinal warpage. The deflection ANOV A has 

shown that the significant process variables for GR-PBT overmould were Pinj (25.64%), 

T mel,*Pinj (12.60%), T mould (9.70%) and T melt (9.45%). However, this was slightly different for 

GR-ABS of which significant factors were Tmould (23.28%), Pinj(22.94%), (Tmouldi(8.29%) 

and Tmelt*Phold (7 .83%). In order to further determine the process settings which would 

statistically predict the lowest resulting deformation, statistical process optimisations using 

longitudinal warpage as the design criterion were subsequently carried out. 

The optimised parameters for GR-PBT overmoulding with predicted warpages of :S20.0~m 

are listed in Table 5-5 . Although RSM model provided a contour plot of continuous parameter 

values, the settings in this table were selected to reflect experimental setup. It can be seen here 

that Pinj showed little variation between 11 0-130bar to achieve this projection. On the other 

hand, T melt was optimised to be either the low value of 230°C or the highest of 270°C. With 

exception to three settings associated with maximum Phold of nearly 130bar (see rows 14, 16 

and 18), Tmould varied between 73-90°C. As reflected in the ANOVA, Phold had very little 
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effect on process and this can be evident in an almost similar reactions over its entire range 

investigated of80-130bar. Although Tmclt at its maximum of 270°C was predicted to produce 

lowest mechanical deformation, there was an overriding concern that the thermal degradation 

generated by this temperature may not be sustainable for the electronic components, solder 

joints and PCB. This must be taken into consideration for successful encapsulation. 

With this in mind, it was obvious that, statistically, the best setting of Tmclt was at 230°C and 

from a closer analysis of Table 5-5, it was found that settings 9, 11 , 13, 15, 17 and 19 are 

possible optirnised overmoulding conditions for GR-PBT. Settings 16 and 18 were not 

considered, due to very low T mould values. The mean values of the parameters from selected 

settings were calculated to obtain the adjusted optimised process condition, as listed in Table 

5-6, and were used as the guidelines for subsequent overmoulding with Crastin 30% GR-PBT. 

Predicted 
Number T ...... eC) T_(OC) P_ (bar) PIDJ (bar) DeDectioD 

(um) 

1 88.27 269.86 106.56 112.65 0.10 

2 88.34 265.53 88.88 110.16 0.60 

3 85.39 269.46 106.75 111.53 1.10 

4 89.98 268.45 90.41 115.62 1.10 

5 78.91 269.81 103.34 110.61 1.80 

6 89.92 269.98 114.27 112.61 1.80 

7 82.96 270.00 125.74 110.00 4.10 

8 78.18 270.00 121.78 110.00 4.60 

9 80.00 230.00 80.44 110.00 9.00 

10 90.00 269.97 125.48 115.98 11.60 

11 80.00 230.00 80.00 123.82 12.60 

12 90.00 270.00 130.00 115.66 12.80 

13 80.45 230.00 80.00 110.00 13.70 

14 20.00 230.00 128.26 123.65 14.40 

15 90.00 230.00 80.00 129.13 14.90 

16 42.82 230.00 130.00 111.56 16.40 

17 73 .14 230.00 80.01 110.00 17.50 

18 28.35 270.00 129.84 110.00 17.50 

19 56.08 230.08 130.00 110.11 19.70 

Table 5-5 Optimisations of GR-PBT ovcrmoulding conditions 
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Predicted 
T_COc) T_(°C) PIIoId (bar) p ... (bar) DeOectiOD 

(lllU) 

Means Setting 79.95 230.00 88.41 115.51 14.65 

S.D. 5.54 0.00 8.32 3.53 1.54 

Table 5-6 Statistically optimised process conditioDs for GR-PBT 

The results from the statistic optimisation for GR-ABS overmoulding are shown in Table 5-7 

below. It can be noted that the predicted deflection values in these suggested settings were 

relatively higher than those of GR-PBT in Table 5-5 above. This suggested that although GR

ABS overmoulding produced lower maximum and minimum longitudinal warpages, as 

evident in Figure 5-19 above, its average values were, however, considerably higher than GR

PBT. This may be due to the morphological differences between semi-crystalline and 

amorphous materials as well as the percentage content of the glass filler. Recalling that Tmould 

and Pinj were the most significant variables from ANOV A, Table 5-7 shows that optimum 

settings for T mould were either 200 e or 80oe, whilst Pinj varied between 60-90bar. 

Similar to the GR-PBT overmoulding, the 200 e predicted for T mould would be ineffective to 

heat up the inserted substrate to reduce the impact of thermal shock of the injected melt. 

Although T melt was not identified by ANOV A as one of the main contributing parameters in 

generating serious part warpage, it was, nevertheless, very crucial from the electronic integrity 

standpoint and hence must be considered. The optimised values of T melt for deflections of 

~25J.lm (rows 1-13) fell within the range of 240-270°C. In order to reduce any failure that 

may be induced by high thermal impact to the electronics or substrate, only the suggested 

settings with Tmel. ~260oe were taken into account to optimise the process, i.e. rows 7-11 and 

13 . The mean values for all the parameters are listed in Table 5-8 and this formed the process 

guidelines for Novodur 16% GR-ABS overmoulding. 
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Predicted 
Number Tmould("C) TmeI. ("C) Pbold (bar) Pial (bar) DeRection 

(1lDl) 

1 80.00 270.00 104.79 90.00 1.09 

2 79.99 269.97 111.45 90.00 1.92 

3 80.00 269.98 96.12 90.00 2.39 

4 80.00 269.98 115.31 90.00 3.06 

5 80.00 266.24 114.17 90.00 6.86 

6 80.00 270.00 115.68 73.86 7.74 

7 80.00 259.93 112.63 90.00 7.86 

8 79.99 240.00 104.87 73.06 10.57 

9 80.00 243.30 105.31 72.00 11.37 

10 80.00 256.21 106.00 83.39 14.85 

11 80.00 255.01 97.55 90.00 21.03 

12 20.00 269.98 124.41 89.96 22.23 

13 80.00 240.00 94.78 81.83 24.08 

14 20.00 270.00 128.68 77.16 26.14 

15 20.00 263.07 124.47 70.00 31.65 

16 20.00 265.00 125.43 71.42 32.23 

17 20.00 262.46 127.34 60.19 34.09 

18 20.00 264.73 123.18 70.09 35.37 

Table 5-7 Optimisations of GR-ABS overmoulding conditions 

Predicted 
T ...... ("C) T ..... ("C) P ..... (bar) p .... (bar) DeRection 

(J.un) 

Means Setting 80.00 249.91 103.52 81.71 14.96 

S.D. 0.00 4.21 2.62 3.21 2.60 

Table 5-8 Statistically optimised overmoulding conditions for GR-ABS 
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CHAPTER 6. 

Chapter 6 

BOARD-LEVEL FUNCTIONAL SENSING 

OF OVERMOULDING 

6.1. Introduction 

The previous chapter demonstrated the feasibility of the in-mould supported contoured tool 

design in counteracting against the thermomechanical deformations on the PCB-based 

electronic module during the overmoulding cycle. Having achieved this breakthrough in 

optimising the process variables, it was now critical to undertake a further investigation to 

understand the intricate consequences of this encapsulation process on the encapsulated 

electronic subassemblies. In order to gain an understanding of the mechanical and electronic 

responses of a subassembly to the thermomechanical strains imposed by the high-temperature, 

high-pressure melt flow in the moulding cavity, an in-line measurement for a variety of data 

during overmoulding process was necessary. 

This chapter discusses the experiment conducted to investigate the board level interactions 

between the melt flow front and the subassembly components or substrate. A special 

instrurnented SMT circuit was designed, in which various electrical and mechanical properties 

were monitored during the overmoulding cycles using the novel contoured tool. The real-time 

embedded electronic sensing system successfully provided an in-depth insight into the 

impacts of this process on the onboard components from the perspectives of performance and 

reliability. 

6.2. Objectives of Experiment 

Thermoplastic injection overmoulding is a multi-variable process in which many variables 

interact to influence the quality of the moulded part. The preceding experiments have 

considered and analysed the interrelation of the key variables for the controlled 

implementation of the proposed electronic overmoulding technique. The characteristics of 

thermomechanical stress impingement on the embedded electronics by the dynamics of resin 

flow front have also been investigated and attested to by using structural and melt flow 

simulations. The results led to the design of a novel moulding tool that successfully 

minimised the deformations caused by the residual stress in the form of longitudinal 
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warpages. The reduction in this failure mechanism provided a breakthrough for the 

encapsulation process. However, it was obvious that further understanding of the stresses, 

strains and temperature excursions experienced by the electronics during this high

temperature high-pressure encapsulation cycle was vital to establish manufacturability and, 

more critically, the operating reliability and capability of the final integrated product. To this 

end, an experiment was undertaken to investigate the consequences of overmoulding process 

from the standpoint of the electronic functionality of the embedded circuitry. 

With this in mind, the experiment discussed in this chapter was conducted to achieve the 

following objectives: 

• To understand the physical stresses (force, stress, strain, temperature, pressure) 

experienced by the embedded electronics 

• To experiment with different interconnection types (SMT, wire bonds, flexible 110 

cable) 

• To further appraise the injection settings proposed by the previous experiments. 

6.3. Background of Experiment 

An overmoulding scheme with an in-process measurement and monitoring system, consisting 

of two different types of electronic circuit designs was developed in this experiment. A 

regime of measurements oftemperature profile, strains and electrical interconnectivity on the 

encapsulated subassembly was collected using a multi-channel real-time data acquisition 

apparatus. 

6.3.1. On-board Temperature Sensing 

Temperature is one of the key variables in the injection overmoulding. A thorough knowledge 

of the temperatures of the polymer melt in the machine and that of the actual heat reaching to 

the encapsulated electronics is vital to establish the sustainability of this process. The latter, 

the effective component temperature, is of considerable significance from the viewpoint of 

immediate survivability and longer-term reliabdity of the embedded subassembly. 

Conventional temperature measurement techniques available in the industry are cement-on 

thermocouples, conventional thermocouples, optical pyrometers, ultrasonic probes, platinum 

resistance thermometer (PRT) probe, infrared (IR) probes with fibre optic sensor, refractive 
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index and temperature sensitive tracers [Chakravorty et ai, 1997]. These systems are widely 

used for measuring the temperature of the plastic melt in various moulding processes. In 

general, accurate measurements of cavity temperature profiles for injection moulding can be 

difficult for the following reasons [Federico et ai, 1991]: 

• The temperature gradient across the thickness is large due to the polymer's low 

thermal conductivity. The measurements are thus very susceptible to position errors. 

• The temperature is highly transient during the filling period, so a fast response system 

is desirable. 

• In general, if sensors are positioned inside the mould cavity, they may disturb the 

polymer flow, resulting in measurement errors. This issue is, however, inconsequential 

to the proposed overmoulding process. 

• If intrusive sensors are used, they have to be robust enough to withstand the repeated 

shear forces caused by the polymer flow. They also have to be in good thermal contact 

with the polymer. 

However, there is a significant temperature distnbution within the polymer melt so that a 

measurement along its flow path is not representative of the melt temperature reaching the 

embedded elements. The electronic components in this process were also coated with a glob

top material to absorb the thermomechanical stresses and hence reduce the effective 

temperature on the components. 

It is clear that within the context of this experiment, the profiles of the effective temperature 

as experienced by the encapsulated subassembly were the focus of interest. Board-level 

temperature excursion experienced by components was measured by the surface-mounted 

thermistors and diodes, whilst at chip-level the effect was monitored by the on-chip diode 

temperature sensors on the wire-bonded PMOS4 Si test chip. The acquisition of actual surface 

temperatures for the components enabled the determination of the thermal impact sustained 

through the overmoulding cycle. This information could facilitate the selection of favourable 

circuitry components designed for overmoulding in similar environments. The details of these 

two specimen circuits are discussed in Sections 6.3 and 6.5 respectively. 

6.3.1.1. Thermistors 

Thermistors are thermally sensitive resistors whose sensing elements are fabricated from 

sintered semiconductor materials such as oxides of copper, nickel and titanium. They are 
\ 
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capable of generating relatively large changes in resistance with temperature. Due to their size 

advantage, thennistors pennit point-sensing and rapid response to temperature variations. 

Other advantages are their high electrical resistance, which minimises lead-wire problems, 

and robustness which enables usage in harsh conditions. Current generation thennistors are 

fabricated from oxide systems such as manganese-nickel or manganese-nickel-cobalt and are 

stable, high sensitivity (ARI LlTup to 80n/"C) and can be accurate to ±1 % within specified 

operating temperatures [Dally et ai, 1993]. Thennistors were incorporated into the process 

monitoring subassembly in order to obtain real-time information for the board-level 

temperatures during the overmoulding cycle. 

6.3.2. On-board Strain Measurement 

When a solid body is acted upon by a system of forces, which may be intemal and/or external, 

it is subjected to stress. In essence, this means that forces are transmitted from one elemental 

particle to another within the body. How these forces are distributed on the external surfaces 

is ofvitaI importance since the ability to withstand the action of the forces depends upon the 

force intensity prevailing at each point within the material. Since stress cannot be determined 

experimentally by direct measurement, strain on a surface is measured instead using strain 

gauges. In order to make use of the experimentally determined strains, transformation 

equations for plane strain are generated that are similar in form to the transformation 

equations for plane stress, where the orientations of the principal strains are identical to the 

orientations of the principal stresses for the chosen coordinate system. 

6.3.2.1. Strain Gauges 

The basic principle for a strain gauge can be illustrated in Figure 6-1. Within its elastic limit, 

when a strain gauge is stretched, it will become thinner and elongated, causing an increase of 

electrical resistance end-to-end. On the contrary, if the strip is compressed without buckling, 

it will broaden and shorten, resulting in a decrease of resistance. The new generation strain 

gauge foils are made from thin strips ofmetalliclalloy film (about 5l1m in thickness) deposited 

on a nonconducting carrier film. Photoetching technology has enabled gauge fabrication in 

various lengths from 0.4 to l50mm with uniform gauge factor and in a variety of grid 

configurations, including single gauge, two-, three-, and four-element rosettes. These foil 

gauges have higher gauge factor and lower transverse response as well as good conformance 

to surfaces of various curvatures. Their relatively greater contact area at the grid ends reduces 
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shearing stress in the bonding layer, and consequently shows considerably little creep and 

hysteresis [Murray and Miller, 1992]. Due to extremely small footprint and lightweight, they 

have almost no loading effect on the test object. Therefore, together with significantly higher 

fatigue life, measurement precision and repeatability, foil gauges are widely used in both 

static and dynamic stresses measurement. 

In the design of the embedded testpiece for this experiment, three rosettes comprising of two 

identical foil strain gauges of 2.5 J.lm thick mounted at 90° to each other were used. These 

orthogonal gauges were bonded to the substrate in order to measure the surface strains in the 

longitudinal and transverse directions of the melt flow. Since the surface area (per unit length) 

of the foil is enormously greater than its cross-sectional area (for instance, the ratio is > 

4000:1 for a 5.0J.lID foil), the filament is able to take up the necessary strain without excessive 

stress in itself. 

Reslolance 
measurement 

points 

TellSloD camel 
lDcrease ID Jesiltaoce .. ~ 

] * n GaugelnsentlltYe 
~ U ....... 10 Ilderalli .. "es 

Compression cames 
decrease In resistance 

Figure 6-1 Reactions ofa strain gauge 

6.3.2.2. Signal Acquisition and Temperature Calibration 

Typical unstressed strain gauge resistances range from 30n to 3kn. Given the limitations 

imposed by the elastic limits of the gauge material and of the test specimen, this resistance 

may change by only a fraction of a percent for the full force range of the gauge. Therefore, in 

order to use the strain gauge as an effective instrument, we must measure extremely small 

changes in resistance with high accuracy [Kuphaldt, 2002]. Also, an undesirable characteristic 

of strain gauge conductors is that of resistance change with changes in its ambient 

temperature. Such demanding precision requires a bridge measurement circuit with an ability 

to compensate for temperature drift for any high-temperature applications. 
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Conventionally, strain gauges are connected as an active arm in a quarter-bridge circuit, as 

shown in Figure 6-2, which uses a precision voltmeter in the centre of the bridge to accurately 

measure the voltage imbalance caused by any resistance change in the gauge. The rheostat 

arm R2 is chosen at a value equal to the unstressed strain gauge resistance. The two ratio arms 

of the bridge (RI and R3) are set equal to each other. The bridge will be symmetrically 

balanced with no force applied to the strain gauge and the voltmeter will indicate OV. As the 

strain gauge is either compressed or stretched, its resistance will decrease or increase 

respectively, thus unbalancing the bridge and producing a voltage drop across the voltmeter. 

Strain gauge 

<R.> 

..=..V 

Figure 6-2 Quarter-bridge strain gauge circuit 

The temperature drift problem can be overcome by adding a "dummy" strain gauge in the 

quarter-bridge. As depicted in Figure 6-3, resistors RI and R3 are of equal resistance value, 

and the strain gauges are identical. Both gauges are bonded to the same test specimen, but 

only the active gauge is placed in a position and orientation exposed to physical strain. The 

unstressed "dummy" gauge is isolated from all mechanical stress and acts merely as a 

temperature compensation device. If the temperature changes, both gauge resistances will 

change by the same fraction, and the bridge's state of balance will remain unaffected. As such, 

only a differential resistance between the two strain gauges produced by physical force on the 

test specimen would cause unbalance of the bridge [Kuphaldt, 2002]. 
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Figure 6-3 Quarter-bridge strain gauge circuit witb temperature compensation 

Temperature Calibration through Characterisation Programming 

In the process monitoring of electronics polymer encapsulation, the melt has to solidify 

directly onto the strain gauges in order to account for the elements of strains sustained from 

both the thermal impact and mechanical forces imposed by the impinging melt on the surface 

of the substrate. Additionally, the gauge factor (GF) variation data as supplied by the 

manufacturer was only tested for steel hosting structure. This was particularly crucial as the 

lanunated nature of the PCB substrate may produce more considerable nonlinear thenno

strains. It was hence unfeasible for a dummy gauge to be employed in the overmoulding 

process and an alternative method was achieved through characterisation progranuning 

technique. 

In order to minimise the adverse temperature effect on the measurement accuracy of the strain 

gauges, a pre-characterisation calibration technique was adopted. A dummy BT substrate 

populated with strain gauge rosettes was heated in an oven up to 180°C and the thermal 

response picked up during this process was analysed The characterisanon curve obtained was 

then programmed into the data logger. In the actual overmoulding monitoring experiment, the 

temperature measured by the thermistors was incorporated as the reference offset data for the 

temperature drift compensation in the strain gauges. This approach dispensed with the need 

for a dummy gauge. 
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6.3.3. Inference of Melt Pressure 

In essence, injection moulding is a statistical process because the performance of different 

injection velocity strategies influences the actual pressure profiles achieved on a cycle-to

cycle basis. Assuming that nozzle, runner and cavity geometries remain constant, the changes 

in raw material viscosity are reflected in hydraulic injection pressure and melt pressure at 

nozzle. The ideal relationship of these pressures is given Eqn. 2-2 as: 

(Eqn.6-1) 

where: PDO• = Nozzle melt pressure (bar or MPa) 

Pm) = Hydraulic injection pressure (bar or MPa) 

Ap.ston = Cross-sectional area of hydraulic piston or cylinder (m2
) 

Ascrew = Cross-sectional area of screw (m2
) 

Aplston 

The ratio As=w is referred to as the screw intensification ratio or gain, and can be defined as 

the ratio of the injection pressure to the pressure of the hydraulic fluid (line pressure) [Rosato 

et ai, 2000]. It typically has a value of about 10. It may vary dynamically in operation due to 

[Speight and Hull, 1997]: 

i) compressibiIity of the hydraulic oil caused by temperature changes; 

ii) frictional effects between the screw and barrel; and 

iii) the influence of polymer melt compressibility during the filling process. 

In spite of the factors outlined above, it has been found from injection moulding control 

experiments that the derivation of the melt injection pressure from machine P mj using (Eqn 

6.1) gave a good correlation quantitatively and qualitatively. For instance, it has been found 

that the inference of P DO. from Pm) using screw intensification ratio gave the accuracies of-

0.95% to +0.01 % and -0.27% to 1.66% during the primary injection and packinglholding 

phases, respectively [Speight and Hull, 1997]. Although this correlation should not be taken 

as using Pm) as the compromise to PD .. machine control, the measurement of the former is 

more preferable because it is simpler to construct [Johannaber, 1995]. Moreover, Pm) can be 

useful to evaluate many machine parameters, such as pressure settings, screw timings and 

monitoring of pressure changes. The pressure of the material and hydraulics in the machine 

barrel become similar as the mould is filled [Rosato et ai, 2000]. 
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The 30-tonne Engel injection moulding machine used in these experiments was not equipped 

with the facility to output a pressure-time curve per shot (see Appendix 2 for full machine 

specifications). However, values of the peak Pjnj at switch-over were recorded. The specific 

Pnoz at the screw was derived from the screw intensification gain, which was 7.6875. As each 

overmoulding process setting in the DOE was repeated with three runs, the average Pjnj was 

used in the calculation of the P noz. Hence, although sensing of material pressure at the nozzle 

can be done its usefulness is questionable. In this experiment, the melt injection pressure 

profiles are therefore determined using the screw intensification gain from the machine Pjnj as 

discussed above. 

6.4. Design of "Board-level" Process Monitoring Circuit 

Figure 6-4 and Figure 6-5 show the schematic drawing and the final artefact constructed for 

the purpose of board-level real-time monitoring of the encapsulation process in this 

experiment. The properties of all the components as populated on the circuit are listed in 

Table 6-1. The circuit was assembled on a 35cmx55cm BT substrate, using surface mounting 

reflow soldering to reflect conventional technology. The signal interconnections from the 

subassembly were provided by two 20-way, 0.5mm pitch, 150mm long flat flexible cables 

(Sumitomo Electric, part no. SL20150BD8-BLP14M2896). These polyester-based flexes 

were constructed with polyiroide reinforced terminations at each end. Standard 60/40 tinllead 

solder, eutectic melting temperature of 183°C, was used in the mounting of the cables to the 

BT substrate via an area of I1mmx7mm bonding pads plated with 0.8Jlm electroless gold. 

Measurements showed the resistance from the start of a flex cable to the substrate termination 

was less than 300mQ. 

Component ID 

SG I, SG2, SG3 

VRI , VR2, A2, A4 

AI 

A3 

Footprint 

7.2mm x 7.2mm 

SOD-80 

SO-16 

SOT-23 

Typelvalue 

QFCA-I Strain gauge 

101<.0 NTC thermistor 

(8 x 101<.0) resistor IC package 

BA V99 dual silicon diode 

Table 6-1 Components fo r the process monitoring circuit 
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6.4.1. 

Thcrmis tors Resis tors pack 

Strain ~:±::--~ 
gauge 1+i~:t;;2=t~ 
rosette 

::!f<!lo.4- Du. 1 
diode 

Figure 6-4 Schematic layout of the process monitoring circuit 

(a) Top surface (b) Bottom surface 

Figure 6-S Fabricated process monitoring circuit (BT substrate, silicone glob-top) 

Strain Gauge Rosettes (SG1/2/3) 

SG I, SG2 and SG3 are two-element rosettes of two 1.0mm long by 1.3mm wide Cu-Ni strain 

gauge foils mounted at 90· to each other on the circuit substrate, occupying a footprint of 

7.2x7.2mm2
• This polyimide-laminated rosette is shown in Figure 6-6 below. Individually, 

each foil has a gauge resistance of 120n (± 0.5%), nominal gauge factor of2.10 (± 0.1%) and 

linear CTE of±0.015%fC when tested on mild steel, as shown in Figure 6-7. These gauges 

have a maximum allowable strain level of30,OOOllm/m (3%) with a nominal fatigue life of 

more than 105 reversals at 1,0001lm/m within the operating temperature range of-20°C to 

+200°C, hence making them applicable to both static and dynamic strains. Also, because both 
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surfaces of the foil are completely laminated, the gauge grids are entirely protected from 

extemal loading. Phenol-epoxy adhesive E110 was used to cement the rosettes to the substrate 

surface because it is the most suitable for polyimide backing gauges in high temperature 

applications, as recommended in the product data sheets. 

The location of each strain gauge rosette was arranged such that SG 1 and SG2 would measure 

the thermomechanical strains induced in the transverse (defined as X-axis) and longitudinal 

(defined as Y-axis) directions of the filling polymer melt on the top substrate surface, at the 

rear-end and front-end from the injection gate, respectively. The combination rosettes of SG 1 

and SG3 in an identical position on opposite surfaces would provide simultaneous 

measurement of differential strains caused by the bending moments as result of the 

thermomechanical stress from the melt. This layout can be seen in Figure 6-5. 

As discussed in section 6.3.2.1 above, the thermal response of the strain gauges was pre

calibrated into the data logger in order to compensate for undesirable temperature drift. 

Without the need for a reference dummy gauge on the circuit, a 1200 quarter-bridge signal

conditioning circuit, as shown in Figure 6-2 above, was used to process the acquired data. 

This setup provided six strain measurement outputs during the in-process data acquisition 

study. 

The strain generated in the specimen is transmitted to the resistor (foil or wire) tltrougb the 

gauge base (backing), where expansion or contraction occurs. As a result, the resistor 

experiences a variation in resistance, which is proportional to the strain as indicated in the 

following equation: 

tJR/ R 
E:=--

GF 

where: E: = strain in the direction of gauge axis 

GF = manufacturer-specified gauge factor 

~R = unit change in measured resistance 

(Eqn.6-2) 

Voltage drops across the strain gauges were the actual measured quantity in the process 

monitoring of the overmoulding with a supplied current of 1rnA. 

An amplifier was required to provide a buffered DC output voltage of selectable amplification 

to the data logging system. The gain used was 238, which for an excitation voltage of2Vdc, 
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gave an output of 5Vdc for an anticipated full-scale deflection of 500011mlm. Subsequently, 

the signal processing of the data was performed by the software of the PC-based data 

acquisition system, as outlined in Figure 6-8 below. The process started with the acquired 

voltage output from a strain gauge (V) divided by its current (1) to get the corresponding 

resistance (R). The latch constantly output the last received value (Ro) and when this is 

subtracted from its current value, the resistance change (LIR) resulted from the strain was 

obtained. The unit resistance change (&uR) was then divided by the gauge factor (GF) to 

produce the measured strain. 

Figure 6-6 Polyimide-based Imm Cu-Ni strain gauge rosette 

Tested on mild steel 
2.13 

Cl 
" 2.12 c .. 
~ 

~ 
5 2. 11 
~ 

2.10 
20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 

Temperature ('C) 

Figure 6-7 Gauge factor variation with temperature for the Cu-Ni strain gauge foil 

I IR~O~ ________ ~::~ 
Latch r-

R 

Figure 6-8 Software signal processing for strain gauges 
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6.4.2. Thermistors (VR112 and A2I4) 

A hennitically sealed glass-encapsulated thermistor is a cost effective solid-state sensor 

widely used in temperature measurement, due to its high sensitivity and rugged construction. 

VRI and VR2 on the process board are SOD-80 surface mounted thermistors (philips part no. 

2322 633 53104) with an operating temperature range of -40°C to 200°C and output 

resistance of 100kn ±5% (Ro) at 25°C (To). A2 and A4 are similar types of device, but were 

included due to the availability of substrate space and YOs. The inclusion of these four 

thermistors not only allowed the measurement of board-level temperature distribution at 

various positions, but also provided a means of testing the integrity of solder interconnection 

as well as package thermal resistance assessments during and post overmoulding. 

Semiconductor oxides are unlike metals in that they produce a decrease in resistance with 

temperature increment, known as a negative temperature coefficient (NTC). The standard 

resistance-temperature relationship for a thennistor can be expressed as: 

In(~) = p(!... -.!....) 
Ro 0 00 or 

(Eqn.6-3) 

where: R = the resistance of the thennistor at temperature 0 

Ro = the resistance of the thennistor at temperature 0 0 (in this case, 10kn) 

p= a material constant (in this case, 3977K) 

0= measured temperature in Kelvin 

00 = the temperature in Kelvin at which Rc is rated (in this case, 298K) 

Pis the exponential factor, known as the "beta" value or sensitivity index of the thermistor 

material. Eqn 6.3 was subsequently programmed into the PC-based data acquisition system to 

obtain the measured values of O(K), which was then converted into T ("C). 

The sensitivity of a thennistor can also be calculated from [Dally et ai, 1993]: 

(Eqn.6-4) 
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For the components used in this process monitoring circuit, p= 3977 Kat B= 278 K. The 

sensitivity therefore equals --{).OSIK, which is an order of magnitude more than that of other 

temperature sensors (for instance, sensitivities are typically +O.003SIK for a platinum 

resistance thermometer, O.002SIK for gallium-arsenide diode sensors). This high sensitivity 

thus gives the SOD-80 thermistors an excellent response of ARItJT= SOOQ/K. 

Therefore, the major advantages ofthermistors in this experiment can be attributed to their 

high sensitivity, high resistance and ruggedness. Because of its high sensitivity, the change in 

resistance due to temperature variation (LIR) is much greater than the small resistance change 

in the lead-wires (LlRL) caused by the same temperature variation. Measurement errors 

resulting from temperature effects on the lead wires are therefore very small and can be 

neglected, even for relatively long wires [Dally et aI, 1993]. Also, with its large output 

resistance relative to that of the lead-wires (R» RL), any reduction in sensitivity of the 

device caused by its lead-wires bears little consequence to the overall system. A glass

encapsulated thermistor also offers extra thermomechanical robustness and higher stabilities, 

thus higher measurable and operating temperatures. 

Self-heating of a thermistor can be a contributing factor to the sensing errors. The power 

dissipated (p = f R) will heat it above its ambient temperature and contribute to its output. In 

order to minimise this, the current flow through the thermistor should be limited to a value 

such that the temperature rise arising from the ,.2 R power dissipation is smaller than the 

precision to which the temperature is to be measured. In the case of the 1Ok!! thermistors 

selected for this experiment, their dissipation constant was rated at 2.5m W fe. Since a 

temperature measurement accuracy of 1 QC was to be obtained, the power dissipated by the 

device should be limited to less than 2.5m W. This limitation set a maximum current j of: 

. r.:-J;;/R 2.5xIO-3 

I=VPIll.= 
IO.OxI03 

500.0pA 

The current j through the thermistors was therefore set to 400J1A in this experiment to 

minimise the component heat dissipation drawback on the measured temperature. The high 

sensitivity of the device ensured that satisfactory response could be achieved even at this low 

current. 
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6.4.3. Resistor Pack (A1) 

Al is an SO-16 DIL gull-wing IC (Vishay Intertechnology, part no. VSOR-1603-1 03-9737) 

consisting of eight independent 10ld1± 2% resistors, as depicted in Figure 6-9. The layout of 

the IC is such that it provides nominally equal resistors isolated from each other. The 

component rated operating temperature is -55°C to 125°C. In this experiment, these resistors 

allowed an assessment of the IC internal continuity as well as its solder joint integrity for a 

larger package during and post overmoulding. They could also act as a large area heat source 

with reasonably close temperature sensing in VRl during the testing enviromnent 

The eight equi-value resistors were connected in parallel to each other to form a resistance 

network, which was completely embedded by the polymer melt A 4300 resistor (Rou.) was 

connected in series with this resistance network in the signal conditioning circuit external to 

the overmoulded article, as depicted in Figure 6-10. Variations of the resistance in any of the 

individual parallel resistors induced by thermomechanical effects during the overmoulding 

cycle would be reflected by the output voltage, Vou., across Rou •. The net resistance of the 

parallel-connected resistor package, RT, could be calculated as: 

1 1 1 1 8 -=-+-+ ... +-=-
RT RI R] Ra R 

R JOkn 
:.RT =-=--=1.25kn 

8 8 

With v,. = 5V and Rou. = 4300, the calculated unbiased output voltage was therefore: 

430 x 5.0 = l.2798V 
1250+430 

Figure 6-9 Internal connections oflOkOAI resistor le package 
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r---------------------------------, 

RI R2 

Ovenro uldedIC 

R3 ••• R8 

o 
o 

0 

0 
------------ ______ 1 

Rout Vo ut 

Vin • 
Figure 6-10 Signal 110 connections for Al resistor package 

6.4.4. Silicon Diode (A3) 

Chapler6 

A3 is an SOT-23 IC consisting of two N-type silicon diodes and is commonly used in high

speed switching applications. The rated operating temperature for this component is relatively 

low, in the range of -55°C to 150°C. The internal layout of the IC is depicted in Figure 6-11. 

The inclusion of the diode in the process monitoring subassembly not only provided an 

assessment of solder joint integrity, but also, by measuring the leakage current and forward 

voltage, correct functioning of the device could be monitored. A3 could also act as a 

secondary temperature sensor to provide an additional indication of the thermal profile during 

the overrnoulding. 

The forward voltage drop for silicon diodes is nominally 0.7V at room temperature, but this 

varies inversely with the absolute temperature. As the ambient temperature increases, the 

voltage drop of the diode decreases proportionally. Ideal diode characteristics can be derived 

from the Shockley equation and expressed as: 

where Is = reverse saturation current, I = applied current, V = forward junction voltage, k = 

Boltzmann's constant (1.380 x 10.23 IlK), q = electron charge (1.602 x 1O.19C) 

or 
kT (I ) V=-ln -+1 
q Is 
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In forward bias, Is is assumed to be constant with temperature, the changes in voltage with 

temperature is: 

-=In -+1 dV (I ) 
dT Is (Eqn.6-S) 

(Eqn. 6.5) thus dermes that, if a constant current is supplied to a diode, the forward junction 

voltage can be measured to directly indicate its ambient temperature. 

Flgure 6-11 Internal schematic orA3 dual-dlode le 

6.4.5. Flexible Connectors 

In order to connect to the monitoring equipment, it was necessary to use two 20-way O.5mm 

pitch flat flexible cables (FFCs) soldered to the board. The FFCs were made from polyester 

material with a polyimide strip protecting the conductors, where they joined the board. The 

flux used for the connector was a RMA (resin mildly activated). The connectors were also 

rather fragile and therefore Nomex (polyarylamide) tabs were bonded onto the board end of 

the FFC to reinforce them. The other end of each FFC was soldered to a small intermediate 

FR4 board onto which a socket had been mounted. For the soldered components on the board, 

a "no-clean flux" was used. However, as a precaution, this was cleaned using a vapour bath 

(Triklone-N). 
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6.5. "Board-Level" Results and Analyses 

6.5.1. Experimental Procedure 

The settings for these process monitoring experiments were defined based on the results 

established from previous experiments. The overmoulding polymers selected were again 30% 

glass-reinforced PBT (GR-PBT) (DuPont Crastin LW9130) and 16% glass-reinforced ABS 

(GR-ABS) (Bayer Novodur P2HGV). The glob-top materials used were epoxy and silicone 

(details in Chapters 3 and 4). For the board-level monitoring subassembly, only the solder 

joints for the surface-mounted components were protected. The contoured moulding tool 

designed was employed to minimise the thermomechanical stresses, as discussed in Chapter 

5. The moulding conditions for each polymer were set per Table 6-2, as based on the 

outcomes from previous experiments, while the materials properties are listed in Table 6-3. 

The permutations for the polymer*glob-top in each of the board-level and chip-level 

experiments and the number of trials repeated to maintain the confidence level were: 

i) GR-ABS*Silicone (5 samples) 

ii) GR-ABS*Epoxy (5 samples) 

iii) GR-PBT*Silicone (7 samples) 

iv) GR-ABS*Epoxy (7 samples) 

As shown in Figure 6-12, a subassembly was loaded in the fixed-half of the mould at its 

corners by four step-notched pins. The FFCs were plugged into the DAQ connectors before 

the moving-half of the mould closed with a set of four domed pins which applied pressure on 

top surface of the substrate, holding the subassembly steady for the overmoulding process. 

Figure 6-13 shows a sample of subassembly overmoulded with GR-ABS polymer. The results 

from the measurements are discussed with details in the following sections. 

TMeII TM .... vlIJ PBoId ...... t-. dso 
("C) ("C) (mm/s) (bar) (s) (5) (mm) 

GR-ABS 255 80 40 50 40 50 25 

GR-PBT 230 60 40 50 40 50 25 

Table 6-2 Over moulding conditions for process monitoring experiments 
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Properties GR-ABS GR-PBT 

IZOD notched impact strength, 23°C (kJ/m2
) 7 II 

Vicat softening temperature (0C) 105 192 

Melt volume-flow rate (cm'/ IOmin) 3 (at 220°C) 

Tensile modulus, Immlmin (MPa) 5500 9500 

Moulding shrinkages (%) Parallel 0.25 
0.15 - 0.35 

Across 0.65 

LCTE (lO-4/oK) Parallel 0.4 0.3 

Across 0.8 0.1 

Density (g/cm') 1.16 1.51 

Thermal conductivity (W/m-OK) 0.17 0.28 

Melting point (0C) 105 213 

Table 6-3 Material properties for the over moulding polymers 

Domed 
pins (4) 

Flexible 

Ejector 
pins (4) 

Process 
monitoring 

Step-notched 
pins (4) 

Injection 
gate 

Figure 6-12 Loading of a sub assembly into the overmoulding tool 
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Figure 6-13 A GR-ABS overmoulded specimen 

6.5.2. Results Discussions 

The injection profiles produced by the machine for both GR-ABS and GR-PBT were recorded 

and plotted in Figure 6-14. With both polymers programmed to be injected at the speed (Vinj) 

of 40mmls and switch-over distance (dso) of 25mm, there was a noticeable difference in the 

hydraulic injection pressure (Pinj} that the screw had to produce to achieve that flow velocity. 

The machine had to produce significantly higher Pinj of about 135bar (13 .5MPa) for GR-PBT 

to produce the specified melt velocity. Similar speed was achieved for GR-ABS at an 

injection pressure of only about 85bar (8.5MPa). This difference may be attributed to the 

PBT's significantly higher viscosity at its relatively low melt temperature as well as its 

semicrystalline molecular structure (causing a higher tendency to crystallise within the 

runner) than that of the amorphous structure of ABS. In general, the injection pressure during 

the dynamic filling phase is a function of: 

i) the programmed injection speed; 

ii) material viscosity at its melt temperature; 

iii) material crystallisation rate; 

iv) cavity flow resistance (geometry, wall thickness, flow length) 

Factors (i) and (iv) were constant for both polymers, hence the Pinj was influenced mainly by 

the properties of the materials. From (Eqn. 6.1), with the screw intensification ratio for the 

Engel injection machine of7.6875, the nozzle melt pressure (Pnoz) of the polymers were 

calculated as 1037.8 bar (I03.8MPa) for GR-PBT and 653.4 bar (65.3MPa) for GR-ABS. The 

melt filling phase took only about 1.2s for GR-PBT and 2.ls for GR-ABS to completely fill 
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the moulding cavity with dimensions of35mmx55mmx22mm (not including the contour 

outlines). A holding pressure, Phold, of 50bar was then applied for the following 40s. The part 

was subsequently cooled, with flowing water as coolant, in the tool for another 50s before it 

was ejected. Therefore, the total time from tool closing to part ejection was about 91.2s. The 

process cycle can be summarised in Table 6-4. However, the signal acquisitions for the 

various measurements were continued for up to a minimum period of 6.5 minutes. The results 

from these real-time monitoring studies are discussed in the subsequent sections. 
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Figure 6-14 Injection profIles for board-level monitoring overmoulding process 

Cycle phase Time(s) 

GR·ABS GR·PBT 

Mel t filling 0 - 2.1 0-1.2 

Holding 2.1 - 42.1 1.2 - 41.2 

Cooling 42.1- 92.1 41.2 - 91.2 

Post ejection > 91.2 > 91.2 

Table 6-4 Overmoulding time pbase 
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6.5.2.1. Temperature Measurement 

GR-ABS 

As mentioned above, GR-ABS was injected at a Tmclt = 255°. From tbe measurement of 

board-level temperature using tbermistors, it was found tbat tbe maximum detected 

temperature was consistently close to 180°C, which was always registered by VRI - tbe 

component nearest to tbe injection gate. As expected, the temperature on tbe subassembly 

rose quickly during the melt filling phase, but only reaching tbe hottest point after 13-15s into 

tbe holding phase. When tbe average data was examined in tbe post-filling stages, it was 

found tbat tbermistors VRI, VR2 and A4 cooled down at a rate of 1.35°C/s during tbe holding 

phase and tben 0.68°C/s during cooling phase inside tbe mould. After ejection when tbe parts 

were allowed to cool down in an ambient room temperature condition, tbis cooling rate 

dropped to about 0.14°C/s and 0.11 °C/s approximatelyl50s and 250s from tbe instance of 

melt injection respectively. However, A2 was found to persistently exhibit faster cooling rate 

after tbe holding phase. It cooled more rapidly at 1.42°C/s during holding and 0.69°C/s during 

cooling phase, respectively. Nevertbeless, it dropped back to O.BoC/s after 150s and then at 

O.ll oC/s after 250s, tbus approximating tbe rates of otber tbermistors. These changes in tbe 

heating/cooling rate can be observed clearly in Figure 6-15. 

When tbe temperature profiles were examined witbin tbe overmoulding windows, as shown in 

Figure 6-16, tbe following were observed: 

a) with the data acquisition trigger set to tbe tool closing signal generated by tbe moulding 

machine, tbe sensing lags were in sync witb tbe melt flow, i.e. VRl started to sense tbe 

flow after about 0.70s after melt injection, A2 and A4 lagged by 0.25s, and fmally VR2 a 

further 0.20s later; 

b) despite VRI always experiencing tbe highest maximum temperature, tbe maximum 

temperatures measured by VR2, A2 and A4 did not show any fixed patterns. This could be 

due to tbe unpredictability oftbe melt flow around tbe various components in tbe cavity. 

Nevertheless, tbe profiles were of consistent patterns witbin a 15°C window. 

The comparison between subassemblies witb epoxy and silicone glob-top materials showed 

very similar results in term of tbe measured temperatures for tbe tbermistors, as evident in 

Figure 6-15 and Figure 6-17. The maximum temperature recorded by VRl in tbis case was 

178°C. This showed tbat tbe tbermal conductivity oftbe glob-top materials (0 .63W/m-oC for 

epoxy and 0.26W/m-oC for silicone) did not cause much disparity on tbe measurement 
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efficacy, i.e. coating the solder joints of the thermistors with either material did not prevent 

the measurement of the substrate surface temperature. This also substantiated that the 

temperatures measured were the effective thermal profiles of the subassembly substrate level, 

and not of the componentjunctions. lnspection of the other thermistors also showed that 

cooling rates for corresponding components were also closely matched for both glob-tops. 
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Figure 6-15 Board-level temperature profUe (GR-ABS*Epoxy) 
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Figure 6-16 Board-level temperature profIle during moulding pbase (GR-ABS*Epoxy) 
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Figure 6-17 Board-level temperature profIle (GR-ABS*Silicone) 
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GR-PBT 

Due to its lower T melt = 230°C, the subassembly overmoulded with GR-PBT as anticipated 

experienced lower board temperatures. The mean maximum temperature registered by VRI 

was found to be about 168°C for GR-PBT*Epoxy and 164°C for GR-PBT*Silicone. Again, 

the maximum temperatures measured were varied among VR2, A2 and A4. The cooling rates 

during the holding and cooling phases were also comparable to those obtained with GR-ABS. 

Figure 6-18 and Figure 6-19 show the results from epoxy and silicone glob-top materials, 

respectively. 

Thermistors VR1 , VR2 and A4 cooled down at a rate of 1.55°C/s during the holding phase 

and then 0.58°C/s during cooling phase inside the mould. The post-ejection cooling rate 

dropped to about 0.07°C/s and 0.04°C/s approximately150s and 350s respectively. Similarly, 

A2 was found to have higher cooling rate inside the holding phase by a difference of about 

0.07°C/s but again it dropped to be in line with other thermistor after ejection from the 

machine. 
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Figure 6-18 Board-level temperature proftie (GR-PBT*Epoxy) 
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Figure 6-19 Board-level temperature prome (GR-PBT*Silicooe) 
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The results from the temperature measurements of both overmoulding polymers have shown 

that the board temperature was substantially lower than the actual T melt. The difference was 

about 75°C for ABS and 60°C for PBT. In the overall embedding of24 subassemblies, only 5 

out of the 96 thermistors monitored were found to have suffered adverse thermomechanical 

defect leading to malfunctions during the process, resulting in a component failure rate of 

5.2% for the thermistors. When the effect of different glob-top materials was studied by 

comparing the results ofVRls (which recorded highest temperatures), it was found that the 

average temperature detected was about 2°C higher for epoxy than that of silicone for GR

PBT. This was because epoxy has a higher thermal conductivity ofO.63W/m-oC than silicone 

(0 .26W/m-°C). However, this trend significantly diminished with GR-ABS overmould when 

a higher injection temperature was applied. These results can be seen in Figure 6-20 below. 

The results from the temperature monitoring therefore showed the following observations: 

a) both the glob-top materials were able to provide the buffer against the thermal and 

pressure stresses for the solder joints (as no solder melting was found under x-ray 

inspection of overmoulded articles); 
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b) the thennomechanical stresses generated by the impinging polymer did not cause any 

alarming failure to the temperature-sensing components during and post ovennoulding 

cycle, and, 

c) the combination of glob-top layer and cooling rate of the melt in the mould was sufficient 

to significantly reduce the heat transferred to the components and solder joints. 
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Figure 6-20 Comparison of VR1 temperature data for "board-level" process monitoring in the 

context of glob-top materials 

6.5.2.2. Strain Measurement 

As the strain gauges on all subassemblies were not coated with the glob-top materials, direct 

measurement of both thennal and pressure strains on the substrate was obtained from the 

ovennoulding experiments. With three orthogonal rosettes on each circuit at different 

positions, the strains in the longitudinal direction (ey) and transverse direction (ex) to the melt 

flow were monitored, as depicted in Figure 6-21. Shrinkage is considered positive when a 

gauge undergoes a negative local strain. As the polymer solidified directly on the gauges 

during overmoulding, the surface strain caused by both thermal and pressure effects would be 

measured directly. However, through the characterisation programming for in-line 

temperature calibration using the thermistor data (see sections 6.3.2.2 and 6.4.1 above), the 
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thermal drift was effectively isolated. The rosette SG2 was positioned immediately in front of 

the injection gate and SG I was on the rear end of the circuit, while SG3 was on the bottom 

surface opposite to SG 1. 

:::w-: SOl 
. . ,~ . (S03) 

=;-,11: 
'n 

Meltt 
injection 

S02 

;= 1,2, 3 

I 

Figure 6-21 Strain directions in relative to melt flow (X - transverse, Y -longitudinal) 

GR-ABS 

The glass-filled ABS was injected within an injection time, tinj = 2.1s at T mcll = 255°C with 

the preset dso of25mm and thus generating an approximately Pnoz = 65.3MPa at the injection 

nozzle. Figure 6-22 shows the mean data of 11 overmoulded trials during the initial melt 

injection phase. It was found that SG J underwent shrinkage in both X-Y directions while SG2 

and SG3 experienced tensile strains. Within the first 2s, SG 1 experienced a maximum EI ,x = -

1400J.lmlm (or 0.14% shrinkage) and EI ,y= -2450J.lmlm (0.245%). In response to the bending 

moments of the substrate, SG3 showed strains of E3,x = +2800J.lmlm (0.28%) and E3.y = 

+3750J.lmlm (0.375%). The differences in the strains on the two surfaces may be attributed to 

the interfacial delamination of the BT laminate under the thermomechanical forces . 

The SG2 rosette exhibited a more complex deformation profile during this period, in which it 

showed E2 •• = -IOOOJ.lmlm and E2.y = -200J.lmlm between 0.5-0.9s and then rapidly increased to 

E2,x = + 1900J.lmlm and E3,y = +3500J.lmlm at time Is. The strain gauges then showed 

considerable reductions after 1.2s (except for SG3-X, which only decreased after l.4s) even 

though the injected melt pressure was increasing steadily to peak at 2.2s. It was also noted 
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that the gauges only started to register deformation after about 0.60s after melt injection. A 

similar delay was also observed with the temperature measurement by the therrnistors and 

showed that the glob-top layer applied on the solder joints for the SMT components could 

have produced a signal acquisition delay of O.lOs. As predicted, Ey was consistently higher 

than Ex during filling, showing that the melt exerted greater thermomechanical shear in its 

direction of flow. 

Immediately at the end of the injection phase, the strain gauges showed sharp falls from their 

respective peak strains reached during the melt injection cycle. This is clearly evident from 

the plot in Figure 6-23, which shows the strains measured over the injection phase. When the 

data are examined after the completion of the injection cycle to throughout the holding and 

cooling periods, as shown in Figure 6-24, it was found that the strains had reduced to within 

the range of ±1500J.!m/m (±0.15%) for both directions. Significantly, SG2 was found to have 

dropped very rapidly close to zero strain in both the X and Y directions during this period. 

Another observation was that the symmetry along zero-strain axis for the pairs of SG I-X and 

SG3-Y as well as SG 1-Y and SG3-X due to bending moments, which again suggested that 

interfacial delamination of the substrate may have arisen within the locality of the rosettes. 

The magnitudes of all strains continued to fall exponentially after the removal of the 50 bar 

Phold. It was found that SG2 gauges experienced the most rapid recovery to almost zero strain 

during the ho lding and cooling cycles. This may be largely due to its position at the near-end 

of the substrate close to the gate. This section of the mould was the last to be filled by the 

melt, thus meant that it was filled with relatively cooler polymer. Furthermore, the injection 

pressure was exerted for a slightly shorter time compared to SGI and SG3 . This may have led 

a better recovery capacity from the thermomechanical deformation for SG2. 

Figure 6-25 shows the strain data for the complete process monitoring window of 390s for 

GR-ABS overmould. Note the sudden increase of magnitude in the strains at the instant of 

tool opening/part ejection at about time 92s. The release from the physical constraints of the 

mould walls gave rise to a sudden expansion envelope for the part. However, the strong 

adhesion formed by the solidification of polymer on the substrate in turn forced an 

instantaneous increase of planar tensile strains. This was more noticeable when the gauges in 

the transverse direction were studied. They were found to be undergoing compressive 

shrinkages ( decreasing strains) due to polymer solidification cooling in the mould when the 
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ejection suddenly forced a change of magnitude into tensile expansion. Even though the 

longitudinal strain gauges were under tensile stress cooling in the tool, nevertheless they also 

showed a considerable rate of strain increment rate post ejection. It was also visible from 

Figure 6-25 that the post-ejection increment rates of both Ex and Ey were reasonably constant 

towards the residual strains of between +250-1 OOOllID"m. 
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GR-PBT 

The injection machine generated a Pno• = 103.8MPa at the same dso for the Tmch = 230°C for 

GR-PBT resin. Due to the higher Pno., it was found that tinj was shorter at only about 1.2s in 

order to complete the filling phase. Therefore, in comparison with GR-ABS, GR-PBT was 

injected at a lower T mch at a higher PM. within a shorter tinj . Also, other properties differences 

include the glass-filler content and polymeric nature, GR-PBT is a semicrystalline material 

with 30% filler content wbile GR-ABS is amorphous and consists of only 16% glass 

reinforcement. When the resultant data of SG-PBT overmoulded strain gauges were 

examined, slightly different patterns to those of SG-ABS were found. 

Figure 6-26 shows the mean data obtained during GR-PBT melt filling cycle. An overview of 

the plots shows a comparable trend with the SG-ABS results in Figure 6-22 in terms of SG 1 

undergoing shrinkages in both x-Y directions while SG2 and SG3 experiencing tensile strains 

as these devices were encapsulated by the melt. SG 1 experienced maximum EI .x = -2500,.unlm 

and EI.y = -1600 f.lmlm. However, SG2 and SG3 showed much higher deformation. Although 

SG2 rosette maintained the similar pattern of an initial shrinkage followed by an elongation, 

the strains were more prominent. Both E2.x and E2,y reached a maximum negative strain of -

2000f.lmlm at time 0.8s and then rose swiftly to E2., = +2800f.lmlm and E2.y = +31 OOf.lmlm 

between 1.0-1.2s. SG3 peaked at E3.x = +2300f.lmlm at Us and E3.y = +3700f.lmlm at 1.3s 

(which was outside the mould filling time window). 

Table 6-5 summarises the maximum strains registered by the strain gauges during the filling 

cycle for both overmoulds. The results showed that both polymers exerted strains of relatively 

equal magnitude on SGl and SG3. However, GR-PBT produced significantly higher 

transverse strains (Ex) on SG2. It was therefore established that although GR-PBT was 

injected into the mould cavity at a higher P no. at a lower T mch, the overall maximum 

thermomechanical stresses produced were comparable to that of GR-ABS. 

A characteristic distinction was found with the strain measured after the filling cycle between 

the two overmoulding polymers. From Figure 6-26, it can be seen that the behaviours of each 

individual gauge after reaching their respective peak deformations were dissimilar to GR

ABS (see Figure 6-22). 10 the overmoulding using GR-ABS, it was found that the substrate 

local deformations recovered to nearly the zero-strain axis almost immediately at the end of 
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the filling. This phenomenon was however not observed in the GR-PBT trials. With the 

exception of SG3 -Y, all the strains gauges exhibited a sudden magnitude increase after the 

end of the melt fill, as evident in Figure 6-26. The longitudinal gauges data had particularly 

shown apparent but uniform instantaneous changes of directions at 1.2s, after which greater 

tensile strains were registered for E2,y and E3,y, while EI ,y showed an increase in shrinkage. 

Although SG3 recorded a higher magnitude of strains in both directions, its pattern was nearly 

a mirror-image of SG I . After 1.5s, the directions of all the strains were found to undergo 

compressive stress with a decrement in the magnitudes and did not show a comparable 

recovery pattern seen in GR-ABS. 

~ Peak Strain ijuDlm) GR-ABS GR-PBT 

EI.x -1400 -1700 

El,y -2450 -2500 

E2.x -1000 -2000 

+1900 +2800 

E2.y -200 -2000 

+3500 +3100 

E3.x +2800 +2300 

£3.y +3750 +3700 

Table 6-5 Peak strains for GR-ABS and GR-PBT during the melt filling cycle 

Figure 6-27 shows the strain measured over the subsequent holding period. It can be seen that 

the encapsulated substrates were under relatively high stresses. Between 9.0-II .Os, El ,y 

reached a maximum shrinkage of -3I00l-lmlm while E3,y peaked at a maximum strain of 

+2200flmlm. On the other hand, E2,y showed an unexpectedly high shrinkage of about-

2100flmlm at 17s and then quickly fell to +500flmlm. For the transverse gauges, E2,x exhibited 

a maximum shrinkage of only -200flmlm before recovering to the zero-strain axis, while EI .x 

showed maximum shrinkage of + II OOflmlm and gradually recovered to about + 350flmlm. 

However, E3,x was registered to peak at +2400flmlm and reduced to stay rather stable at 

+2000flmlm without recovery toward zero-strain. 
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When the strain data over the complete monitoring time of 390s were studied and plotted in 

Figure 6-28 below, the sudden increment of strains due to the effect of part releasing was 

again evident. c 2,. only showed very little increment as it was at an almost strain-free state. 

The residual strains leading to permanent deformations of the substrate surfaces were clearly 

greater for GR-PBT when compared to GR-ABS (see Figure 6-25). The highest residual strain 

was recorded by SG3 ( c3", = +2500!lmlm; c3,y = + l500!lmlm), thus indicating residual tension 

on the bottom surface of the substrate. However, SG2 showed a nearly complete recovery of 

strains to only C2,. = -IOO!lmlm and c2,y = +200!lmlm; while SGl also achieved relatively 

satisfactory low residual strains of Cl,. = -900f.UIl1'm; cl,y = -150!lmlm. 
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Measurements of surface strains showed that the thermomechanical stresses developed during 

the process were of very complex patterns. The nature of the strains during the melt filling for 

both overmoulding polymers was of a similar pattem. Due to the shear forces of the polymer 

melt, strains longitudinal (Ey) to the flow direction were much higher than the transverse 

component (Ex), with corresponding differences ranging from 300-1600llmlm. It was also 

observed that, for all the rosettes, both transverse and longitudinal components simultaneously 

underwent deformations of same nature, i.e. both X and Y gauges detecting compressive (or 

tensile) strain at the same time. 

The presence of very small unbalanced pressure distribution between the two surfaces of 

embedded PCB was apparent for both overmoulding polymers. The significant magnitude 

differences of incidentally-located component strains (such as IE3 .. 1-1&1 .. 1 etc.) also indicated 

that delamination had also occurred through the thickness of the lanJinate PCB at the end from 

the injection gate. Albeit different magnitudes, the strain profiles also showed an identical 

deformation pattern for both overmoulding polymers during the filling cycle which may 

signifY the characteristic of melt flow, such that its injection pressure immediately after 

entering the mould cavity caused a considerable compression on the top surface of the PCB. 

The melt subsequently filled the cavity underneath the PCB when its packing pressure 

induced an upward force, hence causing a tensile elongation on the strain gauges. 

Furthermore, due to its higher solidification in the semicrystalline structure immediately at the 

end of melt injection, GR-PBT was found to impart higher packing stresses on the embedded 

substrates. 

At ejection from the moulding cavity, it was observed that the release from the physical 

constraints of the mould walls gave rise to a sudden expansion envelope for the part. The 

strong adhesion formed by the solidification of polymer on the substrate, in turn, forced an 

instantaneous change from planar compressive strain into tensile strains for the transverse 

components, as well as noticeable increases in the longitudinal tensile strains. 

The results from the strain measurement showed that, at the end of the whole overmoulding 

process, GR-ABS demonstrated a visibly more uniform recovery from surface 

thermomechanical strains. All the components strains measured were found to have recovered 

constantly to within residual strains of between the magnitudes of250-1000Ilmlm. On the 
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other hand, the residual strains for GR-PBT were more inconsistent, with the magnitudes 

between IS0-2500J!I11lm. 

6.5.2.3. Electronic Integrity 

Resistor le (AD 

Section 6.4.3 has discussed the principle role of the Al resistor pack as a means of monitoring 

the internal connectivity of a standard IC package as well as the integrity of its solder joints. 

A nominal voltage of SV was applied across the parallel network of 8-resitors and the voltage 

drop measured throughout the overmoulding process. The main focus was to detect any 

resistance changes resulting from thermomechanical stresses of the impinging melt. The mean 

data of all the overmoulding trials for all the candidate overmoulding and glob-top polymers 

are shown in Figure 6-29. 

During the experiments, the actual input voltage fed from the data acquisition system was 

measured between 4.7S-4.85V, thus giving an estimated output voltage range of 1.216-

1.241V and this variation was reflected in the distribution of the results. Nevertheless, it was 

the changes in the voltage drop at the output of the IC that were of importance. In order to 

study the polymer thermomechanical effect, the results during the overmoulding period were 

studied in Figure 6-30 below. The initial output voltages were approximately 1.211 V for GR

ABS*Epoxy, 1.213V for GR-ABS*Silicone, 1.219V for GR-PBT*Epoxy and 1.235V for GR

PBT*Silicone. 

It was found that an increase in the output voltage occurred with the impinging of melt for all 

materials. The responses of the resistors to the high-temperature melt flow were almost 

identical for both of the overmoulding materials. However, the differences in the thermal 

conductivity of the glob-top coating are noticeable here: epoxy, with its higher thermal 

conductivity, produced more immediate and rapid increase in output voltages during mould 

filling, with GR-ABS*Epoxy and GR-PBT*Epoxy rising to 1.220Vand 1.228V, respectively, 

simultaneously at about 0.35s. On the other hand, silicone showed a more gradual but greater 

rise of the voltage after the filling phase: GR-ABS*Silicone reaching 1.224V at about 23.5s 

and GR-PBT*Silicone reaching 1.243Vat 16.5s. 

As seen in Figure 6-29 above, all the data showed a steady decrease after reaching the 

respective maximum values. Table 6-6 summarises the overall results for the monitoring 
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period of 390s. The differences between the initial and final voltages for all overmoulding 

conditions were between 0.002-O.003V, thus giving the percentage voltage increase of 0.164-

0.248%. From the perspective of the overall process success rate, it was found that during the 

overmoulding of28 circuitry samples, only one unit of the re (with ABS*silicone) was found 

to have encountered an adverse malfunction when its output voltage dropped to 0.2V during 

the melt filling phase. 

Voltage 
Output voltage at Output voltage at difference 

Os (V.l . 3"!'QsJYI)~ .lA\hV1-"y.>- %o.1Ay. 
GR-ABS*Epoxy 1.211 1.214 0.003 0.248 

GR-ABS*Silicone 1.213 1.216 0.003 0.247 

GR-PBT*Epoxy 1.219 1.221 0.002 0.164 

GR-PBT*Silicone 1.235 1.238 0.003 0.243 

Table 6-6 Data analysis for the output voltage ofthe Ai resistor pack 
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Silicon Diode (A3) 

From the discussion in section 6.3.4, the silicone diode A3 provided another real-time 

evaluation tool for the electronic integrity during the planned overmoulding process. The 

forward voltage of the diode on every specimen circuit was measured to monitor its response 

to the thermomechanical effects, as well as to detect any breakdown of internal 

interconnection. As the silicone diode is an NTC device, its forward voltage varies inversely 

proportional to its ambient temperature, i.e. the temperature of the encapsulating polymer in 

this process. It was noted that no A3 components among the 28 subassemblies showed any 

adverse functional deterioration throughout the overmoulding experiments. 

Figure 6-31 shows the A3 data for the entire overmoulding polyrner*glob-top permutations 

during the filling and holding phases (first 50s). It is clear from initial comparisons that the 

results showed a good correlation to the temperature measurement results recorded by the 

therrnistors (VRl/2 and A2/4). The difference in mould temperature used for the two 

overmoulding polymers was reflected at the beginning of the data sets, where the output 

voltages of A3 were approximately 1.12V for GR-ABS (T mould = 80°C) and 1.17V for GR

PBT (T mould = 60°C). Consequently, the variation in the melt temperature was also evident in 

the results. Although the results from VRl demonstrated a small temperature difference of 

about 2°C between epoxy and silicone coatings for GR-ABS (see Figure 6.20 above), this was 

however not significantly noticed in A3 where the measured voltages showed similar result 

for both the materials. 

When the output voltages from A3 were studied in the complete process monitoring time of 

390s, as seen in Figure 6-32, the results again continued to mirror those from the therrnistors. 

As A3 and VRl were positioned at almost the same distance from the injection gate in terms 

of the longitudinal direction of the flow, a direct correlation could be established. When the 

output voltages of A3 were plotted against the temperature measurements of Als individually 

for each overmou1d*glob-top combination, the results showed a consistent relationship 

between these two variables. As seen in the graphs in Figure 6-33 below, the output voltage of 

A3 was linearly inversed to the temperature data of VRl . This frnding has hence further 

validated the uniformity and accuracy of both sets of data obtained in the overmoulding 

process. 
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CHAPTER 7. "CHIP-LEVEL" FUNCTIONAL 

OVERMOULDING 

7.1. Introduction 

Chapter 7 

The preceding chapter discussed the experiment that provided real-time in-line process 

monitoring at the circuit board level during the overmoulding process, and presented results 

from the measurement of electronic integrity and mechanical strain. This has enabled the 

understanding of the thermomechanical stresses imposed by the overmoulding polymers on 

the subassembly's PCB substrate and electronic components. The use of the novel contoured 

tool was found to have successfully produced a noticeable improvement in balancing pressure 

distribution around the embedded PCB and hence minimising dimensional deformation. 

The next measure was to explore the feasibility of encapsulating subassemblies with a wire

bonded silicon chip-on-board (COB) configuration, which would provide vital understanding 

of the thermomechanical impact of plastic overmoulding at the chip-level of the electronics. 

To this end, a special instrumented test subassembly comprising of a fully glob-topped 

wirebonded PMOS silicon test chip was developed and overmoulded using a set of contour 

tools. This offered a real-time measurement system to observe collated responses of the 

silicon chip to the overmoulding polymer. This chapter discusses the design of the test 

circuitry, its polymeric encapsulation process and the consequent measurements results. 

7.2. Design of "Chip-level" Process Monitoring Circuit 

As with the board-level subassembly in Chapter 6, BT laminate was again used as the PCB 

base material for the subassembly. A single component (a COB test chip with 25!J.m 

wirebonds) was attached to the board and either epoxy or silicone used to glob-top the device. 

The PMOS4 test chip and its wire bonds were fully protected with the glob-top, as practised 

in standard COB assembly. The test chip was the PMOS4 design of dimensions lOmrnx5mrn, 

with a layout shown in Figure 7-l.lt was acquired from the National Microelectronics 

Research Centre (Cork University, Ireland), which had previously designed and used it widely 

in tests for thermoset transfer moulding in IC packaging. The chip has a wide range of testing 

features, but only the following were used for the purposes of process monitoring: 
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a) Silicon diodes - two out of three available diodes were used to monitor temperature at the 

chip surface and as a means to check continuity. Diodes used were situated at the centre 

of the chip and at a corner. 

b) Piezoresistive strain gauges - of six available strain gauge rosettes etched into the silicon, 

one (located on a corner) was connected for this work. Each rosette had an arm parallel to 

the long axis of the chip, one perpendicular and the third at 45 degrees. These devices 

were used to observe on-chip strains during moulding and subsequent environmental 

testing (using temperature compensation from the diodes) and also to measure continuity. 

For a complete reference to the internal design of the PMOS4 test-chip, the manufacturer's 

datasheet is attached in Appendix 3. Three 20-way FFCs (0.5mm pitch) were employed to 

lead the tracks out of the moulding. The schematic layout of the test circuitry is shown in 

Figure 7-2 below. During the actual overmoulding cycle, measurements were only taken for 

the temperature diodes and one of the strain gauge rosettes, whilst the other features were 

retained for further operation monitoring during the environmental tests. 

7.3. Temperature Calibrations 

As with the board-level monitoring circuitry, the silicon test chip for the chip-level 

experiments was calibrated for thermal compensation. A similar calibration technique was 

employed for both strain gauge rosette and diode, in which a dummy BT substrate populated 

with the chip was heated up in an oven and its behaviour against temperature excursion 

determined. It was found that the responses of both components were linear with temperature; 

with the supply of I Vdc at 100flA, the diode characterisation factor was -1 .27mV/oC and the 

aggregate strain value for the strain gauges was 4.33!lm.m-'.°C-'. According to the 

manufacturer' s datasheet, the equivalent GF of the silicon gauges was 45 with excitation 

voltage of I Vdc.This data was programmed into the DAQ system during the overmoulding 

experiments using a similar scheme to that of the board-level experiments. 

7.4. Experimental Setup 

The parameters for the overmoulding of the subassemblies were maintained similar to those 

of the board-level experiments, shown in Table 6.2. However, the moulding machine was 

found to have produced considerably lower injection pressure for these less populated 

subassemblies, as shown in Figure 7-3 . The pressures recorded were approximately 82.5 bar 
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and 112.0 bar for GR-ABS and GR-PBT, respectively. Using Eqn. 6.1 , the melt pressures at 

the nozzle were therefore calculated to be 634.2 bar (GR-ABS) and 861.0 bar (GR-PBT). 

When compared to the overmoulding of the board-level monitoring circuitry, these were 

about 2.9% and 17.0% lower for GR-ABS and GR-PBT, respectively. A total of 36 samples 

were overmoulded, which comprised of: 

• GR-ABS*Silicone - 10 

• GR-ABS*Epoxy - 8 

• GR-PBT*Silicone - 8 

• GR-PBT*Epoxy-lO 

Figure 7-4 shows the subassemblies with the different glob-top materials. Unfortunately, the 

silicone had a lower viscosity than the specification stated. This meant that at least two 

applications were necessary to protect the wirebonds. 

Figure 7-1 Layout of tbe PMOS4 package monitoring test cbip (courtesy of NMRC, University 

CoUege Cork) 

Figure 7-2 Scbematic of tbe cbip-level subassembly witb tbe PMOS4 test cbip 
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Figure 7-3 Injection profiles for chip-level monitoring 
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Figure 7-4 Chip-level monitoring circuit with different glob-top: (a) epoxy, (b) silicone 

7.5. Results and Discussions 

Due to relatively low modulus of the silicone conformal coating, sweeping aod short 

circuiting of the 25~m wirebonds during overmoulding cycle resulted in failures of test chips 

with this glob-top material. Consequently, no experimental results were available for such 
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samples from either GR-ABS or GR-PBT overmoulding. On the other hand, no such failure 

was observed in the overmoulding of 18 samples with epoxy glob-top. 

7.5.1. Temperature Measurement 

Figure 7-5 and Figure 7-6 show the results from the temperature measurement using the on

chip silicon diodes for both overmoulding materials with epoxy glob-top. The maximum 

temperatures for both cases were significantly lower than board-level measurements, where 

GR-ABS and GR-PBT samples registered peaks of IS00e and 16Soe, respectively (see 

Section 7.5.2.1). In the overmoulding oftest chips, it was found that temperatures at chip 

level were substantially lower. For the GR-ABS overmould, the D2 and D3 diodes recorded 

maximum temperatures of 13Soe and 151 °C respectively at 20s. In the case of GR-PBT 

overmoulded samples, the maximum temperatures were 134°e and 142°e at 15s for D2 and 

D3, respectively. When compared with results from Section 6.5.2.1 , it was therefore clear that 

the junction temperatures at the joints on the substrate were significantly higher than that on 

the surface of the glob-topped test chip, i.e. differences of26-29°e in terms of peak 

temperatures. Table 7-1 summarises the results of the temperature measurement in this 

experiment. 

It was observed from the measured temperature profiles that the cooling rate during the 

moulding and cooling phases (t = 0-90s) varied for the two overmoulding polymers. For GR

ABS, which was injected at T melt = 255°e and T mould = sooe, the average cooling rates were 

found to be 0.600e/s and 0.6re/s for D2 and D3, respectively. GR-PBT was injected at Tmelt 

= 2300e and T mould = 60°C, with resulting cooling rates for D2 and D3 ofO.73°C/s and 

O.77°e /s. In terms of the absolute temperature difference during this period, GR-ABS samples 

dropped 42°e (D2) and 47°e (D3), whilst GR-PBT samples experienced 55°e (D2) and 5Soe 

(D3). The faster heat dissipation for the GR-PBT overmoulded articles could be attributed to 

the polymer's higher thermal conductivity of 0.2SW/m-K (as compared to 0.1 7W/m-K for 

GR-ABS) and the lower T mould used in the moulding process. 
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Figure 7-6 Cbip-Ievel temperature proftle (GR-PBT*Epoxy) 

~u1dPOlymer 
Peak Temperature (CC) ~ GR-ABS GR-PBT 

Tmclt 255 230 

Tmould 80 60 

Diode D2 138 134 

Diode D3 151 142 

Table 7-1 Summary of temperature measurement for GR-ABS and GR-PBT 

7.5.2. Strain Measurement 

7.5.2.1. Strain Transformation 

Only one of the piezoresistive strain gauge rosettes was used in this experiment and Figure 

7-7 depicts the directional relationship of this 3-element orthogonal device with the 

ovennoulding melt flow. With the availability of 3-directional strain data sets, it was possible 

for the principal biaxial strains (c I and c2) exerted on the test chips to be calculated using 

equations [Dally et aI., 1991][Murray et aI., 1992]: 

CA =c"" COS' SA + Cyy Sin ' SA + Y"" sinSACOSSA 

cB = E"" cos' SB + cyy sin' SB + Y"" sin SB cos SB 

Cc = E"" cos' Se + Eyy sin' Se + Y"" sin Se COS Se 

Melt 
iniection ... 

SG C (Ec) 

"-.JL...::...-'-__ SG B (EB) 

(Eqn.7-1) 

Figure 7-7 Orientation of strain rosette relative to melt flow direction 
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Solving Eqns. 7.1 simultaneously determined the Cartesian components of ex" eyy and Yxy. 

The principal strains El, E2 and maximum shear strain in the plane Ymax were provided by 

equations: 

EI•2 = EU ;E,,± (Eu ;E" r+(Y;Yr 

tan 2~ = Y xy (Eqn. 7-2) 
eltJ( -e yy 

Where ~ was the angle between the principal axis of el with the original x-axis. In this case, 

we measured strains eA, eB and ec with eA = 45°, eB = 0°, e = 90° (Figure 7-7) and Eqns. 7. 1 

were reduced to: 

ea = E Xlt 

eA = ~(e xx H " +yxJ 
(Eqn.7-3) 

ec = e" 
Y xy = 2eA -(eB +ec) 

And therefore the principal strains and angle were found from substituting Eqns 7.3 into Eqns. 

7.2 to obtain: 

(Eqn.7-4) 

Eqns. 7.4 were used to transform the measured strains from the experiment into the 

corresponding principal components for analysis . 
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7.5.2.2. Results 

The separate components of the strain measured from the rosette for GR-ABS*Epoxy are 

shown in Figure 7 -8, demonstrating the effect of flow direction relative to the orientation of 

the individual gauges. As expected, the test chips experienced greatest strain parallel to the 

polymer flow and this was evident from the results of SG-B (max. EB = 4750Ilmlm). The 

deformation transverse to the flow, as registered by SG-C (max. Ec = 4IOOllmlm), was the 

lowest. SG-A, at a 45° inclination off the melt flow, was slightly lower than SG-B with a 

maximum EA = 4600llmlm. All the maximum strain elements occurred at about 20s after the 

start of melt injection. 

The principal strains were calculated using Eqns. 7.4, with the results displayed in Figure 7-9. 

It was found that El and E2 were very close to those values of Ea and EC at 4800llmlm and 

4000 llmlm, respectively. The resulting Ymax was calculated to be 995llradians. The release of 

the subassembly at the opening of moulding tools at 90s caused a very significant decrease in 

Ymax. Analysis of the directions for the principal strains (see Figure 7-10) found that 9 1 and 92 

remained almost constant at 10--20° and 190--200° respectively from 0--230s. A rapid increase 

in these principal angles then occurred for 91 and 92 to reach maxima of 45° and 225° at 

approximately 285s. Between 290--300s, there was a sudden reversal in the angles of El and 

E2, which were found to be acting in the directions of _45° and 135°, respectively. This 

corresponded to an overlapping of measured strains at about 1000llmlm, after which point the 

transverse strain Ec became more dominant than the longitudinal element EB. By observing 

Figure 7-9 and Figure 7-10, it was seen that whilst the magnitudes of El and E2 only showed 

small noticeable changes during 290-300s, Ymax experienced an immediate increase to reflect 

the directional changes between the principal strains. 

It was not possible to directly attribute the sudden change in the behaviour of strains acting on 

the test chip to the moulding conditions or tooling deign. However, from the material point of 

view, it could be triggered by the diminishing thermal effect during the solidification phase of 

overmoulding polymer melt, causing a relaxation in the longitudinal deformation. After this 

particular instant, the polymer would gradually undergo its intrinsic polymeric solidification 

and hence subject the embedded test chip to an equilibrium state for isotropic planar strains. 
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Figure 7-9 Magnitudes of principal strains and maximum shear strain for GR-ABS*Epoxy 
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Figure 7-10 Directions of principal strains and shear strain for GR-ABS*Epoxy 

The resultant orthogonal strains measured from the GR-PBT*Epoxy overmoulded samples 

are shown in Figure 7-11. The relationship between melt flow direction and the mechanical 

strains was again clearly observed. As expected, the highest strain was registered by SG-B 

(max. EB = 4400llmlm) along the melt direction whilst the lowest was that of SG-C (max. Ec = 

3800Ilmlm). SG-A recorded a maximum strain of EA = 4250llmlm. 10 line with the shorter 

injection cycle, the peak strains for GR-PBT were found at t = 15s, which was about 5s earlier 

than GR-ABS. 

The principal strains obtained from the transformation are shown in Figure 7-12. The 

respective maximum values derived for these elements were El = 4400/lmlm, E2 = 3700llmlm 

and Ymax = 670lJ.fadians. The part release from the tools again generated noticeable effects. At 

the ejection of the parts, Ymax showed an immediate decrement of about 60lJ.fadians, while 

both principal angles 91 and 92 experienced a corresponding increment of 10°. These 

observations are clearly evident in Figure 7-12 and Figure 7-13. When this was evaluated 
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against GR-ABS, it could be seen thatymax decreased by 120Jlfadians but there was no 

substantial changes in 8, and 82 (see Figure 7-9 and Figure 7-10 above). 

Interestingly, the characteristics of the angles 8, and 82 for principal strains were found to be 

identical for both the overmoulding polymers. Similar to GR-ABS discussed above, 8, and 82 

for GR-PBT remained almost constant at approxinnately 15° and 195° respectively, from 0-

90s. As mentioned above, 8, and 82 underwent a sudden increment of 10° at part ejection (t = 

90s) and maintained constant within ±5° deviation until about 250s, when they rose to 45° and 

225° at approximately 295s. The instantaneous realignment for c, and C2 were also observed 

with GR-PBT samples. This occurred over a longer period between 290-330s, causing 8, and 

82 to drop to _45° and 135°, respectively. This cbange in the directions of principal strains 1', 

and C2 was consistent with the GR-ABS trials discussed above. It must also be noted that it is 

impossible to conclude that this characteristic of angular displacement for the principal strains 

is a common phenomenon in polymers other than GR-PBT and GR-ABS investigated in this 

experiment. 

The overall results from the strain measurements in the experiments with the two 

overmoulding polymers have shown that GR-PBT generated significantly lower physical 

strains on the test chips than GR-ABS. Table 7-2 below makes a direct comparison of the 

measured strains between the two polymer variants. In terms of the measured components, it 

was found that GR-PBT produced strains in the magnitudes of300-350l-lmlm lower than GR

ABS, thus resulting in a reduction of about 7.5%. For the principal components, the reduction 

was 8.3% for 1', and 7.5% for 1'2. The most substantial difference was observed in Ymax values, 

which showed a reduction of32.7% (325Jlfadians) for GR-PBT. Although the NMP was 

103.8MPa for GR-PBT and 65.3MPa for GR-ABS (see Section 6.4.2), the scale of the 

difference in this factor was not explicitly reflected in the orthogonal strain components. One 

possible cause of this could be due to the lower longitudinal and transverse CTE values for 

GR-PBT. 

Drawing from the results of the temperature and strain measurements discussed above, it was 

noted that GR-PBT polymer produced relatively lower thermomechanical exertion on the 

overmoulded silicon test chips. Also, epoxy glob-top was found to provide sufficient 

robustness for the wirebonds. The temperature measurement results further substantiate that 
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the effective temperature excursion at chip-level of the COB was at well below the injected 

melt temperature and hence sustainable to the silicon chip, BT substrate and epoxy glob-top. 
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Figure 7-11 Measured strains for GR-PBT*Epoxy 
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----- Overmould Polymer 

Peak Strain GR·ABS GR·PBT 

OA (IllIL'm) 4600 4250 

OB (IllIL'm) 4750 4400 

oC (IllIL'm) 4100 3800 

0, (IllIL'm)* 4800 4400 

02 (Ilmlm)* 4000 3700 

y""" (Ilfadians)* 995 670 

Table 7-2 Comparison 0 ftbe strain components for GR-ABS and GR-PBT overmoulds 

* - derived from strain transformation) ( 

~ 
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CHAPTERS. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this chapter, the experimental results described in Chapters 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 will be 

evaluated and chscussed further. Conclusions pertaining to the present research will be drawn 

from these findings. Suggestions for future research in the area of polymeric encapsulation of 

electronics will also be presented. 

8.1. Preliminary and Process Screening 

The experiments discussed in Chapter 3 formed an effective screening exercise for the 

variables and unknown factors involved in the process of electronic encapsulation with 

conventional injection moulding technique. 

The preliminary experiment examined the interactions of an overmoulding ABS polymer with 

various circuitry substrates. The substrate deformation caused by the high pressure, high 

temperature plastic melt highlighted the fundamental challenges to achieving successful 

polymeric encapsulation of electronics using a conventional injection moulding process. The 

results not ouly demonstrated the feasibility of the technology, but also provided guidelines 

into critical process parameters and materials selection criteria. The experiment also indicated 

that overmoulding of PE flexible substrates produced serious mechanical deformation and 

more thorough studies would be required to develop a process with lower thermomechanical 

force. Such work was beyond the time-scale of the current research, where the main focus was 

on overmoulding rigid substrates. 

The second experiment in Chapter 3 formed a follow-on screening investigation to explore 

different injection parameters, toolmg variations, polymers and electronic interconnections. 

By using reduced factorial DOE and statistical data analysis techniques (ANOY A and 

ANOM) to assess the mechanical failure modes, the results found that the moulding polymer 

was the most influential variable, with 30% GR-PBT resin emerging as the most promising. 

This confirmed the presence of glass fillers provided the dimensional stability to reduce the 

longitudinal deflection. Analyses of solder joints defects and substrate distortions showed the 

adverse results of using high melting temperature polymers and further demonstrated that the 

combination of lower mould and melt temperatures under a low injection pressure provided 

the best conditions. Thinner part thickness was also discovered to reduce part warpages. The 
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experiment also found that the 1.6mm BT laminate produced the lowest distortions than 

standard glass-epoxy laminated FR4 substrate. X-ray inspection ofalurnina substrate showed 

that its brittleness led to cracking under thermomechanicalloads. Furthermore, the structural 

and flow models produced for the overmoulding process [De Cooper Jones, 1999] validated 

the substrate warpage caused by the unbalanced pressure distribution from an advancing melt 

flow. 

These screening experiments not only identified the dominant process factors, but also 

successfully facilitated the elimination of trivial variables from subsequent investigations. 

8.2. Material Adhesion for Subassembly Supports 

Chapter 4 investigated the design feasibility of incorporating a stand-off supporting cradle on 

an electronic subassembly in the moulding cavity to minimise physical distortions to the 

substrate. This technique located the circwt at the mid-plane of the mould to attain a balanced 

melt flow and support cradles of pre-moulded unfilled polymers were attached to both sides 

of the substrate to provide through-thickness support to withstand thermomechanical stresses 

from the melt impingement. The experiment determined the significance of process 

conditions and interfacial materials on the adhesion between glass-filled overmoulds and 

unfilled support structures. 

The experiment validated that the supportmg cradle provided significantly reduced substrate 

distortion as well as effectively offered the in-mould support and positioning for the 

subassembly. The experimental results showed a higher degree of adhesion for overmoulding 

of glass-filled polymer over its respective unfilled pre-moulded cradles, i.e. GR-PBT with 

PBT and GR-ABS with ABS. Apart from GR-ABS with ABS overmoulds. The thermal cycle 

considerably increased the dye penetration. Both the empirical and statistical results showed 

that GR-ABS with ABS as the most optimised combination with 100% adhesion for all 

moulding pressures. Analysis of the molecular structural disparity at adjoining polymers 

found that, in particular, the difference in polymeric shrinkage influenced the adhesion 

characteristics at their interface. The linear CTE difference between polymers was however 

not found to be of great significance to the interfacial adhesion in this study. Nevertheless, 

this factor could be critical throughout the operating lifetime of the products. 
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8.3. Moulding Tool Re-engineering 

The structural presence of the supporting cradle in the path of the melt flow was found to 

cause an unequal hydrodynamic resistance in an equi-thickness moulding cavity and the 

resultant changes in melt flow dynamics increased the occurrence of short-shot and weld line 

defects. The dynamic melt flow models [Schmidt, 1999] illustrated a lack of uniform filling in 

the last 2/3 of the cavity, causing "racetrack effects" and inhomogeneous bulk temperature 

distribution. As a result, residual stress within the plastic led to considerable thermal 

shrinkages and physical deformation. The formation of weld-lines and air traps also led to 

under-strength localised structural inconsistency. FEA modelling results reflected the defects 

observed in the experiments discussed in Chapters 3 and 4. Alternative moulding tool designs 

were therefore engineered to achieve a more effective overmoulding with minimum moulding 

defects and subassembly deformations. 

In order to eliminate the non-uniform flow front in an equi-thickness cavity, the tool surface 

was contoured to profile the thickness topography of the embedded subassembly and its 

supporting cradles. Extensive FEA models [Schmidt, 1999] found that this topographical 

mould would provide consistent cross-sectional conduits for the melt flow, hence minimising 

the difference in hydrodynamic resistance to achieve improvements in flow uniformity, 

temperature and pressure differentials. However, results from the experimental study showed 

that the FEA models were unable to fully predict the overmoulding process with this 

topographical design. Firstly, the shearing force and thermal load exerted by the impinging 

polymer on the support cradles were greater than the models had suggested, and this caused 

the thinner sections of the frames to be swept to the surface of the tool. Also, the support 

frames were detached from the substrate in many instances, thus dislocating the subassembly 

from its origin during the filling stage. The improvements in the flow resistance suggested in 

the FEA models were not entirely evident in the overmoulding trials. Short-shots problems, 

due mainly to the presence of the supporting structures in the flow paths, was still observed, 

particularly at lower injection pressures. Nevertheless, physical deformations induced by 

residual thermomechanical stresses were significantly reduced in cases where complete 

overmoulding was achieved. 

Subsequent tooling design led to the removal of the substrate supporting cradles, these 

replaced with two sets of in-mould metal pins within the cavity. Experiments with GR-ABS 

and GR-PBT polymers found this in-mould supported topographical tool effectively 
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eliminated the defects previously seen and produced components of consistent weight. The 

resultant improvement in the flow front uniformity and differential pressure reduction was 

able to considerably reduce the longitudinal warpage of the substrates, up to 90% for GR-PBT 

in certain cases. ANOV A results showed that the process variables which were significant to 

part deformations differed between semicrystalline and amorphous polymers. Finally, 

parametric optimisation analyses successfully produced a set of optimised conditions for both 

polymers as process guidelines in the experiments in Chapters 6 and 7. 

8.4. Board-Level Functional Monitoring 

Chapter 6 addressed stresses and temperature impacts on the encapsulated electronics during 

overmoulding process. Instrumented SMT circuitry allowed real-time monitoring of the 

overmoulding process cycle. The temperature measurements showed that the highest board 

surface temperatures were detected immediately in front of the injection gate. The detected 

board temperatures were about 65-75°C lower than the Tmelt, showing that the polymer melt 

was conducting its heat rapidly through the mould tool before reaching the embedded 

electronics. The maximum post-injection cooling rates of the melts were found to be 

relatively uniform for both GR-PBT and GR-ABS. The effect from the differences in thermal 

conductivity of the overmoulding polymers and glob-top materials was also evident in the 

results. In the embedding of 24 subassemblies, a component failure rate of 5.2% was 

successfully achieved. The following observations were established from the board-level 

temperature measurement results: 

a) the thermomechanical stresses generated by the impinging polymer did not cause 

alarming failure to the temperature-sensing components during and post overmoulding 

cycle; 

b) the combination of glob-top layer and cooling rate of the melt in the mould was 

sufficient to significantly reduce the effective heat transferred to the components and 

solder joints; and 

c) both the silicone and epoxy glob-top materials were able to provide the buffer against 

the thermal and pressure stresses for the solder joints (as no solder melting was found 

under x -ray inspection of overmoulded articles). 

The measurement of surface strains verified that the thermomechanical stresses developed 

during the process were of very complex patterns. The characteristics of the strains during the 

melt filling for both overmoulding polymers were of a similar pattern. The shear forces from 
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the polymer melt caused the strains longitudinal (&y) to the flow direction to be considerably 

higher than the transverse component (EX). It was also evident in aIJ the rosettes, both 

transverse and longitudinal components simultaneously underwent deformations of same 

nature (compressive or tensile). Results also showed the presence of unbalanced pressure 

distribution and indicated possible substrate delamination. While both polymers exhibited 

nearly similar deformation characteristics at various phases of the overmoulding cycle, GR

PBT was found to impart greater packing pressure than the amorphous GR-ABS. This may be 

attributed to GR-PBT's higher solidification in its semicrystalline structure immediately at the 

end of melt injection. Over the whole overmoulding process, GR-ABS however showed a 

more steady recovery from surface strains. 

The differential output voltage of a SO-16 10kn resistor network IC and the forward biased 

voltage of a SOT -23 silicon diode were employed to monitor the integrity of electronic 

interconnections during the overmoulding process. The results showed only 0.164-0.248% 

percentage increase from the nominal input voltage in aIJ overmoulding conditions, exhibiting 

no significant sign of functional deterioration. 

8.5. Chip-Level Functional Monitoring 

The experiment in Chapter 7 studied the thermomechanical effects of the overmoulding 

polymers on chip-level electronics by using a wire-bonded PMOS test chip with 

piezoresistive strain gauge rosette and temperature sensitive silicon diodes. It was evident that 

silicone glob-top, with its low modulus, was unable to withstand the shear forces from 

impinging melt flow. All the testchips with this coating failed under the process conditions 

and showed shorting of the wirebonds due to sweeping force and mechanical stresses. 

The subassemblies with epoxy coated testchips provided information on the conditions 

experienced during the process cycle. The maximum temperature registered by the silicon 

diodes was found to be lower than that for board-level thermistors by about 26-29°C for both 

polymers. The maximum post-ejection cooling rates were found to be about 50% lower than 

those seen in board-level measurements. The test chips also experienced the greatest strain 

paraIJel to the polymer flow and lowest transverse to the flow. The results from both the 

overmoulding polymers showed that GR-PBT generated significantly lower surface and shear 

strains on the test chips than GR-ABS. The temperature and strain measurements established 
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that GR-PBT polymer produced relatively lower thermomechanical exertion on the test chips, 

and substantiated the temperature excursion at chip-level of the COB at well below the 

injected melt temperature and hence sustainable for the silicon chip, BT substrate and epoxy 

glob-top. 

8.6. Conclusions 

Figure 8-1 summarises the overall research activities that have been discussed in this thesis. In 

order to present this direct electronic overmoulding technology for future implementations, a 

generic process guideline has been formulated from the collective findings from this thesis 

and is presented by the flowchart in Figure 8-2 to outline the possible design criteria for the , 
essential process development stages. This research has successfully engineered the 

technology of polymeric encapsulation ofPCB-based electronic subassemblies. Conventional 

injection moulding, tooling design and electronic manufacturing processes have been 

engineered to establish the core of the proposed technology. The use of conventional process 

elements maintains the low cost and manufacturability of the new technology. 

Amongst the different plastic materials investigated were unfilled grades of nylon, acetal, 

PBT, ABS, and glass-filled nylon, PBT and ABS. The results obtained with these polymers 

have been presented in the main chapters of this thesis. The staged experiments focused 

mainly on the selection of electronic interconnections and substrates most suitable for this 

new process. Solder-based surface mount and direct wirebonding technologies were analysed 

on substrates of alumina ceramic, flexible polyester thick film and rigid laminates FR4 and 

BT. Furthermore, epoxy, silicone and polyurethane glob-top materials were tested in coating 

the solder joints and wirebonds. By exploring the different designs of moulding tools, a set of 

novel topographically contoured tools that offered in-mould fixture and support of the 

electronic subassembly was successfully created. 

Factorial and response surface method (RSM) DOE methodologies have been applied to 

support the intensive experimental investigations and various failure analysis techniques were 

used to examine the resultant overmoulded parts. The results were also validated through 

structural and dynamic thermomechanicaI FEA simulations elsewhere [De Cooper Jones, 

1999] [Schmidt, 1999] [Schmidt, 2000]. Statistical analyses, such as ANOVA and ANOM, 

and optimisation techniques were used to determine the optimum parameters for this novel 

process. 
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8.7. Technology Demonstrators 

The results obtained from the real-time monitoring of two instrumented specimen 

subassemblies have revealed a valuable understanding of the proposed process and, together 

with the polymer-specific optimised parameter settings and novel in-mould supported 

contoured tooling, captured the process and design rules for the creation of two functional 

technology demonstrators for the automotive industry. 

Figure 8-3 shows the fust demonstrator developed, which was a circuit designed to convert a 

standard steering column switch pack to mUltiplex operation. The traditional design of the 

assembly is shown in Figure 8-3(a) where a circuit is mounted onto the steering housing and 

connected to other controllers via standard PTFE-insulated wires. The circuit is an in-car 

application and was selected to trial the principle of the encapsulation process delivered in 

this research. The modified subassembly was manufactured from a double-sided 4-layer BT 

board of 2mm thickness of dimensions 42mmx29mm. Its components comprised a QFP ASIC 

processor, various capacitors and resistors (the majority being 0402 size) and a wire-bonded 

5V regnlator chip (sealed with epoxy glob-top). Two 6-way FFCs were attached to the board, 

for connection to the column stalks. A further 10-way FFC provided power and CAN 

communication lines. Six pins were soldered to pads on the board. These plugged directly 

into corresponding sockets on the main moulding of the switch-pack. 

The resulting GR-PBT overmoulded part is shown in Figure 8-3(b) and its new chassis 

mounting method depicted in Figure 8-3(c). As shown, the size of the overmoulded circuit 

was significantly reduced from its original design. This was achieved through higher 

integration of its electronic functionalities, component counts as well as FFCs. The 

reconfigurable geometry of the demonstrator also illustrated the potential to meet the concept 

of flexible design to produce ready-to-assemble electronic modules that offer advantages of 

shop-floor part handling and assembly, which, in turn, enables a leaner and lower cost 

manufacturing route in automotive industry. 
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Figure 8-3 Technology Demonstrator 1: Steering column switcbpack smart connector 

The second technology demonstrator created was an electric parking brake (EPB) motor 

controller. This is a state-of-the-art conceptual design in the automotive industry as part of 

novel drive-by-wire technology, which is gradually being incorporated by many vehicle 

manufacturers. The system consists of an electronic control unit, which operates an electric 

stepper motor to exert the required clamping force on the brake discs of the vehicle wheels . 

This is an example application with sensing elements and a high switching current of up to 

17A. The board had 108 components (both surfaces), including a processor, a CAN choke, a 

crystal, an electrolytic capacitor, a g-force sensor, MOSFETS, capacitors and resistors of 

various sizes, a Hall-effect sensor and a current sensor. Connections for power and CAN 

were via 6 through-hole pins mounted on the board. Similarly, two metal plates were 

provided for connection to the motor terminals. 
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The original unit is mounted within an external plastic housing which requires additional 

hermetic sealing in order to protect the electronic contents. This box is then assembled at the 

wheel bays and is subject to a harsh operating environment with exposure to demanding 

temperatures, vibration, dust and fluidic contaminations. As a result, the parts suffer from a 

severe mechanical and electrical failure rate. The advantages of embedding the electronic unit 

within polymeric overmoulding are mechanical and environmental protection for improved 

robustness and reliability. Figure 8-4(a) shows the circuit redesigned for the overmoulding 

process, which produced the final module shown in Figure 8-4(b). The overall assembled 

system can be seen in Figure 8-4(c). 

The current research has, therefore, managed to engineer a manufacturing process that 

produces electronics sub-systems that are simultaneously packaged within the automotive 

structural thermoplastic components during the injection moulding process. It offers cost

effective integrated production technology for plastic automotive components with embedded 

electronics and power distribution. In addition to the two demonstrators generated from this 

work, other potential automotive applications are identified and illustrated in Figure 8-5. The 

innovative process and product integration achieved from this research in these applications 

offers a process with vast manufacturability potential for automotive suppliers to produce 

electromechanically-embedded, ready-to-assemble, component modules with superior 

robustness and, as such, may contribute to an increased incorporation of telematics for the 

improvements of vehicle safety and passenger comfort. 
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S.S. Limitations and Recommendations for Further Work 

This research has undertaken a number of extensive experimental studies to investigate 

various technological requirements fundamental to developing the process of simultaneously 

embedding electronics into thennoplastic components during injection moulding cycle. The 

results have demonstrated significant achievements in establishing the proposed technology. 

The findings obtained have also fonned the foundation of knowledge necessary to carry out 

continuing work to further explore, exploit and refme this technology. The foUowing sections 

recommend a number of viable routes to drive this research forward. 

8.8.1. Thermomechanical Stress Reduction through Structural Foaming 

Although it was observed that the high temperature from polymer melts did not cause 

unsustainable physical and functional failures to components and board warpages were 

successfully minimised through the process optimisation, it was evident from board- and 

chip-level strain measurements that the stress exerted on the PCB was substantial. This 

thennomechanical shock may compromise the structural integrity of the circuit board and can 

be detrimental to its operational reliability. 

In order to further eliminate the physical and thermal stresses, future work may investigate the 

use of foamed polymers, which may be in the fonn of gas-assisted moulding or an additive 

chemical blowing agent (CBA). CBAs act as a source of gas by changing from their original 

physical state to gas during processing and are used to impart ceUular structure to moulded 

plastics [Rosato et aI, 2000]. However, gas-assisted foaming involves higher process 

complexity and therefore may incur extra manufacturing cost. One of the more established 

techniques of such process can be found in McCleUand and Padsalgikar, 2003. The process 

may be undertaken by blending the polymer resin with a chemically matching foaming agent 

directly into the hopper and from there down through the barrel to the mould. Heat generated 

from the barrel causes a thermal decomposition of the materials and may be endothermic 

(primarily C02 producing agents) or exothermic (primarily N2 producing agents). A 

polymeric emulsion, which is ideal for foam processing can be produced for compatlble resin 

and CBA blends. This has a lubricating effect that not only reduces shear-heating forces, but 

also improves melt flow and consequently the polymer melt index [Reedy, 2000]. 
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C02-based blowing agents are widely used because of low-pressure solubility and predictable 

post-mould foaming characteristic. The polymer-CBA blended resin is usually injected in a 

"short shot" (less than the volume of the mould cavity) and the gases released from the 

decomposition of CBA expand the polymer to fill the cavity. As the mould is not completely 

filled with polymer, the pressure is only generated by the foaming agent. Moreover, the 

cellular expansion fills any voids left from the cooling polymer and therefore complete cavity 

filling may be achieved without packing pressure. The foaming also lowers the viscosity of 

the injected resin and this offers the choice of reducing the processing temperature or utilising 

the improved melt flow at the same temperature. It has been reported that C02 CBA blended 

polymers can be injected at very low pressures of7-12MPa and, in the case of PVC, reduces 

processing temperature by 50°C [Reedy, 2000]. 

However, there is an important disadvantage of foamed polymers, namely the reduced 

thermal conductivity due to the presence of air pores in the cellular structure. This effect has 

been previously studied by [Leach, 1992] and [Monkman, 2000], and a mathematic 

relationship approximating thermal conductivity (k) of the foamed material has been 

produced: 

2 P k.,k +-k -a 3 s 
Ps (Eqn.8.1) 

where k, is the thermal conductivity of air, k, is the thermal conductivity of solid polymer, P 

is the density of the foamed polymer and p. is the density of solid polymer. However, the use 

of foamed overmoulding polymers must be tested for breakdown resistance in high current 

applications. This may be in the form of surface insulation resistance (SIR) test according to 

IPC's TM-650 Electrochemical Migration Resistance Test [IPC, 2000]. 

8.8.2. Increased Heat Transfer with Thermally Conductive Polymers 

Almost all intrinsic and fibre-filled polymers are inherently thermal insulators with a thermal 

conductivity of approximately 0.2W/m-K, which is 2000 times less than copper and only 

about 10 times greater than most insulation materials or stagnant air. Therefore, heat transfer 

through overmoulding polymers may be a concern for thermal power dissipation during the 

operation of encapsulated electronics. This issue has not been addressed in the current 

research due to time constraints. 
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Further work may explore the incorporation of suitable thermally-conductive polymers (TCP) 

in the overmoulding process. Latest industry development has seen some new injection 

mouldable variants ofTCP composites filled with boron nitride, aluminium nitride or 

alumina flakes that produce an increased thermal conductivity of up to 30W/m-K 

[McCullough, 2000] [Feng and Ellis, 2003] and may be suitable for this purpose. However, 

extensive studies must also be conducted to study the critical electrical insulation and 

dielectric properties of the TCP. These may include measurement of the surface insulation 

resistance (SIR) according to the IPC's TM-650 [IPC, 20001 or ASTM 0-257-99 [ASTM, 

1999] protocols, both tested under elevated temperature and humidity conditions. The 

electrical insulation property of the material is measured in terms of its electrical resistivity 

and must be typically in the range 1012_1016 O-cm. 

S.S.3. Recyclable Polymeric Overmouldlng 

This research has successfully established a novel manufacturing technology for electronic 

embedded plastic components and two functional automotive demonstrators were created. 

However, with the introduction of the Directive on Waste Electrical and Electronic 

Equipment (WEEE) by the European Commission [European Council, 2003], the important 

of "design for environment" has become an increasingly critical factor in the electronic 

industry. This may give rise to the issue of extracting the embedded electronics from the 

overmoulding plastics at the end of their operating lifecycle. Future studies could study the 

implementation of recyclability for the current technology. It is clear that within the context of 

recycling polymeric electronic modules, one of the major challenges is the clean separation of 

original electronic subassemblies from the overmoulding polymer. When considering that the 

overmoulding polymers are injected at high temperatures and/or pressure and will have filled 

all the gaps between adjacent components and adhered to various surfaces on the PCB-based 

circuitry, a complete extraction of the components from standard plastic is almost impossible. 

The use of biodegradable compostable polymeric materials may offer a possible route to 

overcome this problem. One of the materials that may be suitable for this application is 

pelletised water-soluble polyvinyl alcohol-based (PVOH) polymers, which are known for 

their capability to be "programmed" (or formulated) to dissolve at a pre-determined 

temperature (or within a temperature window) in the presence of moisture/water. PVOH

based polymers are gradually fmding use in moulded and extruded products, but are not 

currently suitable for harsh automotive environments. PVOH by itself is not considered as a 
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thennoplastic because its melt temperature exceeds the degradation temperature for fully 

hydrolysed grades. However, this has now been overcome by the addition of plasticizers to 

control the processing melt temperature at about 200°C with adequate melt flow and 

improved heat stability. The unique capacity to biodegrade into C02, water and biomass, as 

well as to compost into non-toxic residues, is the crucial advantage of these polymers. 

Furthennore, currently available injection mouldable PVOH-based polymers have been 

shown to be similar to conventional polymers in both thermal characteristics and many 

mechanical parameters, such as flexuraI modulus, tensile and impact strengths. Also, as the 

PVOH can be processed at temperatures about 30-50°C lower than the glass-filled polymers, 

it will be critical in reducing the thennomechanical stresses that may lead to cracking of 

solder joints and component faIlures. 

The solubility characteristics of PVOH polymers are governed by a complex set of criteria. 

The main polymer properties affecting the degree of solubility ofPVOH polymers include the 

degree of hydrolysis, molecular weight, extent of any cross-linking, thermal history and 

degree of crystallisation. Commercial grades of PVOH are available in a range of molecular 

weights and degrees of hydrolysis. Therefore, experimental work may be undertaken to 

characterise properties of these materials which are fundamental to enable successful 

ovennoulding process. However, in order to prevent dissolution of these polymers in the 

typically harsh automotive operating environments, a two-shot moulding technique may be 

used to apply a second ovennoulding layer of a conventional engineering thennoplastic 

polymer, which could be a glass-reinforced grade for its higher dimensional stability. An 

economically practical or environmentally sound method of recovering these fully embedded 

electronic components from the water-soluble thennoplastic wastes may then be developed. 

8.8.4. Thermomechanical Modelling 

As evident from thIS work, the encapsulation process will provide a thermally insulating 

barrier around the electronics that will prevent the rapid dissipation of heat from the 

components, which will be further compounded by the high temperature operating 

environment, particularly for under-bonnet applications. For power devices, this could result 

in significant overheating and premature failure, together with heat damage to the polymer 

material. 
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Thermal models may be created to simulate the effects that encapsulation of electronics has 

on the in-service thermal performance and mechanical reliability of the electronic modules. 

While the foaming of polymers discussed in Section 8.8.1 may offer lower processing 

temperature and pressure, it does have the disadvantage of reducing the heat dissipation 

capacity. This shortcoming can be compensated through the addition of a thermally 

conductive filler, which is discussed in Section 8.8.2. However, the differences in the 

mechanical properties, such as the erE, between this new foamed rep and the embedded 

electronics may result in undesired propagation of stresses, leading to mechanical and 

functional failures. Thermal conduction and stress analyses by FE models may be employed 

to investigate the effects of heat transfer and thermomechanical properties of polymers with 

varying degrees offoaming and/or contents of conductive fillers, and further attempt to 

predict the developed stresses within the modules. This modelling initiative may also be 

utilised in the development of a suitable water-soluble rep for the process to further embody 

the recyclability feature of the technology. Results from these models will create a set of 

design guidelines that will provide process specifications for an engineer to determine the 

required polymeric properties, electronic requirements for specific applications, and the 

subsequent in-service performance and reliability predictions. 

8.8.5. In-mould Retractable Supports 

The current research has developed a novel set of overmoulding tooling in which the inserted 

rigid electronic subassembly was successfully fixed at the mid-plane of the cavity. This has 

ensured a balanced melt flow around the subassembly and hence minimised any differential 

pressure distribution that may lead to substrate warpage. Shear force from the impinging melt 

was utilised to fill the gaps offsetting the substrate and the locating pins and hence enabled 

completely sealing in the overmoulded modules. This design is, however, not fully practical 

for industrial manufacturing process and more development in this area may be necessary. 

One of the possible techniques may be retractable supports in the form of hydraulic pins that 

are withdrawn as the molten polymer fills the mould cavity, before the melt freezes. This 

technique was first introduced for the encapSUlation of golf ball cores by [Giza, 1992] and 

then refined by [Cupples, 2001]. A vertical clamp moulding machine may be preferred as it 

could use gravity to hold the insert subassembly in place. It is now also used in encapsulation 

of sensors and transformers, but an adaptation for overmoulding of rigid subassembly 
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consisting of delicate electronics will form another novel application for this technology 

[DuPont, 1997]. 

B.B.6. Environmental Testing 

The technical benchmark and process guidelines of a novel electronic embedding technique 

have been established as part of this research. Two functional technology demonstrators were 

generated and have been shown to be fully operational in the test rigs. However, the long term 

performance and reliability of these parts were not entirely investigated within the time-frame 

of this research. The test pieces generated from the experiments in Chapters 6 and 7 may be 

used as test vehicles for this purpose by subjecting them to an appropriate test scheme based 

on the Automotive Engineering Council (AEC) [AEC, 2001] qualification procedure for 

electronic components. As a recommendation, they may be divided into three groups and 

subjected to a programme of environmental tests as listed in Table 8-1 below, which are 

intended to be representative of automotive components. The test regimes were modified 

according to the respective JEDEC (Joint Electron Device Engineering Council) standards to 

accommodate the proposed technology. 

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 
, < 

High temp bake (based Thermal cycle (based Autoclave (based on 
on JEDEC AI03 onJEDEC AI04 JEDEC AI02 [JEDEC, 

Test 1 [JEDEC, 1989]) [JEDEC, 2000) 1991]) 

850 hours at 85·C 200 cycles of -40·C to 96 hours at 121·C and 
+85·C 100% RH 

High temp operating Temperature humidity 

Test:! 
life (based on JEDEC bias (based on JEDEC 
AI08 [JEDEC, 1991]) A101 [JEDEC, 1997]) 

120 hours at 120·C 1000 hours at 85·C 
and 85% RH 

Thermal cycle (based 

Test 3 
on JEDEC AI04 
[JEDEC, 2000]) 

1000 cycles of -40·C to 
+85·C 

Table 8-1 Recommended environmental test programme for overmoulded automotive 

electronics 
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8.8.7. Future Exploitation 

The primary automotive market potential for this electronic overmoulding technology is 

extremely large and growing, as the average car gets more sophisticated with the inclusion of 

more features such as anti-lock brakes, power steering, air-conditioning, parking sensors and 

safety systems. Future research may be undertaken to innovate the process in other electronic

related sectors. The EU's WEEE directive is designed to make recovery and recycling of 

electronic and electrical goods compulsory by 2004 [European Council, 2003]. This directive 

will make the proposed technology extremely attractive to many potential end users. 

Immediate applications where this proposed technology could be implemented are 

encapsulated electronics within mobile phones, Smartcard products, anti-fraud packaging for 

pharmaceuticals and drug delivery devices. Other examples of general potential areas are in 

domesticlhousehold appliances (such as washing machines, fridge/freezers, security alarm 

systems, outdoor lights and equipments, etc.), consumer electronics (such as handheld 

computers, instrumentation devices, mobile phones, etc.), under-water exploration equipment 

and other applications with requirement for operation in more hazardous environments. 
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APPENDIX 1. EXPERIMENTAL MATERIAL PROPERTIES 

A1 . • c· 'tA Ireul ssem bl 1\ 

~IS Copper 
Properties FR4 BT resin Ceramic (track) Solder Die adhesive 

CommercIal grade FR4-74 (glass BT-Epoxy Rubaltt708S Mulltcore Locttte 
fibre G200 96%AI,O, Sn62RM89A Chlpbonder 3609 
lammate) A85 epoxy 

Industry speclficalton MIL-P- MIL-S- J-STD-006 SIemens SN-
13949GE 13949H EN 29453 59651 
UL-E41668 UL-E37002 BeIlcore TR- BeIlcore TR-

NWT-000078 NWT-000078 

Physical Properties 
Water absorptIon. % 012 0 
FlammabilIty, s 25 [V-O] 

M 94)' 
[V-O] 

Surface roughness 06max. 
(R.),l1m 

Mechanical Properties 
Young's modulus (E) 340 12066 
[GPaf (ASTMF417) 
Flexural strength, 5300 4900 380 
MPa [lengthway] [lengthway] 

425.5 3900 
[crosswIse] [crosswIse] 
(ASTM (ASTMD229) 
D229) 

Harduess (shore A) 115 
Shear strength, MPa 1385 04 
Shear stram (y) 
Peel strength, N/mm 195 123 30-80 N (Pull-off 

(ML-P- strength on FR4 ) 
13949) 

Peel strength after 190 123 
thermal stress, N/mm (ML-P-

13949) 

Thermal Properties 
TB,oC 180 Very hIgh 73 

(seMcetemp 
-1500'C) 

Relaltve temp lOdex 130 
(RTn, 'C . (UL 746) 
CTE (Il), ppmi'C 13-18 (x-y) l3(x), 15(y), 73 [20- 17 21 145 

60(z) 600'C] (ASTMC696) 
. [RT-T.] (ASTMC373) 

Thennal conducttvtty, 03 036 24 380·400 49 04 
K(W/m-'C) (ASTMC408) (ASTMCI77) 
Thermal stress (mm >1200 
288'C), s 1E-21105) 
SpecIfic heat, Jlkg 'c 800 38519 300 

Electrical Properties 
Dlelectnc constant @ 455 41 98±10'1o 32 
I MHz (ML-P- (ASTMCI50) (ASTM0I50) 

13949) 
Electnc strength, 46 15 
kVlmm (ASTM 

0149) 
DIelectnc breakdown, 58 
kV (ASTM 

0149) 
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DIssIpatIOn factor @I 00175 0013 00003 002 
MRz (ML-P- (ASlM (ASlMDI50) 

13949) D150) 
Surface resIsttVIty, Cl 5 x 10" I x 10" 2 x 10" 

(lEC 249) (lEC 249) (ASlMD257) 
Volume reSIStIVIty, 3 x 10'· I x 10" 10" [20'C] 1.7 x 10 14.7 x 10 2 x 10" 
ncrn 10" [200'C] [22'C] [22'C] 

(IEC 249) (IEC 249) 10" [400'C] (ASlMD257) 
(ASlM 
D257) 

2 A, , G lob-top M ateria s 
Material. 

Properties Silicone Epoxy Polyurethane 
Commercial grade EIs.toSlI RT601 Amicon 50300LT Amlcon 50302HT Huml,esl 

(polvrnenc substrate) ~eramlc substrate) 2B74/95 
LlDear erE (P1>mI"C) 23 x 10~ 25x IO~ 35xl~ N/A 
Thennal conductivity (W/m.oC) 026 063 050 N/A 
T. ('C) N/A 140 mm 130mm N/A 
Cure sbnnka2e (%) 082 02 05 02 0.5 08-09 
Hardness 45 90mm 90 mm N/A 
DenSIty (Wcrn') 102 171 175 165 169 105 
VISCOSIty (pa-s) 350 (low) 45-65 45-65 N/A 
Cunn2 profile 30rnm @ 150'C 30rnm @J20'C 12Omm@ 150'C 24brs@25'C 

A3 , , o vermou Id' P I mg olymers 
-=-----------'Material 30% glass Unfilled 40% mineral 
Property __ Unfilled PBT filled PBT Nvlon 66 filled Nvlon 66 Acetal 
Commercial grade GEPlastlcs DuPont erastm DuPont Zytel DuPont Mmlon DuPont Delrm 

Valox325 LW9J30 NCOIO 103HSLNCOlO IOB140 900PNCOlO 
Physical Properties 
DenSIty (p), g/crn' 131 I 51 I 14 1.50 [dam] 142 (ISO 1183 

(ASlMD792) (ISO 1\83) (ISO 1183) (ISO 1\83) & 
ASlMD792l 

Lmcar mould 0019 065 [normal] 13 [flow] 1.2 [normal] 2 I [flow], 
shnnkage, cm/cm I 0 [normal, (ISO 2577) 1.2 [parallel] 2 0 [transverse] 

annealed] [dam] (ISO 2577) 
o 25 [parallel] (ISO 2577) 
o 4 [parallel, 

annealed] 
(ISO 2577) 

Water absorptton, 0/0 008 o 35 @50"1o RH 8 5@50%RH 5@50%RH 1.5 
(ASlMD570) (ISO 62) (ISO 62) [dam] (ASlMD570) 

I 2 @saturatton (ISO 62) 14 @50%RH 
(ASlMD570) (ISO 62) 

Hwmdlty absorptton, 014 28 16 [dam) 03 
% (ISO 621 (ISO 62) (ISO 62)' (ISO 62) 
Mechanical Properties 

TensIle strength, MPa 52 69 
(ASlMD638) (ASlMD638) 

Tenstle modulus 9.5 125 [50% RH] 3.5 [50% RH] 3.2 
@Immlrnm, GPa (ISO 527-112) 3.1 [dam] 58 [dam) (ISO 527-112) 

(ISO 527-112)_ iISO 527-112} 
Stress @ break, MPa 130 60 [50% RH] 

(ISO 527-112) 89 [dam] 
(ISO 527-112) 

Elongatton @ break, 200 26 >50 [50% RH] 10 [50% RH] 30 
% (ASlMD638) (ISO 527-112) 40[dam] 3.7 [dam] (ISO 527-112) 

(ISO 527-112) (ISO 527-112) 
Flexural strength, 200 53 [50% RH] 
MPa (ISO 178) 85 [dam] , 

(ISO 527-112) 
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temp 
@18MPa,'C 

cm 

------

Surface reSIstiVIty, n 

constant 
@lMHz 

kVlmm 

CT!, V 

AppendIX 1 

(lEC 93) 
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APPENDIX 2. SPECIFICATION OF INJECTION 

MOULDING MACHINE 

AppendIX 2 

Injection moulding machine Instruction manual 
Verslon:Gl11/1OO1/15 

3 MACHINE SURVEY 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 13 

~~ 
1 ' _I 

~-11J '\~ 11 

'\: ~ Iltl ltb 
I 

- \ 
~ 

1= 

~ 

b02Q 00100 153 I 
1 15 12 14 11 

1 MachIne frame 8 Material container 
2 ClampIng cylinder 
3 Moving platen 

9 Injection unrt 
10 Screw drive 

4 Hydraulic ejector 
5 Moving cover 

11 Hydraulics 
12 ElectricslElectronlcs 

6 MIcrocomputer 13 MaIn swrtch 
7 PlastIcIZIng cylinder 
15 Place of work-operatIng personnel 

14 Power supply 
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,-.-

1999-07-29 
ES 80/30HL 

PERA TECHNOLOGY CENTRE, 

mm 
UD 

g/sec . 
JD 

wsec 
mm 
,/mm 

B0130 
ES80130 HL 

18 2: 2~ 

22,S 11,7 11 i,4 
3.5 6 - . -
- - -
lO 1110 100 
)-450 2 )-360 

8 100 
25 49 

Appendix 2 

Max 
Spez. 

I Spel. : erhohl 

cm' 
ba, 
bar 
mm 
kN 
kW 

~~~ ____ ~~;~~~~~~~:~o~ __ -; 
I ' 

I Anzahl der . Imkl. Ouse' 

Imln 
lmax. 

T )6) ~ Hub 

: (ohne 01) 

kN 
mm 
kN 
mm 
mm 
mm 

mm 
mm 
mm 

Isec~mm 

kW 
I 

kq 

20 20 200 
2 2 28 

.3 ,.3 5,3 
4 4 

300 
350 

40 
100 
lBO 
530 

..§§Q x 330 
556 x 430 
360 
1,3 ~ 150 

7,5 
115 

2900 

m 3,3Oxl,20xl,!l(t 

1 ArbellSvermogen Sentzeinhell-SchheBkraft m MP 
2 Werte fUr Polystyrol (MVR 20015=1 Ocm'/l Omln) bls Spnlzemhert 2550 nach EWN 
3 Werte fur HOPE lMVR190/5 13cm"110mlnl mrt PE-Schnecke ab Sentzelnh911 3550 nach EWN 
4 Werte fUr PP (MVR230/2,16=12cm'/l0mln) bel TM-Maschlnen 
5 Werte fUr HOPE lMVRI90/5=13cm"/l0mlnl nach EWN 
6 Theorellsche Werte 
7 fUr Slandardschneckenliinge 
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ENGEI 
Version: 

Internationals GrOBenbezelchnung International size designation 

SPRITZEINHEIT INJECnON UNIT 

Schneckendurchmesser mm Screw diameter 

Doslerweg mm Metering stroke 

Schneckendrehzahl min-l Screw speed 

Plastlfizierstrom g1sec Plasticizing rete 

Elnsprltzstrom cm3lsec Injection rete 

Maxlrnales Hubvolumen cm3 MaxImum stroke volume 

Spezifischer Sprltzdruck bar Specific Injection pressure 

Spezlfischer Sprltzdruck erhOht bar Specific 1nl pressure Increased 

DOsenweg mm Nozzle stroke 

DOsenanpreBkraft kN Nozzle contact pressure 

Helzleistung Im Heating capacrty 

AnzahlderHe~onen Number 01 heating zones 

SCHUESSEINHEIT CLAMPING UNIT 

SchheBkraft kN Clamping lorce 

Offnungsweg mm Opening stroke 

Auswerferkraft kN Ejector lorce 

Auswerferweg mm Ejector stroke 

Plattenabstand maximal mm Platen distance maximum 

Werkzeugelnbauhohe minimal mm Mould height minimum 

Aufspannplatten Mould fixing platens 

- GesamtgroBe mm - Total sIZe 

- VergrOBerte Aufspannplatte mm - Enlarged mould fixing platen . 
Trockenlaul sec Dry cycle time 

ANTRIEB DRIVE 

Pumpenantrlebsle,stung Im Pump dnve power 

OHOllung 0,1 fill,ng: 

- HauptOlbehalter I - Main 011 tank 

- Nachsaugbehatter I - Post-suction tank 
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GEWICHT 

Nello 

SchlleBeinheH-Netto 

SchlieBeinhert-Nello 
(vergrOBerte Aufspannplatlen) 

Spritzeinhert-Netlo 

Ipehbltechn.datJformuI.1.E - 0611998 

kg 

kg 

kg 

kg 

AppendIX 2 

Version: 

WEIGHT 

net 

Clamping untt-net 

Clamping untt-net 
(enlarged mould fixing platens) 

Injection unit-net 

SPRITZDRUCKDIAGRAMM 
INJECTION PRESSURE DIAGRAM 

DIAGRAMME PRESSION D'INJECTION 

"'IIU bar 
U~-2 !:I!!:: .. u 

2200 " .. 0> .!:t .. o. 
1: a Cl) 2000 
o.cC 
0 0 .2 1800 
t-u 

1600 .cuo> 
u.!!."c 

1400 .c:---" iju 1200 8.= c -0 U_ 
1000 (/I .... 

0." (/le 800 
c. 

600 

400 

200 

)~ 

, 
, 

, , 
, V 

, 1/ , , 

" ,I 

, , 
'J " 1..-

I 
~ 
a 

, , 
.-

V 
I" 

V 

1 -ii 
, , 

I ... 

2200 
2060(022 

1600 (02 
1590(0 

5) 
22) 

1230(02 5) 

, , 1/ i/ -----, - EJh6hter Sprttzdruck 
, , , , 

~~~ 
102030 40 50 60 70 80 90100 % 

16 32 48 64 80 96 1121281 .... 160 b.r 
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APPENDIX 3. PMOS4 TEST CHIP DATASHEET 

PMOS4 Package Performance 
Monitoring Test Chip 

National Microelectronics Research Centre 

University College Cork 

Lee Maltings 

Prospect Row 

Cork 

6th Nov. 1998 
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C.1. Test Chip Summary 

The PMOS4 test chip, shown in schematIc form in figure 1, is a general-purpose 

package performance monitoring test chip which contains test structures to evaluate the 

following rc package performance parameters: 

• environmental reliability in terms of corrosion of on-chip metallisation. 

• thermo-mechanIcal reliability in terms of: 

- stress induced resistance changes in silicon-based diffused resistors. 

- stress induced metal shift in on-chip metallisation. 

• thermal resistance between the chip surface and some external reference temperature 

on the rc package, circUit board or the ambient air. 

PMOS41s a 10mm x 5mm test chip containing the following: 

• 1 passivated corrosion monitor, covering approximately half of the die. 

• 1 heater resistor, covering 85% of the die. 

• 3 temperature sensing diodes, located at the centre, corner and edge of the die. 

• 6 * 3-leg strain gauge, P-doped diffused resistors. 

• Daisy chain wire bond structures. 

• Metal shift patterns. 

Before discussmg the test chip in more detail, it is worth considering the main criteria 

or guidelines, which were considered in its design. These are summarised here and should 

form a baseline for any similar future designs :-

• It should be possible to simulate a range of functional chip sizes both currently on 

the market and IIDder consideration for implementation in future designs. This was considered 

as essential for maximum utilisatIon of the test chips by both manufactIIring and Research & 

Development Sites, where a range of functional die sizes are IIDder consideration at anyone 

time. The advantage of this strategy was that test chip design cycles could be significantly 

reduced since only a single interconnect layer was required to customise a given test chip 

size. 

• Thermal characterisatIon IS performed using on-chip heater resistors used to supply 

large power to the chip, combined with p-n jlIDction diodes used for on-chip temperatJire 

measurement. The heat sources were designed to meet power density requirements for current 

and future applications where power densities in the range 25 to lOOW/cm square are 

proj ected for future high speed computing. 
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• The thennal test structures (heaters) were required to meet or at least be comparable 

to existing SEMI test chip guidelines, i.e. the heater element should cover at least 85% of the 

die surface. 

• A number of temperature sensors were required on the chip to measure maximum 

chip surface temperature, average chip surface temperature and to obtain a temperature profile 

across the die surface. 

• Resistance to harsh environmental conditions is measured using triple-track 

corrosion morutors. By suitably biasing the meanders - centre track grounded and the outer 

two tracks biased positive and negative - the occurrence of electro-chemical corrosion of the 

aluminium can be monitored. This fonn of corrosion results in an increase in leakage current 

between the tracks and an increase in track resistance. 

• On chip stress measurements are made using diffused resistor strain gauges. Since 

silicon is a piezoresistive material, the resistors are sensitive to stress changes on the surface 

of the die. The requirements were as follows :-

- The full stress content (all six unique stress components) on the surface of the die 

should be measured if pOSSible. 

- The measured stress components should be inherently temperature compensated to 

eliminate thermal errors (the resistors are sensitive to temperature as well as stress). 

- The gauges should occupy as small an area as possible, yet have a resistivity high 

enough for the resistance changes to be measurable 

- The resistors should preferably be manufactured at medium doping levels (1016-

1019 cm-3). The piezoresistive coefficients are larger at low doping levels «1016 cm-3) 

which makes the resistors more sensitive to stress, however they become more temperature 

dependant. The opposite occurs at high doping levels «1020 cm-3) where the temperature 

dependence of the coefficients practically disappears, but the coefficients decrease in value, 

making the gauge less sensitive to stress. By using a medium doping concentration the 

piezoresistive coefficients are sufficiently large without being overly temperature sensitive. 

• Wire bond reliability is tested using daisy chain bond pad structures. These are a 

series of bond pads shorted together. A change in resistance indicates the growth of an 

intennetallic layer between the pad and the wire bond, while a complete bond failure results 

in an open circuit These daisy chains can also be used to check the reliability of flip chip 

solder bump counectIons. 
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C.2. Test Structure Specifications 

Thermal Testing Procedure 

The PMOS4 contains one single P-diffuslon heater resistor, which covers 
approximately 85% of the die surface. Three diode temperature sensors are available on the 
chip, one in the centre and one each in opposite corners of the die, which allows for an 
assessment of the temperature vanation across the chip. The temperature sensitive parameter 
(TSP) of the diode IS the forward voltage drop under a constant current. 

1.1I Calibration and thermal testing. 

Force measuring current (typically lOuA, 100uA or lmA) through diode and measure 
Vf at different temperatures. Vf v temperature for the diodes is approximately 1.6 to 
2.2mV/oC. 

1.21 Thermal Resistance Measurement 

To prevent electrical interference between the diode and the heater the bIasing of the 
device must be carefully setup. Configure circuit as shown below, ensure no common ground 
point between the heater measurement circuit and the diode measurement loop. The diode 
excitation current should be 'sourced' mto the anode of the diode rather than 'sinked' from 
the cathode. This is necessary due to the common substrate between the heater and the dIode. 

Current Source (If) 

Voltmeter (Vf) 

Ammeter (lh) 

Voltmeter (Vb) 
Power 
Supply 

MAX bias for Heater is 40V, this corresponds to approXImately 6W per PMOS4 (5 x 10mm) 
chip, in a 10 X 10mm configuration, 12W will be achievable. 

Corrosion Monitors 

The mam function of the triple track metal meanders is corrosion detection. There are 

two individual corrosion momtors on the die. The line width and line pitches are both 10 

microns each respectively, WIth a thickness of I micron. Metall "runners" are incorporated 
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into the structures at right angles to the metal tracks to simulate the topography of an actual 

le. 
On-chip metal corrosion is measured by grounding the centre track while biasing the 

outer tracks positively and negatively. The occurrence of both anodic and cathodIc corrosion 

is then detected by an increase in leakage currents between the tracks or by an increase in 

track resistance. 

The metal track meanders can also be used as a surface conductIvity monitor in 

conjunction with the temperature sensing diodes. By cooling the package and measuring the 

leakage current between the tracks, a large increase in leakage current is observed when the 

dew pomt is reached. This is due to the condensation of moisture on the chip surface as the 

dew pomt is reached, whIch can be measured using the diodes. Knowing the dew point and 

ambIent temperature means that the relative humidity can be calculated easily even within 

hermetically sealed packages. 

MAX bias for th~ corrosion monitors is ±20V. Bias voltages greater than this can cause 

destructive breakdown of the oxide beneath the material. 

Strain Gauges 

Plezoresistance is that property of a material, which causes a change in electrical 

resistance under applied mechanical stress. Single crystal silicon is one material, whIch has 

this property and has been widely used in the manufacture of miniature strain gauges. Suitable 

resistors may be fabricated by diffusing impurities into the silicon surface. 

The resIstance change is coupled to applied stress levels by a six by six matrix of 

piezoresistive coefficients. The carrier type, concentration and the temperature are required to 

quantIfy these coefficients from measured results in the literature if available. Silicon is 

characterised by six fundamental piezoresistIve coeffiCIents, three each for N-type and P-type 

dopants. These coefficients are usually denoted by 7t1l, 7t12 and 7t44. 

Once the piezocoefficients are known, formulae for resistance variations are used, 

taking account of wafer type and orientation, to calculate die surface stresses. The stress

induced resistivity change is dependant on the drrection of current flow with regard to the 

crystal lattice. Thus It is vital to know the orientation of the crystallogrphic axes with respect 

to the silicon surface. 

The PMOS4 test chip contains P-doped strain gauge resistor rosettes with typical 

resistance values of 1.3kn. Each rosette consists of three resistors which enables the 
calculatIon of the two in-plane direct stresses, crx and cry, as well as the in-plane shear stress 
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'txy. There are six such rosettes distributed across the surface of the die as Illustrated in figure 

1. 

In a typical application, for example measuring the stress induced on the surface of the 

die due to the plastic encapsulation process, the procedure is as follows :-

• The resistors are measured in wafer form (stress free state), noting the ambient 

measurement temperature. If possible the ambient temperature should be controlled to an 

accuracy of 0.1 °C. 

• The resistors are re-measured after packaging. Note the measurement temperature. 

Again the measurements should be performed in a controlled environment at the same 

temperature as the wafer level measurements, if at all possible. If this can be achieved, 

thermal errors are almost completely eliminated. 

• If the wafer level measurements were carried out at a different temperature to the 

packaged IC measurements, temperature compensation must be performed as follows :-

Ri = Ri (1 + (IT[Tf-Ti]) 

where (IT is the TCR of the strain gauge resistors, Ri is the initial wafer level measurement, 

Ti IS the wafer level measurement temperature and Tf is the final measurement temperature. 

(IT has been measured as 0.1 %loC. 

• The final values are subtracted from the initial temperature compensated values to 

give the measured resistance change due to the applied stress. These values can then be used 

to give the stress values. 

C.3. Wirebond Details 

The following tables give the wire bond detaIls for each of the structures on the 
PMOS4 test chip. 

Corrosion Monitors: 

A sketch of the corrosion monitor is shown below. The corrosion monitor consists of a 
triple aluminium track, which can be biased to accelerate corrosion between tracks. 
The triple tracks can be measured at interval points between terminals A and F. 
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Termin lA a Termi alF 

Track 3 
Track 2 
Track I 

TenninalB TenninalC TenninalD Terminal E 

ro--J ~ - Le; 
, . , '0 , I~ " -; . ,- , 

- 0 , -> .. , ;; 0 

• . , . - . . 
, ' , .. 

• ~: ,-
• . 

4- • " < 
-, . : ,0, 

:i ___ , 
, ' , . -' 

0 ~ '" 
, Corros 

'. '- ,.,r~ ..... . " , 
-" /1'" ''',,'' ..,<, 0 ">. i " .. .. ",.-. " • 

Location ofCorrorsion Monitoring Pads on PMOS4 test clup 

Corrosion Monitor Pad Connections 
Meander Track Tenmnal , Pad Number 

A Pad # F 
Track 1 CMAl (109) CMBl 
Track 2 CMA2 (110) CMB2 
Track 3 CMA3 (111 CMB3 

Corrosion Momtor Internal Pads 

Trac 
Trac 
Trac 

k3 
k2 
kl 

onitors nM 

Pad # 
(35) 
(34) 
(33) 

Meander Track Terminal, Pad Number 
B Pad # C Pad # D Pad # E Pad # 

Track 1 CMCl .(2) CMDl (8) CMEl (19) CMFl (28) 
Track 2 CMC2 (3) CMD2 (7) CME2 (20) CMF2 (27) 
Track 3 CMC3 (4) CMD3 (6) CME3 (21) CMF3 (26) 

Heaters: 

A sketch of the heater location is shown here. On the PMOS4 the heater is 
implemented as a smgle resistor With an approximate value of 3000. A number of 
connections are provided as illustrated in the diagram below. This is to allow a higher 
current carrying capacity for larger heat dissipation. 

Heater, 
wirebond 

site 

~. Heater 
~ wrrebond 

g site 

~--------------~ 

Heater WireBond Locations on PMOS4 

There are also pads for 4-wire connection to the heater on the periphery of the die: 

Terminal 1 Terminal 2 
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Device Label # Label # 
Heater HTAI (102t HTBl (31) 

HTA2 (108) HTB2 (55) 

Diodes: 

A sketch of the diode locations is shown here. On the PMOS4 die there are three 
diodes available as sketched. 

Device 
DlOdeDI 

DiodeD2 

DiodeD3 

Strain gauges: 

D3 
~ 

~. 
D2 

DI 

Diodes location on PMOS4 

Anode Cathode 
Label # Label 
DIAl (17) DICI 
DIA2 (66) DIC2 
D2AI (71) D2CI 
D2A2 (9) D2C2 
D3AI (90) D3CI 

# 
(18) 
(65) 
(70) 
(10) 

(89) 

There are six strain gauge rosette each consisting of three P-doped resistors. One end 
of each resistor IS shorted together (centre pads) so that four pads are required to 
measure all of the resistors in an individual rosette. 
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TenninalA TennmalB 
Stram Sensor 1 to 6 Pad No Pad No 

ReSIStor lA 14 17 or 66 
ReSIstor 1B 15 or 68 17 or 66 
Resistor 1C 16 or 67 17 or 66 
Resistor2A 52 53 
Resistor 2B 54 53 
ReSIstor 2C 51 53 
Resistor 3A 73 71 
Resistor 3B 74 71 
Resistor 3C 72 71 
Resistor4A 92 90 
ReSIstor 4B 93 90 
Resistor4C 91 90 
Resistor SA 105 107 
Resistor 5B 106 107 
Resistor 5C 104 107 
Resistor6A 115 113 
Resistor 6B 114 113 
Resistor 6C 116 113 
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Daisy Chain (Wire Bond Reliability Structures) 

Terminal A TenninalB 
Daisy Chain No. Pad No Pad No. 

1 11 12 
2 22 23 
3 24 25 
4 29 30 
5 36 37 
6 38 39 
7 40 41 
8 43 44 
9 45 46 
10 47 48 
11 49 50 
12 56 57 
13 58 59 
14 60 61 
15 62 63 
16 76 77 
17 78 79 
18 80 81 
19 82 83 
20 84 85 
21 86 87 
22 94 95 
23 96 97 
24 98 99 
25 100 101 

Substrate Contacts: Pad 13, Pad 42, Pad 75 & Pad 103. 

Number oCPads Required to Measure Each Test Structure 

• Strain gauges: four pads per strain gauge, 24 pads for all six strain gauges 

• Heaters and Diodes: heater requires two pads minimum, preferably four pads for 
four-wire Kelvin resistance measurement. Each of the three diodes requires two 
pads. This gives a total of 10 pads for thennal characterisation 

• Corrosion Monitors : requires six pads to measure the corrosion morutor from 
tenninals A to F. This can be split into two monitors by the use of tenninals B 
and C. This requires 12 pads in total. 

• Daisy Chains: there are 25 daisy chain links on the PMOS4, each link requires 2 
pads. 
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C.4. Bond Pad Co-ordinates 

The following table gives the pad co-ordmates for the 116 110 pads on the PMOS4 test chip. 
The co-ordinates are referenced from the left-hand top corner of pad number 1 as illustrated 
below. 

PMOS4 Test Chip 

PAD X P D Y 
1 0 1672 

2 865 1672 
""3 lO6S 
4 l26S 0 
--.; 2993 --0 63 i() 
6 -64 5ROO 4672 

65 5600 4672 
1;6 

~ m 
10 3993 1;8 1672 
11 4f93 --0 69 1800 1672 
-12 4393 0 70 4600 4672 

H 4593 0 71 4400 4672 
14 199 72 4200 4672 
15 7. 1000 4672 
16 1672 

17 
Is 5s93 
1Q sm --0 
!il 7R 1ilOO 4672 

79 21:00 4672 
1672 

2: 5593 
14 76s5 
2s 7885 
26 8085 0 84 l8O( 4672 
-27 8285 0 Ss 1600 4672 

2X 8485 0 -S6 l400 4672 
29 8685 X7 1:260 4672 
30 8885 1000 4672 
31 9085 800 4672 

32 9ill 143 600 4672 
n 9ill 343 Tt 400 4672 
T4 9371 543 92 200 4672 

93 0 
-: 
-: 

13 30 
39 937T 1543 -305 3941 
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40 9371 1743 98 -305 3741 
41 9371 1943 99 -305 3541 
42 9371 2143 100 -305 3341 
43 9371 2343 101 -305 3141 
44 9371 2543 102 -305 2941 
45 9371 2743 103 -305 2741 
46 9371 2943 104 -305 2541 
47 9371 3143 105 -305 2341 
48 9371 3343 106 -305 2141 
49 9371 3543 107 -305 1941 
50 9371 3743 108 -305 1741 
51 9371 3943 109 -305 1541 
52 9371 4143 llO -305 1341 
53 9371 4343 III -305 1141 
54 9371 4543 ll2 -305 941 
SS 9100 4672 ll3 -305 741 
56 7400 4672 ll4 -305 541 
57 7200 4672 ll5 -305 341 
58 7000 4672 ll6 -305 141 

The co-ordinates for the internal Heater pads locations are given in the table below, again 
referenced to the top left corner of pad number 1. 

PAD X Y PAD 
1 122 940 9 
1 122 1140 10 
3 122 1740 II 
4 122 1940 12 
5 122 2740 13 
6 122 2940 14 
7 122 3540 15 
8 122 3740 16 

C.5. Wafer and Die Specifications 

Wafer Diameter: 4 inch 
Wafer Thickness: 
Metallisation: 

525 ± 25 microns 
Aluminium / 1 % silicon 

Passivation: Silicon Nitride 
Die Size: 10,000 microns X 5,000 microns 
Die Pitch: 10,100 microns X 5,100 microns 
Scribe Channel Width: 100 microns 
Number of periphery I/O: 116 
I/O Pad SIze: 100 microns square 
I/O Pad PItch: 200 microns 

X 
8972 
8972 
8972 
8972 
8972 
8972 
8972 
8972 

Passivation Window Opening over I/O Pads: 90 microns 
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C.S. PMOS4 Layout 

C.7. PMOS4 Multi-up Format 

The PMOS4 can be used in multi-up as a IOmm X 10mm or 5mm X 20mm die, simply by 
dicing 2 single die side by side. The 10mm X 10mm version is shown below. The pad co
ordinates can be easily obtained using the die step size, 10,100microns by 5,100 microns. 

NMRC PMOS4 Test Chip Ger McCarth Date: March 11 , 1997 
PMOS4 Rev 
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